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JOHN RUSSELL COLVIN
CHAPTER

I

INTKODUCTOBY
MANY may remember
of October, 1857,

when

that glad Tuesday, the a;th

the news of the

fall of

Delhi

was announced in the columns of the morning papers.
Delhi was assaulted,' ran the Times telegram of the

'

previous day from Trieste,

'

on the 14th

of September,

and was in possession of our troops on the aoth.'
Another line told how General Outram and Havelock report from Cawnpur, on the j 9th at 6 p.m that
the troops crossed the Ganges without opposition,
,

A

little lower
skirmishing only with advanced posts.
down was added
Mr. Colvin, the Lieutenant-Goverc

:

nor, died at Agra,

on September

9.'

In the outpour

of feelings overburdened
during long months of suspense, and in the jubilant excitement which a few

days later greeted the announcement that Outram
and Havelock had entered Lucknow, there was little
take stock of the fallen.

Events were

While Lucknow was

beleaguered,

leisure

to

moving

fast.

still
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too

much remained

to be achieved for

a passing notice of those

more than

who had succumbed.

With

came questions of reconstruction.
with many who had moved prominently

the return of order

The

past,

through

it,

was

for

For a few

a time obscured.

weeks, paragraphs announcing in regretful terms the

death of the Lieutenant-Governor of Agra reappeared

In December, at the kst

in the news from India.

visitation of the Directors of the East India

pany

to their College

Com-

of Haileybury, which, like

themselves, was about to be abolished, Mr. Mangles,

the Chairman, referred to
spicuous eulogy.
of the late Sir

him in words

A few days later the

of

con-

friendly

hand

Charles Trevelyan recalled to his

countrymen in the columns of the Times the services
and the career of Mr. Colvin. His name after that
fell

by degrees into temporary oblivion to reappear,
much time had passed, in narratives of the
;

before

events of 1857.

Many, more fortunate

if less

pro-

who had taken part in those events, survived,
in their own words, and from their own point

minent,
to tell

of view, their share in them.

To

others who, like

Mr. Colvin, had died in the discharge of duty, justice

was done by

friends.

case I fall/ wrote Sir
'

I trust implicitly to you, in

Henry Lawrence

to a brother,

to see that, in the event of the loss of all

which
I

*

is

not improbable,

my memory

my

papers,

gets fair play.

want no more/
Sir

Henry Lawrence in Oudh, and Mr. Colvin

in

the North- West Provinces, were the officers in charge

CAREER UNRECORDED
of the
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two Provinces on which, in 1857, broke the
The one has found his

violence of the Mutinies.

biographer; on the other, public judgment has gone

by

His papers were dispersed.

default.

The day

had not yet come when the full tale of the events
with which he had been at one or other period of
his life identified

be told.

could

Other questions

than those of India, other phases of Indian questions,
pressed upon attention. There grew, with the years,

round his name a legend of some want of vigour in
meeting the great crisis of 1857. In past years, and
in connexion with

more

distant events, he

charged with too great vigour.
first

The

had been

historian of the

asserted, and others had accepted
that when he was but thirty his strength

KSbul war had

the assertion,

of character, his force of will,

and

his powerful

had established over Lord Auckland,
as Private Secretary, too great

whom

mind

he served

The

an ascendency.

same chronicler, writing later of the Indian mutinies,
found him wanting at fifty in the qualities of which
at thirty an excess had been
imputed to him. The

shadow of these
grave.
said

conflicting estimates rests

upon

his

word has not yet been
epochs with which his name is

Happily, the last

on the two great

connected.

Time, which* has corrected

much

of the

judgments, and cleared away more of the pretensions,
with which in 1842 and again in 1857 the air was
loaded, will yet allow that fair play to Mr. Colvin's

memory which, like Sir Henry Lawrence, is all that
he would have asked for. No memoir of him can
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be complete in the foreground of which

is

not placed

a narrative of the events which, in 1837 and 1838,

Kabul war, and a review of
With those incithe Indian Mutiny.

brought about the

some phases

of

first

dents in Indian history these pages, therefore,

must

be largely occupied.

The writer

of this

Memoir

is

very greatly indebted

Lord Auckland, who has kindly placed
disposal the Earl of Auckland's letters and

to the present

at his

Minutes, written while he

was Governor-General, and

contained in forty-four large manuscript volumes.
Such of these papers as have been published in Blue

Books have been referred

to,

but their text has been

quoted in this Memoir. Of Lord Auckland's
Indian correspondence, which contains his letters to

little

John

Sir

Cam Hobhouse when

of Control, to successive

President of the Board

Chairmen of the East India

Company, and to other public men, nothing has
The writer has also to
hitherto been published.
acknowledge the courtesy of the authorities at the
Office, who have permitted the publication of

India

certain despatches of the Secret

Committee of the

East India Company, written in 1836 and 1838.
The text of these, though they have been referred
to

by Lord Palmerston aod

Sir

John Hobhouse

in

Parliament, has never been printed for the public
eye.

From
made

these

two sources extracts have been

as

freely
They throw new
light on a page of Indian annals of which Kaye
has been hitherto the undisputed exponent.
Of

as space will allow.

n

MATERIALS FOR PRESENT MEMOIR
Mr. Colvin's
at

Agra

own papers, much perished with his library

in 1857, but there remains a little of interest,

During the years 1837-1839, when he was Private
Secretary to Lord Auckland, he kept a diary of the
work which passed through his hands In the fourteen volumes of this diary,

among

notes of daily

work

and passages from his private reading, are preserved
extracts from letters addressed to Lord Auckland or

by the chief

to his Private Secretary

events of that time.

Some

of his miscellaneous papers

actors in the

of the flotsam

came

and jetsam

also to the surface

wreck of 1857. Letters of interest, written
Sir
William
Macnaghten when on his way to negoby

after the

with Maharj

tiate

Kanjit Singh the terms of the

invasion of Kabul, are in the present writer's hands.

So are copies of

written

by Mr. Colvin, as
Lieutenant-Governor, from November 1853 ^ ^ av
1857

;

letters

and copies of those which he addressed to the

Governor-General (Lord Canning), the Commander-inChief,

of

Lord Dalhousie, and

to others during the

May, June, July, August,

death, on

much

September

9,

till

1857.

months

within a week of his

The

writer, finally,

indebted to Mr. F. Keade, for allowing

him

is

to

use an unpublished narrative written by his father,
the late Mr. E. A. Reade,

an eminent member of the

Indian Civil Service, describing the course of affairs
at Agra in the Mutinies of 1857.

The career

of Mr. Colvin as

in some respects singular.

an Indian

civilian

was

Although he was on the

Bengal establishment, barely half the period of his

JOHN RUSSELL COLVIN
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public

life

He had
as

an

Niz&m

was spent in Bengal.

of thirty-two years

found himself in HaidardMd and the Deccan

Assistant to the Resident at the Court of the

Upper Provinces with the GovernorNepfl as Resident at Maulmain as head

in the

;

General

;

at

;

Upper Provinces again
His experience had been

of the Administration; in the
as Lieutenant-Governor.

and varied; and except during three and a half
years' furlough from 1842 to the latter part of 1845

large

known no

he had

literally

Indian

officers of his time, it is

man

that

we must think

tenderness their thoughts

rest.

like other eminent

mainly as a public
With whatever

of him.

may

have turned home-

and few could have given more tender care
throughout life than Mr. Colvin to the welfare of

wards

his children

such

men saw

of their families.

little

away from them.

Their children were brought up far

Their wives, under stress of ill-health, or similar
necessity,

were

frequently

separated

They themselves remained absorbed in

from

them.

affairs,

and

in the varying public interests which, as they were

drawn nearer

to the heart

of the administration,

crowded in increasing importance round them. Nor
was there much in their Indian life to lessen the pressure of their labour.

Mr. Colvin found rest in the

atmosphere of his home, the society of his friends, and
He read unceasingly in the full hours

in his books.

;

of his labours as Private Secretary, in the intervals

of his

work on the Calcutta Bench,

in the leisure of

a long furlough, in the brief moments which present

MAN OF AFFAIRS AND STUDENT
themselves to a Lieutenant-Governor.
read,

to

pen or pencil in hand.

Ms

it.

It is as a

man

as a student in private

His note books

life,

a more intimate kind
lifted

friends)

by

friends

who have

may
(for

testify

which he

of affairs in public,

and

that in his papers

and

his diaries he presents himself to us.

is

Usually he

as to the indulgence with
appetite,

gratified

13

Glimpses of

be gained when the veil

he was a

man

of

many

recorded their reminiscences of

him, or by the more jealous hands of those

immediately connected with him.

who were

CHAPTER

II

SUMMARY OP MR. COLVIN'S CAREER

ON

his

descent.

married

father's

side,

Mr, Colvin was of Scotch

His grandfather, Alexander Colvin, had

Linlithgow, in 1749, the daughter of
a clergyman in the north of Ireland, Elizabeth, known
among her people as bonny Lizzie Kennedy. They
at

'

c

banks of the Carron, in
Dunipace, in Stirlingshire, where

lived at Denovan, on the

the

parish

of

Mr. Alexander Colvin owned large bleaching works.
According to a writer in Chambers' Encyclopedia,
the

first bleach-field

in Scotland

was established by

the Fletchers at Saltoun in East Lothian about 1730.

Mr. Colvin's works were probably among the earliest
to be set up in Scotland.
The art came, like Lizzie

Kennedy, from Ireland.

Print-works,

now

in turn

removed, afterwards occupied the site of the buildand of him
ings which belonged to Mr. Colvin
;

and

his business there remains

no longer any trace

on the Carron, except graves in the
since

stripped

of

its"

little

kirk, within the

kirkyard,
'

'

policies

of

Dunipace House. It was not in Scotland, but in
India, that the branch of the family with which we

DESCENT AND ANCESTRY
was

are concerned

to spread
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For the enter-

itself.

young men
banks of a river

the
prising spirit inherited of their father
of that branch found scope on the

remote from the Carron of their youth.

far

those

Among

who made

their

way

to

the Hugli,

where the path of fortune had been prepared for
them by Olive, was a son of the Denovan bleacher
Alexander Colvin, in or about 1778, was the

first

of

the family to risk his fortunes in India,

tempted by
what connexion, or led by what hopes, cannot now be
known. There, he established a house of business,

known

later as the

house of Colvin, Ainslie, and

when in 1818 at the age of 63 he
merchants erected to his memory
a marble monument, from the hands of Westmacott, in
Cowie

;

and

there,

died, his brother

St. John's,

the parish church of Calcutta.

over his remains, in the

also

They raised

South Park Street

Cemetery, a tomb on which they recorded his worth.

He had
ings
or

;

landed in India in the reign of

Warren Hast-

Indian annals are divided, not

for

William,

but

by

Clive,

Wellesley,

their predecessors or their successors.

by George
Dalhousie,

While Hastings

was enlarging the limits of the Company's

rule,

Alexander Colvin attended to his ventures.

His

name not
and

infrequently recurs in old Calcutta gazettes

He may have served on a jury before
Lnpey. He must have discussed over his

records.

Sir Elijah

tea and his bananas the squabbles of the

Governor and

and have presented his homage to the
adored 'Marian.
The scandal of Madame Grand
his councillors

;

5
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will

have been to him a

inquiry, and
ferred,

subject, first of discreet

later of pious

we may be

sure, as

body, the joys of his

He

reprobation.

pre-

became a sober Scotch

home

in Hastings Street to

the masquerades at Mr. Creighton's Harmonic House.

In the South Park Street Cemetery, under hideous
pyramids and beneath the ddbris of fast crumbling
tombs,

gathered in

is

c

Sir Elijah tnpey's colleague;
e

Elijah thinks,

but a great

choleric Clavering,

Member

much

reunion

its last

vexed society which surrounded him.

There

of the

is

Hyde,
an honest man/ Sir
There

coxcomb.'
of Council

is

and Com-

mander-in-Chief, but not the less prepared to call

out

c

his

colleague,

Curricle'

Barwell,

begged the honour of his daughter's
his fellow Councillor, Colonel

Lady Anne Monson,

who

hand \

later

There

Monson; whose

is

wife,

'a very superior whist-player,'

with him.

rests

Clavering and

Monson had been

sent with Francis

from England to form Hastings' Council. No sooner
had they landed on Indian soil than all three fell into
a fashioned frenzy at what they termed the indignity
of their reception.
Soon, for two of them, a few
of that

feet

a beggarly
1

'

A

man

earth

would

Hie, jacet

suffice.

indicates

Now, not even

their

has followed Miss Clavering on

resting-places

foot

from the East

mad and

scenes are daily expected, even in tho
drawing room,' wrote the Countess of Upper Ossory to Georgo
Selwyn in 1779 Mr Councillor Barwell presently married Miss

Indies

;

is quite

Sanderson,

who lies

;

also in the

South Park Street Cemetery. Miss

Claveiing married Lord Napier of Merchistoun.

OLD CALCUTTA
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Park Street Cemetery.
They lie in
nameless obscurity, where they held their heads so
in the South

Generals,

high.

councillors,

the

man

ful

acre.

the woman of
man of business,

judges,

fashion, the beauty of the hour, the

of pleasure, rest together in that distress-

As we turn over the

of Echoes

p om Old

Busteed's gentle

pages

delightful

Calcutta, responsive to Doctor

summons

the dead rise for an hour

They renew the interrupted
exchange compliments and shots, sip at

from their slumber.
flirtation,

their 'loll

Shrub/ pace their minuets, pull at their
Mr. Hickey is sharpening his pen

extinct hukkahs.

and

periods in the

his

young

Bengal Gazette

bloods, with their black

'

Cape

office.

The

'

Coffres

in at-

tendance, are taking their pleasuie in their pinnaces

on the

river,

whence the

strains of the

French horn

reach the celebrated Miss Sanderson, and the other

languid ladies, as they pace in their chariots round
the Lai Diggi Tank.
Palankeens hurry past to
Council House and Court. Mr. Councillor Francis
in his
she,

budgerow hastens on the

tide to Hiigli,

where

quae spiravit amoves, as he inscribes it in his
is
awaiting him. In the morning mist a shot

Diary,
is

heard in the direction of Belvedere; at the next

meeting of the Council the Governor will explain to his
colleagues how he has found it necessary to wing the

most active of their number.

The deer are dozing in
of
which
Park
Street
recalls the existPark,
Impey's
ence,

new

and Middleton
fort

Eow

thunders out

the main avenue.

its salute to

B

the dank

Clive's

dawn

;

JOHN RUSSELL COLVIN
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and, with the

first

shock to the heavy atmosphere of

the Maidan, the phantoms slip back into their graves.

James, younger brother to Alexander Colvin, and
twelve years junior to his brother, having been born
in 1768

had

youngest, indeed, of eight sons

entered the navy.

it

while

as a lad

a midship-

still

Leaving
man, he sailed to Calcutta to join Alexander; and
from the date of his arrival there, early in the eighties,
until the present hour, the family has

been directly

represented in India, in the male line of the younger
brother.

James, returning later in 1789 to England

to recover health, found himself present at the taking

of the Bastille.

In 1802 he married, in Calcutta,
'

Maria daughter of William Jackson, Attorney to the
East India Company/ and 'Register,' as the functionary was then termed, to the Supreme Court at
Calcutta.

To them in Calcutta, in the business house
which they occupied as

in Hastings Street, part of
their own, there

who

is

was born on May

29,

1807, their

a son subsequently named John Russell,
the subject of the present Memoir.

fourth child

;

Like other Anglo-Indian children John Colvin was
taken home at an early age. In 1813 he was received
at St. Andrews, with his eldest brother Ba,zett, in the

house of an uncle, Thomas Binny, formerly a merchant in Madras, who had married Mrs. James Colvin' s
eldest sister.

There he remained

most of the time in a house

till

1821, living for

now known

as Prior's

Gate, on the south side of South Street, immediately

adjoining the Fends.

The house next

to it

on the

EARLY YEARS AT
west side

that

is

at

c

old

ANDREWS

Mr.
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merchant's house,' of

one time have formed part,

may
Andrew Lang tells
sometimes lived when

it

ST.

us that

^

in which

Mary Queen

of Scots

she sought refuge from the

and the pulpits of Edinburgh. Later, says
it came into the possession of Colonel

politics

Mr. Lang,

in 1745 on the HanoIn the Colonel's garden stood once a
known as Dr. Johnson's tree, from its

who had been engaged

Nairne,

veiian side.
solitary tree,

having been mentioned in Boswell's narrative. About
the year 1817, being then a bare trunk without

was uprooted, in the sight of
and
his
Colvin
John
younger brother, Binny.

branches, this relic

At

Andrews the lad attended

as a day scholar
and
of
Mr.
Moncur, each
Waugh
those days a great local dominie and in 1819 was
St.

the schools of Mr.
in

;

entered at the University.

Mr. Waugh's sehoolhouse,

which was pulled down in 1834, stood immediately
to the east of the Blackfriars' Chapel, in the present

grounds of the Madras College. The site of Mr. Moncur's school was on the
ground known as Gregory's
Green (now no Green, but a space paved with cobblestones),

at the east

Gate.

This site

barracks.
principal,

end of North Street, by the Fisher's
now occupied by Coast Guard

is

In February, 1817, John
Playfair being
his name in the Uni-

John Colvin inscribed

versity books.

At

St.

Andrews he remained, as at the
had attended, a day student

other schools which he

;

wearing the scarlet gown, but daily tracing and retracing his steps, as he had done when he carried his

JOHN RUSSELL COLVIN
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class

books down South Street to the Blackfriars, or
He continued to be a student of

across Gregory Green.

the University till 1821. His mathematical teacher at
the University, Robert Haldane, afterwards Principal
of St. Mary's College,
St.

when

the lad was about to leave

Andrews, vouches under his

much profusion of

own

hand, on

May

9,

'

during my
as
I
have
but
a
Professor
rarely witnessed
Experience
so much strength as well as quickness of Talent, and
1831, with

much

capitals, that

by a Person so young.'
the University, and went south to
reside with a tutor in Hampstead, who was to prepare
so

In

him

Proficiency exhibited

he

182,1

left

Mrs. Binny had died in 1813
Mr. Binny had left St. Andrews, and his
nephews had been transferred to the charge of a
medical nun, an acquaintance of their uncle's. The
in

for Haileybury.

;

1818

Doctor's house,

known

being, the initiated

have

stands in North Street,

it,

little

frontage and a change of

altered but for a

new

The Doctor has
home. The residence

tenants.

moved to a better
Hampstead was an experience

long since
at

House (Ketchpeel
a kind of tennis), still

as Ketchpeel

similar to

that

which many Anglo-Indian children undergo, and from
which not a few, John Colvin among them, turn in
later life

with repulsion.

To exchange home

for a

pupil room, the love of relatives for the salaried affection of sti angers, familiar surroundings and a congenial

atmosphere for the unknown, often for the dingy,
sometimes for the disreputable, is the lot of too

many Anglo-Indian

children.

To the

St.

Andrews

of

EPITOME OF CAREER
his earlier years

home

uncle's

to the kindly St.
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Andrews of his
where he had

to the sea- blown licks

mastered the mysteries of 'dormy,' of

'stirney,' of

'foursome,' of 'the honour,' to the buoyant waters of

had become an expert
as
will
be seen, with delight,
he
returned,
swimmer,
when on furlough twenty years later. But of the

the northern sea, where he

study at Hampstead he retained little but painful recolFortunately, he had near relatives in London,

lections.

whom

he visited in the holidays, and

who kept an

occasional eye on the lad.

He

entered Haileybury in 1823.

his con-

Among

temporaries were Sir Frederick HalHday, the late Sir

Eobert Hamilton, Sir Charles Trevelyan, Sir Henry
'I was a man of
Ricketts, and Martin Gubbins.

many

acquaintances,' he wrote in later years, 'and

somewhat gadding and

Haileybury

if

you

social habits

;

all

my work

You may do a good

being done at night.
set

yourself to

added; writing doubtless from his

it

deal at

steadily,'

own

he

experience.

He

passed out of Haileybury in 1825 at the head of

his

term, carrying off the honours of his year in

classics

and mathematics

guage in which he

though in Persian, a lanbecame afterwards proficient, he
;

seems to have met with no maaked success.
sailed to

reaching

India in the
it

on March

9,

He

'Clyde' in October, 1825,
1826.
His father had left

Calcutta shortly before John Colvin sailed from England.

Passing rapidly through the College of Fort

William, where he distinguished himself in Persian,

JOHN RUSSELL COLVIN
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he was attached before the

close

of 1826

as

an

Assistant to Mr. (later Sir William) Macnaghten, the
Eegistrar at that time of the Company's chief Court of

Appeal in Calcutta, with whose name his own was to
become closely associated. In the following year, on

May

10,

1827,

little

his arrival in India,

he married.
friends, it

To

more than twelve months

after

when a few days under twenty,

his

father,

seemed too early

;

and probably to his
but life-long happiness

His wife
proved the soundness of his judgment
was Emma Sophia, a daughter of the Reverend
Wetenhall Sneyd, at that time Vicar of Newchurch,
in the Isle of Wight.

When

Mr. Colvin met her,

she was living with her brother, Major

Commandant

Henry Sneyd,

of the Governor-General's Bodyguard.

She survived her husband

many

years,

dying in

July 1882, at the age of seventy-five full of years,
and happy in all that should accompany old age.
;

After serving an apprenticeship in the Bengal Pro-

vince of Cuttack and in the

Muhammadan

State of

Haidarabad in the Deccan, Mr. Colvin found himself
again in 1830 in Calcutta, where he

filled

subordinate

in 1835 he was made
of
Board
Revenue. He had
Bengal
meanwhile been deputed to inquire into an outbreak

posts in the secretariat

offices, till

Secretary to the

of

WaMbi

fanaticism at Bdrfeat, in the neighbour-

hood of Calcutta; and had distinguished himself,
as a

member

of the Educational Committee, in the

who under the guidance of Macaulay
were endeavouring to displace Oriental in favour of

ranks of those
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was

selected

by Lord Auckland, on his arrival in India, to be his
Private Secretary.
Returning with Lord Auckland
in the spring of 1842 to England,
till

September, 1845,

He was

when he

he remained there

left it for the last time.

on his return to India, to Nepl, relieving Captain (afterwards Sir Henry) Lawrence as
Eesident at the Court of Khatmandu. In the end of
sent,

1846 he succeeded Captain (afterwards Sir Henry)
Durand as Commissioner of the Tenasserim Provinces
in Burma.

was

From

thence, in the close of 1848, he

recalled to Calcutta,

and took

his seat

on the

Bench of the Company's Chief Appellate Court, where
twenty-two years earlier he had begun official life
as Assistant to the Registrar.

Thomason he was

selected

On

the death of Mr.

by Lord Dalhousie to be

the Lieutenant-Governor of the North- West Provinces.
There, in the

burst on

him

he closed his

midst of his labours, the Mutinies

in 1857.
life

On

September 9 of that year

in the Fort of Agra.

Mr. Colvm's career in India coincides with the later

and

final stages of the

long course of operations which

brought the Peninsula from Cape Comorin to the
Indus under the flag of the East India Company.

The making of British India was

still,

his career, the chief business of the

during

much

Government

of

The

main questions of interest in public offices, in the
journals, and in pamphlets and reviews, were till 1848
those of warlike enterprise, or of foreign policy. In
the decade preceding his arrival the Nepfl

war had
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placed within the Company's grasp the Himalayan
provinces of Garhwal and Kumaun, and a long stretch
of valuable forest at the foot of the Himalayas.

Lord

Hastings had put an end to the confederacy of the
great Maratha States, had dispersed the Pindaris, and
had secured the peace of Central India. The Tenasserim
Province, Arakan, and

Assam had been acquired by

Company; Bhartpur, hitherto believed invincible,
had fallen. The Sikh kingdom in the Punjab, the
Amirs of Sind, and the Court of Oudh were in 1826
the

the chief representatives of native rule in Northern
and Western India. Before Mr. Colvin died, he saw

Lahore, Haidarabad in Sind, and Lucknow annexed and

the geographical limits of India coterminous with the
India of the Company. The needle of apprehension was

henceforth no more subject to disturbance from storms
in the Peninsula, but continued steadily to point, as
in Mr. Colvin's day

North-West

frontier

it

had

and

for a

time pointed, to the

to the regions

beyond

it.

While Mr. Colvin saw the close of this epoch of
Indian history, he was himself identified with the era
which succeeded it. We can see now that with the
acquisition of

had done

its

Oudh, in 1856, the East India Company
work. The Company, and the great

instrument which had served

it, became thenceforth
The Indian Empire, once

impediments to progress.
formed, with boundaries approximate to those of the

and China, could only be
represented by the Crown. The old Sepoy army, with
its numbers, its prejudices, the position which it occugreat empires of Russia
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and the deference shown
pied in native consideration,
to it by its masters, could not have been longer
was the emblem of Brahman supremacy
as the Empeior, who was dozing his last hours away

tolerated.

in Delhi,

It

;

was the symbol

of

Muhammadan

dominion.

These pretensions were inconsistent with the paramount rule of a foreigner, established throughout
India.

open

If there
field for

was

to be free elbow-room

the play of English forces,

it

and an

was as

imperative that these should disappear as that the
Company should be dissolved. But in 1826 such
ideas
first

the

would have been scouted.

When

Mr. Colvin

entered the public service the old traditions of

Company were

was administered.

those by which the country
The press was not free. The

still

interloper, at the will of the

hustled out of the country
side the Presidency towns,

authorities,

Government

might be

schools, out-

were unknown. Instruction

was given only by missionaries or by the School Book Society.
The native of
India was excluded from public employ, other than

in the English language

that of the most subordinate kind.

Tho procedure
of the Company's Courts, and the law administered
by them, were a terror to all but the evil-doer.
Appeals from the Company's Courts, in suits to which

European British subjects were parties, lay not to the
Company's chief Court of Appeal, but to the Supreme
Court, representing the Crown.
died, the Press

had been

Before Mr. Colvin

freed, railways

had been

opened, posts and telegraphs had been established,
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the Englishman had been brought within the jurisdiction of the Company's Civil Appellate Courts.
The foundations had been securely laid of an executive

and a judicial native

English education

civil service.

had been vigorously introduced. The system of nomination by which he had entered India had been condemned, and the Indian Civil Service had been thrown

open to competition.

With the movement which had brought all
to pass he had been from the first connected.
had been always, as Macaulay put

it

this

He

of his brother-in-

law, the Indian civilian Trevelyan, on the side of

improvement. His sympathies were with progress and
enlightenment; his friends were those
like himself,

who

looked,

beyond the epoch of internal wars, beyond

the India of Wellesley, to a time which lay far ahead
of them, to the verge of

which Dalhousie conducted

them, and which they were enabled by faith to
Elphinstone, Malcolm, and Metca]fe among his

foresee.

seniors,

Thomason and Trevelyan among contemporaries, were
men after his own heart. They were all of them
far in

advance of their day

;

their

aims and methods

were of the present hour. From Lord Amherst to
Lord Canning, though a century seems to divide their
several terms of

office, is

but twenty-eight years.

1828 and 1856 are a cycle apart, and
1894, though they

may

it is

of the labours of that group of the

whom

the ideas of

differ in extent, are identical

in direction with those of 1856,

of

if

If

largely because

Company's servants

Mr. Colvin was not the least conspicuous.

CHAPTER

III

EARLY YEABS
THE

administration of Lord Amherst was drawing

when, in 1826, Mr. Colvin landed in India.
For the moment there was peace, which it would be

to a close

Lord William Bentinck's care to preserve. Calcutta
some time before had been fluttered by an outbreak
of mutiny at Barrackpur in the ranks of the 47th
But this was forgotten in deNative Infantry.
light at the fall of the great fortress

of Bhartpur.

recently, ChauriDghi had been discussing the
terms of the treaty of Yandabu, which had extended

More

the flag to territories beyond the Bay of Bengal.
With that treaty, India entered on the last period of

peace which

it

was to enjoy during the

first

half

In the course of the first ten years of
Mr. Colvin's residence in the country, questions of
a class to which hitherto but little attention had been

of the century.

paid began, for the
nence.

first

time, to attain

some promi-

Instruction of the natives of India in the

English language, the general employment of natives
and more responsible grades of administra-

in higher

tion, their

adequate remuneration, schemes of retrench-
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ment, the drafting of a code of criminal law, the survey
and settlement of the North- West Provinces, "became

But before he could take part

subjects of discussion.

it was
necessary for Mr. Colvin to serve
the prescribed course of apprenticeship and to gain
some experience of the people in the interior of the

in them,

country.

For a few months, as Assistant to Mr. William
Macnaghten, he was subjected to the drudgery of

summarizing and of making precis of the interminable Proceedings of

which the record of appeal cases
was composed. Plead-

in the Company's Chief Court

ings and counterpleadings, precedents and rulings,

the substance and the text of exhibits, evidence, oral

and documentary, were

recited at length in these Pro-

ceedings with prolixity dear to the law elsewhere,

but precious to the Indian as his own soul. They
constituted a narrative and digest of the case from
its first

the

inception in some pestilent

moment when

it

was

bamboo

brake, to

to be finally submitted for

the decision of the half-dozen English gentlemen

who

dozed on the benches of the Company's Chief Appellate
Court
These Proceedings were inscribed on rolls

;

written, like the roll of Ezekiel, within

They

stretched,

when

and without.

at full length, over yards.

A

fellow labourer in that ungrateful acre, Sir Frederick

Halliday, noted, not without envy, the instinct with

which

his colleague seized

at once
issues,

what was

on material points, rejecting

irrelevant, rapidly bringing out the

and grouping round each the arguments bearing

PERSONAL TRAITS
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it

From
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this labour, not bairen
only so fai as

him with the

familiarized

was released early in 1827

by

vernacular, Mr. Colvin
ciders to proceed to the

and station of Cuttack, on the Bay of Bengal,
which with his wife he reached in February of that
district

year.

When
was yet

Mr. Colvin commenced his active career, he
in his twentieth year. At that time those

who knew him

describe

him

six feet,
standing well over

Under a quantity

as a

frank-looking lad,

and conspicuously

erect.

of fair hair lay a broad
expanse

of forehead, indicative of

marked

capacity.

Brown,

never failed to look you in the
eager eyes which
face

;

an expression of

which the

alert intelligence

;

a

mouth

of

lines indicated great firmness, a
straight

nose, a square jaw,

and a well-moulded chin complete

the sketch of his features.

Throughout

life

he was rather grave and reserved

in demeanour, except to intimate friends.

But undei

the independence of his Scotch descent, and a certain

manner which guaided him from ill-considered intimacies, he concealed great warmth of heart,

restraint of

and a lare capacity

for friendship.

Among his intimate

friends the strength of his affections, his unselfishness,

and the loyalty of hib
nature gained for him a degree of attachment which is
conceded to few. But
every society in which as time

his considerate regard for others,

m

passed he found himself, his powers of conversation and
his stores of information secured
'It is

now

him

cordial welcome.

thiity years ago/ said Mr. (afterwaids
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Sir Henry) Bicketts, on a public occasion at a later
*

date,

and

that a

We had

in Cuttack.
as

boy judges in those days, as well
and he joined me (Mr. Eicketts
'

boy magistrates

was
I

handsome young fellow, full of life
came and joined me as an Assistant

fair,

full of ability,

'

at that time

am

;

Judge of Cuttack) as my Assistant.
what he learned there from

afraid I cannot say

the acting Judge
together for a

an Assistant

but I recollect that

;

few months, when he
to

HaidarfMd.'

we
left

lived happily

me

to go as

The friendship thus

first district with Sir Henry Bicketts
was one which throughout life never failed his young
Assistant. To their first district, where they were sent

formed in his

as lads on

commencing Indian

life,

many, like him,

look back throughout their career with an affection

which no subsequent scene can share.
they were singularly unfortunate, they
their seniors with that

hospitality

which

is

There, unless
first

met from

welcome and that generous

still

characteristic of India.

It

was then that they first tasted independence, and were
entrusted with public responsibilities.

Their

first

ex-

perience of an Indian cold weather, and of Indian
sport, is probably linked with the marshes, the jungles,

or the ravines of their

first district.

From

that time

they began to study the character of the people

whom

their lives

were

to

insight into their points of view, to acquire

with them in their

As the shadows
years,

many

trials

among

be passed, to gain some

and

sympathy

struggles.

of evening steal

upon them in

later

turn with peculiar tenderness to the
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There

morning landscape.

rise

around them the thick-scattered groves in which they
have spent in tent-life such pleasant hours. Far off',
sandy stretches

way.

cold in the morning mist;

lie

silent wastes, the

thread of a river winds

They stand by the

its

among

gleaming

village threshing-floor, list-

ening to the talk of the country folk.

There reaches

them the sweet scent of the boiling

sugar-juice, the

droning of the

uneasy sugar-mill, the plaintive

stri-

dency of the Persian water-wheel. Urchins, shouting
from their platforms above the high crops, wage unequal war the livelong day against the mischievous
parrot and the contentious crow.

Infinite

movement

plays on the surface of the green sea of wheat.

Under a dust-laden canopy, as the hours draw
the shifting

files

of cattle

eye of the setting sun.

move slowly home,

But with the

on,

in the

brief twilight

comes a great hush upon the country side. Among
interlaced branches and the flecked shadows of their
foliage, the silent

moonlight sleeps on the white tent

A passing

breeze whispers presently of coming

roofs.

day; somewhere
it

;

among

the leaves a sigh responds to

Nature, with a rustle in all her plumage, awakes.

With the

first dawn, rosy blushes
momentarily flush
and fade in the pearly sky then, the sun leaps up in
;

his ardour.

Few, without vital feelings of delight, recall these
impressions of Indian life. The landscape vaiies

first

with the latitude.

But what rarely

consecration given to the landscape

varies is the

by youth, and the
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dream in which
nor will

is

visioned the light that never was

be.

Mr. Colvin throughout life retained fast hold of
the friends whom he made in his first district. In
Mr. Ricketts he found the sympathy and the good
fellowship which to his final hour never failed him.

Another friend he made there was the Commissioner,

who

later

became Private

Lord William Bentinck.

But Mr. Colvin

Mr. Pakenham,
Secretary to

a

little

was not

to remain long in Cuttack.
In the close of
1827 he was transferred to Haidaiabad in the Deccan,

the capital of the Nizam's Dominions, as second As-

Byain Mai tin, who was at that time the
Company's Eesident there. It was a far cry for the
young couple from Cuttack, the journey being first

sistant to Mr.

by

sea to Masulipatam,

and thence by palankeen

to

their destination.

The

ment

affairs of

Eaidarabad had engaged the Govern-

of India's close attention since 1820. Its finances,

from causes which need not be now entered
in disorder.

librium

it

With a view

of replacing

were

1

into,

them

in equi-

had been agreed that the Resident should

be allowed a power of interference in the administration of the State

a

less

remote

which

recalls recent

Muhammadan

was instructed

to

c

employ

experiments in

country.

The Resident

his advice

and influence
Nizam's

for the establishment of the prosperity of the

and in
dominions and the happiness of his subjects
that view to direct his attention to the following
;

topics

a salutary control over the internal adminis-
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tration of the country, accurate accounts of all estab-

lishments, receipts,
abuses,

and

and expenditure

the correction of

;

proper distribution of justice

the reduc-

amelioration of the revenue

the

tion of expense;

;

system, including the customs and duties levied on
commerce the improvement of resources ; the extinc,

tion of debt

the efficiency of the troops retained, and

;

'

On assuming
the discharge of such as were useless
office at Haidara"bad in 1831, shortly after the issue
of these instructions, Sir Charles Metcalfe

vigorous

them.

effect to

had arranged

Among

for the assessment

had given

other measures he

and settlement of the

land revenue for a definite term of years, with the
village communities themselves, and without any
intermediate agency of farmer or middleman.

The

sphere of this arrangement

was limited

Division of Haidaraba"d.

This was the work in which

to the

Mr. Colvin, as second Assistant to Mr.

Northern

Byam

Martin,

found himself engaged from the close of 1827

till

returned to Calcutta in the latter half of 1830.
Resident's

who

also

his senior.

first

Assistant, Mr.

became a

He

was three years

received Mr. Colvin and his

their first child, a son,

the Resident

Edward Ravenshaw,

life-long friend,

wife on their arrival, and

it

he

The

was in

was born.

was a man devoted

young

his house that

Mr.

Byam

to books,

Martin

and of

a man, therefore, not uncongenial
extensive reading
to his second Assistant.
;

Mr. Colvin was employed chiefly in the work of
assessing land revenue. The joint tenure, which is
c
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the

life

India,

of the agricultural

had been

set aside in

community

in Northern

Eaidardbad.

Each

culti-

vator was separately assessed, and entered into his

own

engagements for the discharge of his
Thus the common village
had
been
responsibility
destroyed the village headmen, who whether of election or by descent were the
distinct

quota of land revenue.

;

community, had
been put aside. The collecting officer had to deal,
not with one or two headmen in a village, but with

local representatives of each village

a host of small separate cultivators. Collections fell
into arrears. The land revenues had to be reduced.
In the destruction of joint responsibility, and in the
diminished influence of the village headmen, Mr.
Colvin believed, and convinced the Resident that he

had found, the key

to all difficulties.

searched for in the

amount

This had been

of the assessments, in the

iniquity of native collectors, anywhere but in neglect
of the organic structure of the village community.

Looking below the surface, Mr. Colvin satisfied himself, and ultimately satisfied Mr. Byam Martin, that
the system of joint village zesponsibility and the ser-

headmen must be reverted to. The system
dissolved the tie which bound the village

vices of the

in force

together, so that each
sufficiency of his

other hand, the

own

member was
resources.

headmen from

left

to the

It relieved,

all

in-

on the

responsibility for

the performance of functions which, in native eyes,
are inseparable from their

office,

and for which they

continued to receive remuneiation.

It rendered the
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interests of each cultivator distinct from, if not an-

community, as a whole. In
unites
spirit of attachment, which

tagonistic to the village
lieu of the

common

such a community to
a

selfish

its

headman,

It left in

detachment.

it

substituted

unfavourable seasons

no common resources to meet

difficulties. The system
which Mr.
communities
village
Colvin introduced into Eaidardba*d is identical with

of settlement with

the system adopted six years later in the North- West
Provinces, and afterwards in the Punjab.

Mr. Colvin arrived, in the course of his short experience at Haidardbdd, at another important conclusion in

which he anticipated the actual course of Settlement
administration in Upper India.
Metcalfe/ he wrote
fi

in 1830, a

*

little later,

has taken up the cudgels for the
and settlement in Ee venue

propriety of minute inquiry

assessments, in the most praiseworthy style.

not an advocate for the Government
directly

and permanently with

cultivating ryots themselves.

officers

my

I

am

managing

old cronies the

But that/

as

a pre-

any kind of management, the lands and
separate fields of a village should be measured, and
the scale of rate demandable on them be determined,
liminary to

seems so obviously true, as a rule to be observed in
our own territories, where all instruments, means, and
applications are our own, that I

wonder at its being
be slow, but it is to be
hoped that our Empire will be long. That progress
is
necessarily slow is no good reason why progress
disputed.

The work

should not be

made

may

at all/

C 2

All this, though obvious
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in 1894, because

it

has been made the rule of practice

was in hot dispute in 1830. That the
Assistant
at HaidaraMd, who was still in his
young

since 1833,

twenty-third year, should have obtained a firm grasp
of

it,

proof to what account he had turned his

is

opportunities

among

he

Before

left

his cronies, the cultivating ryots.

Haidar&bad an incident occurred

which must have given him no little annoyance. He
had received from his chief, the Resident, Mr. Byam
Martin, nothing but kindness

;

he

was

indirectly to

prove the means of causing Mr. Martin's transfer from
his charge.
Students of Indian history know well
the dismal pages devoted to discussion of the claims
of Sir William

Co.

It is

them.

no

Rumbold and

the house of Palmer and

part, happily, of this

They belong

Memoir

to a ckss of incident

only too familiar to those conversant with

The adventurer who

East.

sets himself

Oriental state under powerful protection,
to reap a rich harvest

and who

to recall

which

life

up

is

in the
in

an

who hopes

from financial dealings with it,
spoon if one is to

finds that one needs a long

sup with an Eastern potentate, is as well known in
Cairo and in Tunis as in Haidaiib&d. Some make,

some mar

who

their fortunes.

Now

it is

the European

There is
ejected now, the Oriental despot.
Sir William Rumbold, and there is Ismdil Pasha.
is

;

In the present instance, the Nizdm prevailed, and the
house of Palmer

&

Co.

was

discomfited.

1830, with a great crash, bringing with

ground

many

leading firms in Calcutta.

It fell, in

to

the

From

the

it

THE RESIDENTS MIR MUNSHI
dust and debris of

its fall

and

and

dis-

Bankruptcies, law proceedings,

cussions without end.

claims

arose controversies
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counter-claims,

pamphlets, narratives,
a whole literature grew round

charges, explanations

The personality of the GovernorGeneral became engaged in it. The members of the

the dismal subject.

Supreme Council were divided over it. Before it was
finally laid to rest, the Board of Control had dragged
the Court of Directors before the King's Bench to

answer to a writ of Mandamus.
if

Little

the figure of an Indian Mtinshi

is

wonder, then,

found at work

in the innermost maze.

The Resident's

confidential Native Secretary

accused by the trustees of Messrs. Palmer
various acts of corruption.

To examine

&

was

Co. of

these charges,

the Eesident's two Assistants, with a third

officer,

were formed into a Committee. As inquiry proceeded,
the Munshi appealed for protection to his master.
Mr. Martin responded by dismissing from their posts

two

of the prosecutors, English officers in the service

of the Nizam.
avis

au%

This should have proved sufficient

When
was

But, as the Indian phrase goes,

interessts.

the Mtinshi's ikldl

was bad;

his luck

had turned.
'

the Committee's finding against the Mtinshi

sent,

with the record, to the Supreme Govern-

ment, the Kesident, inspired possibly by his underling,

combated

their conclusions.

But,

when your

itibdl is

throw up the sponge. Whether
you may
you are a Mughal Emperor, or a mere Mtinshi, your
hour has come. The Supreme Government agreed

bad,

as well
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with the Committee, and condemned the Munshi to
dismissal.

The Resident was

transferred to

an equiva-

judgment merely, not his
The officers whom he
integrity, being in question.
had so summarily dismissed from their employment

lent post elsewhere;

were

re-instated.

his

with the inquiry, the

reasons

for

Then,
little

unconnected

group at HaidaraMd was

For the corpuscles which form the lifeBritish society in India are always in a state

scattered.

blood of

of circulation.

Were

it

otherwise, the vitality of the

whole body would perish. They are continually being
pumped from the centre to the extremities, from the

way back

extremities finding their

While Mr. Martin went north
returned to Calcutta

:

to the centre.

to Delhi, Mr. Colvin

Mr. Bavenshaw travelled west-

ward

to Ndgpur.
Lord William Bentinck had succeeded Lord Amherst

The Nizdm, under whom the
Northern Provinces of Haidar&bd had been made over

as Governor-General.

was dead.

to British administration,

of a

new

Nizm

gave

The accession

the successor of Lord

to

Amherst an occasion of abandoning a system towards
which neither he nor his masters were favourably
disposed.

The post held by Mr. Colvin was abolished

;

he retraced his steps by Masulipatam to the capital, where he was to pass the next
seven years of his life.

and in July,

He was

1830,

appointed an Assistant in the Eevenue and

Judicial Department,

first

for a few

Holt Mackenzie, pmeelarum

wmen

months under
in Indian Land

WAHABfs IN BARASAT
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Revenue annals, and then under his former friend
I owe
of the Sadr Court, Mr. William Macnaghten.
my appointment to Macnaghten/ he wrote to his
'

friend

'I have succeeded in

Eavenshaw.

enables

if fate

object of securing,

me

my

main

to retain

it,

a useful interval of leisure before being lost in the
3

an executive appointment.
Mr.
Colvin
remained an Assistant in
During 1831
the Judicial and Eevenue Departments, of which the
and

labour

his

Deputy Secretary,
James Thomason.
of

when

of

detail

in the

and eventually

immediate superior, was Mr.
Mr. Colvin was to see more

Him

Upper Provinces in 1838 and

1839,

to succeed as Lieutenant-Governor.

In November, 1831, he found himself nominated
This
for the second time to conduct an inquiry.
time

it

was not a Mtinshi who was the

the many-sided
illustrated

life

no more.

of India.

Unhappily

carelessness of British officials

the native police

but

;

it also

exposes the

the venal character of

the despair of the villager, in vain

;

trying to obtain a hearing

can get no redress

culprit,

The story illustrates
It would be well if it

a body of Bengal peasantry.

;

;

his recklessness

when he

finally his violence, ending in his

The episode has an interest of its own, because it
a plant of a growth which eventually overshadowed

ruin.
is

many a Mahoinmedan homestead
province of Behar.

Though

this

in the adjoining

rod was rooted out,

seeds of the same planting were carried to the
tains

on our distant North- Western

they were to become a vigorous

forest.

frontier,

mounwhere

Th'ence thirty-
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three years later

would

issue a tost of

More

challenge Christian supremacy.
lost, fiercer conflict

armed men
lives

to

would be

would be engaged, another enquiry

would be needed, before the Wahbi movement and
the Wahdbi fanatics, whose outbreak in B&rasat took
Mr. Colvin there in November, 1831, could be regarded
as having been disposed of. The fruits of the teaching of Sayyid Ahmad, the apostle in India of the
Wah&bi tenets of the creed of IsKm, were similar in

kind in Brsat,

if

not of equal abundance, to the

later harvest in Sitana.
'

The preaching

Sir William

of Sayyid

Ahmad in 1 820-22,' writes

Hunter in The Indian Musulmans,
"

passed unheeded by the British authorities. He
traversed one Province with a retinue of devoted
'

disciples,

doctrine,

converted the populace

by thousands

to his

and established a regular system of ecclecivil government, and apostolical

siastical taxation,

succession.

Meanwhile, our

officers

collected

the

revenue, administered justice, and paraded our troops,
altogether unsuspicious of the great religious move-

ment which was surging around them. From this
unconsciousness they were in 1831 rudely awakened.'

Among
was one

the disciples of the

known

authorities as

new

Apostle in Calcutta

to his fellows as Titti Mian, to the

This man had begun life
was whispered that he had

Mir Nisx AIL

as a small cultivator.

It

been leader of a robber gang. He drifted in course
of time to Calcutta, where he became a wrestler

Thence he passed into the service of one of the large

STORY OF TITU MIAN
landed proprietors,
of

who

swashbucklers.

was to break each
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kept each in his pay a retinue

The business of

these

bullies

other's heads over their masters'

whenever a boundary question or the right
had passed beyond the power of

disputes,

to a plot of land

This occupation brought Titft Mian,

argument.

was an expert
of the

have

at

Company's

it,

The experience seems to

jails.

led to a distaste for

On

quarrels.

who

within the four walls of one

engaging in other people's
took ship to Mecca,

his release he

where salvation awaited him. For Sayyid Ahmad met
him; made him a disciple, and sent him back an
Apostle to India.

He

preached the Wahabi tenets to

the north and east of Calcutta.

Apostle

some doubted

;

;

adhered to the

Many

others

made a

But Apostles are not to be lightly

scoff of

scoffed at.

him.
Titii

Mian, though now enlisted in the service of a divine
master, had not forgotten the cunning of the
right

hand which had been once

Hence the number of

Then
They

raised in earthly interests.

his

waxed

followers

daily.

the landed proprietors
began to hear of
lifted

up

their eyes,

a large following.

and beheld Titd Mian with

Complaints reached them from

their tenants of forcible conversions

guage.
issue to

it.

and rude lan-

The matter seemed to them of questionable
the Apostle and his followers but, to them;

selves, pecuniarily

promising.

Each landed proprietor

adopted the method which he preferred in disposing
of these complaints; to Kishen 161 Rai the more
excellent

way appeared

to

be a tax upon Wahabi
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Two and

beards.

Kishen

figure.

lal

a half rupees per beard was his

knew

Rai

that he had no

more

two and a half rupees from Tffcii
than he had the right to employ the

right to require

Mian's chin,

arm

Mian in breaking heads over boundary disputes. But the Bengali landlord cared for
of

none

Titti.

of these things

Beards,

among Wahabis,

are

numerous as chins; and apostles who wish to
promulgate new tenets on old lands must pay for
the privilege of disturbing the soil. That was the
as

point

of view

of Kishen

lal

R&i.

became in

It

a short space of time, after an interview with Kishen
lal

Rai, the

Hindu In-

point of view also of the

spector in charge of the Police Division.

warmly

from

differed

it;

Wahabis

and contending that the

impost was not included in the Company's Regulations, proceeded to put their view before Mr. Alexander, the magistrate.

The inquiry dragged on from June ay to September 2, precisely as it should not have been allowed
to drag.

From

the Magistrate, clearly, there

redress to be obtained.

So Titu Mian and

was no
his fol-

lowers marched off to Calcutta to lay their case before

Mr

Alexander's superior, the Commissioner, Mr. Bar-

well.

The Commissioner was absent on

had to return
chins

tour.

They

Brsat, where every hair of their
was numbered. Then they felt that they had

exhausted

all

to

legal

methods of

redress,

and that

nothing remained but to meditate vengeance. Uncomfortable symptoms began to show themselves in

77777
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Landed proprietors and Police Inspectors
were not sure that a zealot was such a mine of
Barsat.

profit

as he

had seemed to them.

'From June

Mr. Alexander,' wrote the Court of Directors
'

27,

later,

had been constantly warned by unmistakable signs

of the coming storm, but failed to provide for

On November
The
bers.

6

it

it.'

descended on his head.

had begun to assemble in great numBy November 6 they had gathered. They

zealots

began their operations in the time-honoured

Muhammadan

in which the

against his

Hindu

brother.

in India declares

They

seized

way
war

and killed

a cow, sprinkling the blood over the walls of a Hindu
temple, and hanging up the carcass in front of that
building.

Then, a

Brahman was

killed.

With the

cow and a Brahman, vengeance had

slaughter of a

The Hindus turned out to
begun prosperously.
Titii Mian and his host.
Another Brahman
oppose
was claimed by vengeance. From November 8 to
10, the word of his Lord and of Titii Mian grew
mightily.

hands on

Parties were

especially sent out to

all Police Inspectors.

Kishen

lal

Eal

lay

may

have paid a visit to Calcutta about that time. Mr.
Alexander appeared on November 15 with a few
Calcutta militia and a body of police
Him, as was
meet, the Wah&bis speedily routed, with loss of killed

and now vengeance should have felt
The magistrate of the adjoining
herself satisfied.
district, Krishnagar, Mr. E. D. Smith, came next day
and wounded

;

on the scene, preceded by a numerous body of police,
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and bringing with him several European Indigo
planters.

After reconnoitring the

Smith,

preceded doubtless

still

insurgents,

Mr.

by his police, retreated.

Three days later came troops; the rioters were
Titu Mian and about fifty
attacked and defeated
'

;

'

others

there and then achieved martyrdom.

his disciples joined

unbelievers.

by

him a

The jails

One

of

little later, slain
judicially

of Calcutta

were gorged.
rounding
Never was there a more miserable

and of the

sur-

districts

has

many

The Santl

parallels.

story.

hill-men, the

Yet

it

Deccan

The
ryots, were victims of the same imbecility.
the
not
is
rioter
denied
in
such
cases,
criminal,
redress,

but the blundering legislator or the thick-

headed magistrate. Mr. Colvin in his Keport wrote
'

The

entire root of the mischief

:

which has occurred

is

deep and cannot easily be removed. The powers possessed
by Zamindars enable them to exercise a petty jurisdiction

among

their ryots,

and to make petty exactions on

defects of our

own instruments

of justice, and render

whether we

all

kinds

The corrupt character of the people and the

of pretences.

pervert our administration

a matter of the greatest uncertainty
shall arrive at the truth or not in all cases in
it

which men of wealth and influence will be injured by its
detection.
Our confined intercourse with the people, and
consequent ignorance of

many

of their feelings and circum-

stances, allow false representations to

be frequently imposed

on us with the utmost boldness and but

slight risk of dis-

covery/

All which, if not as true in 1894 as in 1831,

represents

close

approximation

to

the truth.

still

The

LESSONS OF THE OUTBREAK
root of our difficulties
of our

own

still lies

c

mainly in the defects

instruments and in our confined inter-

The powerful

course with the people/
illegal cess, the

their
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work in

landlord, the

venal police Inspector, are

still

at

India.

Thick-headed magistrates exist.
Wild
legislators are not unknown.

Blundering
schemes are daily hatched below the surface. Forces
generate in the calm atmosphere of British rule of

which the authorities are absolutely unconscious.
The East has an abundant storehouse of her own.

West and

What

East, coupled, not united, breed fresh forces.

direction all these will take,

volume or

Rash men unloose these elements
whose business

it

what

none possibly

their vitality,

;

it

leaving

be, to take the risk

may

is

may

their

divine.

to those

and the

discredit of explosion.

As

regards intercourse with the people

one whit more advanced,

advanced as in 1831.
side is

Growing

met by growing

dislike

we

are not

we

are so far

distrust

on the one

indeed

if

on the

other.

But

the corrupt character of the
people and the defects of
our own instruments may be corrected
a better

by

system of education, by improved administration, by
creating an adequately paid

native Civil Service.

Throughout the remainder of his career Mr. Colvin

worked uniformly in

when he

left

this

belief.

From

the hour

Bfeisat he turned his attention un-

ceasingly to the direction in which administrative

remedies might be found for the evils of which he

had witnessed the

effects.

He

threw himself into
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He

the cause of English education.

used

his

all

influence to secure a better class of native tribunals,

and

end to improve the status of native judges.
As Lieutenant-Governor he gave his first care to the
to that

Courts of Justice

and,

;

when

the Mutinies

fell

upon

him, he was engaged in a large scheme for the reform
of his

His compassion

provincial police.

the

for

ignorant impulses of the masses survived the shock

He had

of the Mutinies.

men

seen to what despair

might be driven by the denial of redress. The importance had been brought home to him of dealing at
once with discontent, and of leaving no permissible
effort untried to

detach from their leaders such as

were victims of sincere delusion.

At a

later date s the

endeavour to build a bridge of retreat for misguided
men brought him into sharp collision with the

When

supreme Government.
clamation of

Mangal Pdndi,
to his

May
it

mind the

25,

is

he addressed his Pro-

1857,

the followers

certain that there

lesson brought

of a century before

to

by the

home

of

was present

to it a quarter

fate of the disciples of

Titu Mian.

His inquiry completed, Mr. Colvin returned to
Calcutta, where in 1832 he succeeded Mr. Thomason
in his post of Deputy Secretary in the Revenue and
Judicial Department,
self in

and remained practising himThe
office.

the routine of a great central

machinery of the Administration, with all its wheels,
pulleys, rods, and cranks, was working daily before
his

eyes.

To

all,

such a discipline

is

useful

;

but

ACQUAINTANCE WITH MACAULAY
to those

who

the reins
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at a later date are themselves to hold

of Government, it

almost

is

indispens-

thus familiarize themselves with the prin-

able.

They

ciples

which underlie the conduct of

affairs

They

observe their application, and become acquainted with

men

the views of

parts of India.

business

is

of experience
see

They

and

ability

what

in

the conduct of

it

by
what manner

in

;

whereabouts they

spirit

those

habitually approached

from

it is

all

public

who have
handled

;

look in affairs for the line

may

which separates the practicable from the preferable.
This kind of work makes of an Indian civilian a full

man and an
as

accurate man.

it fails to

while he
his

is

It is deficient only so far

make him a ready man.

State affairs,

thus working out his novitiate, pass under
characters

eyes;

problems probed;

and

the

the march of public

situations

stir,

in all

life

are discussed,

the complex movement,
its

But he

variety

and ampli-

only a spectator
of the scenes which are being enacted
One day he
will be called upon, possibly, to sustain a principal

tude, goes on before him.

r&le.

Then

it

will be well for

interval exchanged, at
career, the

is

him

if

he has for an

some previous period of

his

pen of a critic for the part of a performer.

During those years while acquiring much knowaffairs, Mr. Colvin strengthened his inwith
timacy
many who became life-long friends.
Foremost amongst these was Mr. (afterwards Sir

ledge

of

Charles) Trevelyan

;

who, in his Memoir,

recalls

some

pleasant instances of his friend's generous self-dis-
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c

regard;

the

warm and

genial qualities of his heart/

c

he says of him, were his crowning excellence/ In
those years, too, he first became acquainted with
Macaulay. 'The best way of seeing society here/
'

writes Macaulay to his

There

parties.

is

sister,

a little circle

have very small
of people whose friendis to

ship I value, and in whose conversation I take pleasure:

Edward Ryan, my

the Chief Justice, Sir

Malkin; Cameron and Macleod, the
sioners

old friend

Law Commis-

the older servants of the

Macnaghten among
Company, and Mangles, Colvin, and John Peter Grant
;

the younger.

among

These, in

my

opinion, are the

flower of Calcutta society, and I often ask some of

them

5

One such dinner

to a quiet dinner.

On

recorded

where he notes a

in a page of Mr. Colvin's Diary,
discussion on Pope's theory of the

is

'

Ruling

passion.'

the Friday of every week, Sir George Tre-

velyan in his Life of his uncle

tells us,

a chosen few

met round Macaulay's breakfast-table to discuss the
progress which the Law Commission had made in
its

and each successive point which was
opened the way to such a flood of talk,

labours

started
legal,

,

historical,

company would

and personal, that the
onwards towards noon over

political,
sit far

the empty teacups, until

an uneasy sense of accumu-

lating despatch-boxes drove them, one

that

hour,

being

much

war d outrance between
themselves

one, to

Educational questions were,

their respective offices.

at

by

under one

discussed.

There was

parties which had ranged
or other of two banners.

ENGLISH EDUCATION IN INDIA
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There were the Orientalists, and the Occidentalists.

The former believed in the emancipation of the
Eastern mind by the study of Arabic, Persian, and
Sanskrit

the latter trusted only to English instruc-

;

A

tion.

Committee of Public Instruction had been

charged with a report to the Government on the

Of

matter.

this

Committee Macaulay was President.

Mr. Colvin was an ardent member, fighting in the
ranks of those who advocated English instruction.
Prinsep and Macaulay

c

butted one another like two

bulls/ said a critic, later.

Finally Macaulay wrote
a monster Minute, which carried all before it and on
;

March

1835, Lord William Bentinck decided in

7,

favour of the English section.
Lapse of years has placed the wisdom of that decision

beyond doubt

;

but with the lapse of years have arisen

regrets for the neglect of Oriental tongues,

among

and doubts

other points as to the value of the instruction

given in India in the

name of English

education. Great

have been made in England since 1835 in
the physical sciences but to this study few Indian
strides

;

students apply themselves.
tractive
to

as being

more

gain remunerative

Literature

congenial,

employ.

is

more

at-

and more likely

Hence, while

the

physical science class-rooms are neglected, the native
students crowd round Professors

them

who can

present

to Eosalind in her forest of Arden, or will take

them with Moses

to the fair.
Many think that if
kind of instruction, when
conveyed to the Indian
mind, is not defective; at least it leaves much to be

this

D
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desired.

It calls

out the exercise of memory, of

imagination, of literary skill, rather than the faculty
It

of reasoning.

is

opposed to that discipline of

by which imaginative minds are sobered.
Colleges and Universities turn out men who

exactness,

The

declaim in English with the fatal facility of those

whose matter

below the standard of their manner.

is

They have equipped themselves with the art of the
orator and the trick of the journalist.
But, moving
on the surface of

things, they

come perilously near to

Their imitative powers are a snare and

be charlatans.

a stumbling block to them for to speak other men's
thought, in other men's tongues, they have bartered
;

their

own

West who

identity.

With

fellow-subjects from the

are but slightly acquainted with them, they

But, to those

pass readily for true metal.

who

are

more familiar with them, the defects of their mental
character seem encouraged by their training.
'The
fact is/ said the late Sir

Henry Maine,

in one of his

addresses to the University of Calcutta,

e

that the

educated native mind requires hardening. That culture
of the imagination, that tenderness for

be necessary in the West,

is

it

which

out of place here

may
;

for

this is a society in which, for centuries

the imagination has run riot

;

upon centuries,
and much of the intel-

lectual weakness,

and moral

this

be traced to imagination having so

moment,

may

evil

which

afflict it

to

long usurped the place of reason/ Yet, as there was
division in 1835, so is there a division now.
Few

would propose

to recall Arabic or Sanskrit to redress

NEGLECT OF ORIENTAL LANGUAGES
the balance.
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But, neither are all convinced that the

present education

is

at fault

;

or that there

is

to be

found in the exact sciences a better means of correcting
the weakness of the Indian mind than by rigorous
in

or

through

the

bracing
atmosphere of English literature.
Again, the neglect of Eastern tongues has thrown

training

metaphysics,

a shadow of reproach on the British Government in
The Government of India
India, and on its servants.

master of the country in which the Vedas were first
hymned, in which Ha"fiz and Saa*di are household names,
is

and in which some sixty millions regard the language
of the Prophet of Arabia with idolatry far surpassing
the veneration of English Universities for the dead

tongues of ancient Europe. That a Government thus
favoured should show itself so indifferent to Sanskrit,
to

Persian,

and

unpleasant remark
in Vienna.

munity

Arabic research,

to

among

matter

Orientalists in Paris

Finally, the whole

of

and

Muhammadan com-

by the educaGovernment in its struggle, not

finds itself gravely prejudiced

tional decrees of the
to advance,
rule.

is

but even to maintain

itself

under British

Before a Mussulman can turn his attention to

our language, he must, by the usage of the society in

which he moves, have made some progress in Persian,
and have learned at least to repeat passages from
the Kura"n.

By

the time that these obligations have

been disposed of, years have passed
his attention to

tanced

;

and when he turns

Western literature, he finds himself dis-

by his more lightly-equipped Hindu

D

2

competitor.
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The

tale of Mr. Colvin's earlier years in India

draws

In 1835 he had been advanced to the post

to a close.

of Secretary of the

Land Revenue Board.

The

late

His wife had returned in

years had been pleasant.

1833 from England, restored to health, after two and
a half years' absence. He was surrounded by friends.

He had made

His work was congenial.

for himself

a foremost place in the junior ranks of the Civil Service.

He had

gained good experience. His active mind had
thrown itself eagerly into all the discussions of his
day.

If his

'

'

topics,

even in courtship had not been,

as Macaulay wrote of his brother-in-law Trevelyan,
(

steam navigation, the education of the natives, the

equalization of the sugar duties, the substitution of

the

Roman

for the

Arabic alphabet in the Oriental

was

'full of

schemes of moral and political improvement/

He was

languages,' his mind, like his friend's,

the most keen reformers; always

prominent among
forward on the side of

all

that

was

liberal.

of comparative leisure, too, such as

it

The hour

was, for which

he had prayed the gods, had been granted him. He
had made full use of it, and fortune had helped him

mind by an opportunity unique in India.
intimacy with Macaulay must have been

to equip his

For

his

fruitful,

stimulating his love of reading, and quicken-

ing his mental vigour.

To have been one

conversation Macaulay took pleasure

only on the part of that great

man

may

in

whose

have been

a more generous

way of saying of an acquaintance, that he was one
who took pleasure in Macaulay's conversation. But to

CHAPTER

IV

PEIVATE SECKETAEY TO LORD AUCKLAND,
1836-1838

LOKD AUCKLAND arrived in Calcutta late in the
evening of Friday, March 4, 1836, for the grounding
of the Jupiter on a bank of mud detained ine for
'

some

When

3

hours.

land, he had asked

with the rising
those

whom

he was preparing to leave Engall who were well acquainted

men

in India to give

they thought qualified to

of Private Secretary.

or other

but

list,

Many

Mr

him

lists

of

the post
names appeared in one

Colvin's

fill

name appeared

in

all.

and strengthened in the
conclusions which he was disposed to draw from it
Guided by

by

this coincidence,

further inquiries

Mr. Colvin.

on landing in India, he sent

A brief interview satisfied him

was made, and was

He threw

the offer

accepted.

During the ensuing

was

to be devoted to his

six years Mr. Colvin's
chief.

;

for

life

himself into his

new

duties with all

the vigour of his character and with the whole strength
of his capacity. He had exceptional powers of sustained work and these he taxed to the utmost. In
;

1894 the post of Private Secretary

is

one of great

DUTIES OF PRIVATE SECRETARY
labour and responsibility, requiring

much

tact,
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much

method, sound judgment, an even temper, and a prudent tongue.
But, compared with the office as it
existed in 1836, the present duties are greatly changed

There

in character.

with London

;

is

more correspondence nowadays

constant telegrams from all quarters

must be received and

a weekly mail from
England must be mastered, and a mail to England
must be weekly despatched. The railways flood the
table with letters,

replied to

;

and the anteroom with

visitors.

In 1836 telegrams and weekly mails were unknown;
there were no railways, fewer posts, fewer strangers

from the provinces or elsewhere. But if less time
was taken up in maintaining communication with
Europe, more was

absorbed in matters of purely
At present the Viceroy has

Indian administration.

a Lieutenant-Governor in Bengal to take from off his
shoulders the burden of Calcutta

and the government
The patronage is

of seventy-one million of people.

transferred with the duties.

Bengal

official,

The movements

from the magnate

io.

of every

the Court of

Appeal to the latest little fledgeling who has alighted
from England on the Calcutta strand, have no longer
to

be disposed of as in 1836 in the Private Secretary's
The departments of the Government of India

Office.

are divided
subject in a

now among

the

members

of Council

;

and,

few cases to the concurrence of the head

of the Government,

which

is

rarely withheld, each

member, with the rest of his work, disposes of the
claims of officials under him. Much of the
patronage
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winch proved such a burden in former years is now
removed from the hands of authority, and has been

made

the subject of rules

and

Local

regulations.

In 1894, the

governments have also their share.

who

wishes to see the Viceroy may or may not
obtain an interview; in 1836 every civilian was held

officer

to

he

have the right to see the Governor- General, should
The Private Secretary is
desire it, once a week.

was

still,

as he

man

with a grievance, a good story, or a friend to

provide

in former years, at the

mercy of every

But many who would otherwise have

for.

importuned him

are

now choked

off

by provisions of

Eules or Codes, or find their interest elsewhere.

The Private Secretary in 1836 had not yet bestowed
himself in the closet adjoining his master which he

now

With

occupies.

his establishment he overflowed

that gloomy basement in Government
in

its

and

contrast to the halls

House which,

corridors above, recalls

the vast obscurities over which are pillared and

which are sustained the

in

the

by

high

In those spacious vaults Mr. Colvin

places of India.
installed himself

when he was

beatitudes

;

and

there, except during the years

absent with his chief from Calcutta,

he was to be found early and
of peculiar use to Lord

though laborious,

had

His energy was
Auckland, whose habits,

not

late.

been

formed

in that

Indian school of administration which, itself shrinking
from no drudgery, exacts drudgery from all who are
in authority.
official life

to

The 'inconceivable grind'

of Indian

which an eminent Viceroy lately bore

HIS REGARD FOR LORD AUCKLAND
felt

is

testimony,

by no one more than by
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the

nor by any
been discharged with more

Governor-General's Private Secretary;
Private Secretary has

it

by him whom Lord Auckto Lord Auckland

unfailing punctuality than

land had selected.

by every

tie

He was bound

which can

attach, in public

aspiring nature to the statesman

who

life,

a

man

of

has given him

his first opportunity of distinguishing himself,

and has

bestowed on him his entire confidence. Loyalty being
of the essence of his character, he identified himself
with the views, the successes, and the disappointments
of Lord Auckland with unquestioning ardour.
So
completely did he do

this,

that the gossip of Calcutta

failed finally to distinguish

vant.

between master and

ser-

The very excess of the Private Secretary's

pleasure at his master's triumphs, the depth of his
distress in the

hour of his master's humiliation, were

regarded in some quarters as presumption amounting
to proof that the measures
identified himself must

with which he so warmly

have been of his own inspiring.

But Lord Auckland, better informed, retained his
confidence in Mr. Colvin to the last day of his

life,

and fully returned the attachment with which he
never ceased to be regarded by his former subordinate.

Here is a picture of Lord Auckland from the friendly
hand of Charles Greville
'

He was

a

man

without sinning qualities or showy accom-

plishments, austere
silent

and almost forbidding in

and reserved in

and private

life.

:

his

manner,

society, unpretending both in public

Nevertheless he was universally popular
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and

company more desired and welcome than that of
more sprightly and brilliant men. His under-

ids

many

far

standing was excellent, his temper placid, his taste and tact
exquisite;

his

disposition,

notwithstanding his apparent

cheerful; and under

gravity,

cold exterior there was

his

a heart overflowing with human kindness, and with the
deepest feelings of affection, charity, and benevolence.

Engaged from almost
chances and changes
enemies and

many

his earliest youth in politics

of public

life,

attached friends

and the

he had no personal

amongst men of

all

parties/

Mr. Greville adds that 'Lord Fitzgerald (who was
President of the Board of Control in the course of

1841) 'had never been more struck

by

and that he had no
a

by anything than

the despatches and State papers of Lord Auckland,

man

;

sort of idea he

was

so able

that he was, with the one exception of

by far the ablest man of his party
At the time of Lord Auckland's arrival in

John

1

Russell,

.'

India, the

country was externally at peace.

During the brief
interregnum, between the departure of Lord William
Bentinek and the arrival of his successor. Sir Charles
Metcalfe had acted as Governor-General.

support of Macaulay he had repealed
restrictions

on the

With the

all regulations

Now,

imposing
press.
legislation
of a less popular kind was contemplated. The Black
Act was impending, and a cloud hung over Calcutta.
*

Over Burma and Nepal there was also a cloud. In
the Punjab the atmosphere was not clear; while
1

{

G-reville

Journals/

vol. in.

p 254.
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a veil of mist, no bigger than a man's hand, floated
The
the distant mountain tops in K&bul.

over

moment

questions of the

were, the practical applica-

tion of the decision as to English education which

been arrived at in the previous year
the

work

Code;

of the

Law Commission

ways and means

;

had

the progress of

in drafting a Penal
the

for providing

newly

created class of native civil judges with a suitable
rate

of remuneration

England

;

;

steam communication with

reform in the copper currency

;

and the

For many months
perennial misgovernment of Oudh.
after he assumed office, the Private Secretary had to
get up such of these matters as he was imperfectly

acquainted with, and to coach his chief in
does not admit of dealing with

them

;

all.
Space
but a few brief

lines are necessary as to the relation of the

Govern-

ment in 1836 with the several States adjoining it.
Throughout Lord Auckland's administration they
occupied

much

of his time,

every page of his papers.

how many were
them

:

and he recurs

them in

the hours which he passed in studying

and few are probably aware, how in

later days,

Kbul

enterprise, it

seemed at

we

should be

in the midst of the

one or another time inevitable that
foiced into conflict
called

to

Mr. Colvin's Diaries show

with the Court

oi

Ava, or be

on to repel an invasion of Gurkhas from

Khitmdndu.
For the moment, however, e the Burmese are quiet/
wrote the Governor- General to Sir John Hobhouse,
'

and apparently

friendly.

We

propose to give the
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king of Ava a white elephant, which has been born
at Madras, and which should bind him to us for ever/
have had some confidential correspondence with
Mr. Hodgson, our Resident in Nepal, he adds x
The
'I

5

c

.

and in

politics of that State are greatly disturbed,

a manner not entirely without precedent.

would gladly change
will not be changed.'

his minister

(In April,

and the Whigs had returned

to

1

The king

and the minister

835,

Lord Melbourne
c

office.)

He

has

now

been master of Nepal for thirty years, and will but
In the
unwillingly subside into a good subject.'
Eanjit Singh had

Punjab, Maharaja

been casting

covetous eyes on territories in the possession of his

Within four months of

neighbours, the Amirs of Sind.

Lord Auckland's
General's

Captain Wade, the GovernorLudhiana on the Sutlej, the

arrival,

agent at

frontier of British territory,

the Maharaj

that the

was instructed

Government

c

to tell

could not but

view with regret and disapprobation the prosecution
of plans of unprovoked hostility, injurious to native
States with

whom

that

close ties of interest

was

Government

and good

is

connected by

3

will.

Captain

Wade

and successfully did employ, his best
in dissuading the Mahraj& from embarking

to employ,

efforts

on such an enterprise as an hostile advance upon
The control and navigation of the
Shikirpur.
Indus were objects to which the thoughts of Lord
William Bentinck had been turned and before he
;

1

Mr

Hodgson survived

distant past

until the present year, a link with that

LORD WILLIAM BENTINCK'S MINUTE
left
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England Lord Auckland had been told to give
and best attention to them. Hence the

his early
6

hands

The

off' to

affairs

the Punjab Mahdrajl
of

Kbul

had not been among those

with which Lord William Bentinck had been called

upon

to deal.

frontier,

But he had given much thought to the
left for his successor a Minute which

and had

After pointing out that the

indicated his anxiety.

state of Afghanistan presented at that time

no cause

of alarm to India, he turned to the growing influence
of Russia over Persia.
From the days of Peter the
c

Great to the present time the views of Russia have

been turned to the obtaining possession of that part
of Central Asia which is watered by the Oxus, and

The

joins the eastern shore of the Caspian.

latest

accounts from Kabul state that they are building
This is their
a fort between the Caspian and Khiva
best line of operation against India, but

it

can only

be considered at present as a very distant speculation.'

On

c

the other hand, Lord William wrote,

Herat

is

short

and

easy.'

the line of

advance upon
army
He finds the distance from

operation of a Russo-Persian

to

Russian territory to be 1,189
ksj which he divides
He assumes that Russia could
into four stages.
supply Persia with an auxiliary force of 30,000 men,
and c with a good understanding between the two
Governments, with time for preparation, and with

good management, there could be no
transporting this force to Herat.

5

difficulty

From

in

that point

she might proclaim a crusade against British India,
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c

in which she would be joined

restless

tribes

of Timur.'

by

the warlike

all

that formed the overwhelming force

Again carefully calculating

points out that from Herat to Attock

distances, he

a distance of

is

1,032 miles, which he divides into four further stages.
e

The Afghan confederacy, even if cordially united,
would have no means to resist the power of Russia
and Persia. They probably would make a virtue of
necessity,

reward

and join the common cause

receiving in

;

for their co-operation the
promises of all the

possessions

had been wrested from them by

that

Ranjit Singh, and expecting also to reap no poor
harvest from the plunder of India. But, however this

may

be, it will

be sufficient to assume the possibility

that a Russian force of 20,000

men

fully equipped,

accompanied with a body of 100,000 horse, may rea'ch
the shores of the Indus.' Lord William Bentinck was
far

from wishing it to be understood that he
thought
an attack was imminent, or even
probable.

that such

But he thought

it

Minute was to

possible

;

review the

Government of India had at

and the object of his
resources which the
its

command

in order

to frustrate such an endeavour.

Reserving further mention of Kdbul
narrative returns to

contingency, but
question of 1836
project, appeals

is
is

Calcutta, where

raging furiously.

affairs, this

war

Macaulay's- Black Act.

by European

is

not a

The burning

By

this

British subjects from

the decisions of the subordinate Civil Courts of the

Company

are in future

to

be taken

not to the

MACAULAY'S BLACK ACT
Supreme Court, established by Royal
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Charter, but to

'the Company's Chief Court of Appeal, the Sadr

Diwani Adalat.'

Against this proposal the gorge

of Calcutta rises.

The

which Macaulay had

press,

helped a few months before to free, uses its liberty
The English Bar
to turn on him and rend him.
leads

the

As' the field

opposition.

of that Bar's

mainly in the Supreme Court,
terestedness is not wholly above suspicion.
is

practice

of personal violence are used

and

will

which

Threats

the native observes,

note for imitation, the sentiments

the

crowded.

;

its disin-

columns

of

the Calcutta

with

papers are

Forty-seven years later, the most discredit-

able of these diatribes will seem like the piping of

Meliboeus contesting with Corydon, when compared
with the torrent of abuse which will be lavished

on one of Macaulay's successors.

In 1883

it

will be

desired to extend the criminal jurisdiction of Native

Magistrates over European British subjects.

The

sack or the sea with which Macaulay was threatened
will promise euthanasia

then prepared
remained unmoved.
for

slopes over

compared to the torments
Member.
Macaulay
His draft became law. On the

the Legal

which had flowed the molten lava of his

1

adversaries wrath, smiling spring reasserted herself.

Administration resumed

its

appointed course.

The

indigo planter continued to buy and bargain, the

ryot to

make and

Company's' Chief Court
quite competent to

agreement.

The

Appeal showed

itself

to break his

of

control either paity, as every
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dispassionate observer

be the

had foreseen would prove

to

case.

Lieutenant Waghorn, of the Company's Marine,
has meanwhile been deputed to Egypt, to probe the
the Isthmus
question of steam communication viA

and England, of which he is
the confident advocate. The Jong trail of smoke from
of Suez, between India

the funnel of the

Hugh Lindsay

between Babelmandeb and Suez.
mail
toil

'

is

finding its

way

has been seen

The term

into the despatches

'

steam

which

Chinamen

over the tumbling seas by the Cape.

have been consulted as to the quality of Assam tea,
and have expressed very high approval of it, It will
be long, thinks the head of the Government, before
the depopulated country of Assam will rival China in
the production of tea, even if the

a

first

experiment are surmounted.

districts,

Assam, he

tells

Sir

first

difficulties

But, in

its

of

higher

John Hobhouse,

is

a

promising and healthy Province.

So 1 836 and the first half of 1 837 pass.
given us his Penal Code.

1

c

Macaulay has
Madras is raising disagreeable

questions about the attendance of military bands at

the religious functions of Indians, which so disturb
the gentle temper of the Governor-General as to cause

him
will

The

an emphatic declaration that nothing
move him from the path of religious neutrality.

to underline

financial authorities are
occupied

of a revised copper currency,

with the issue

and with the provision

of funds for meeting the increased salaries of native
Civil Judges, in

which

latter subject the

Law Member

DEPARTURE FOR UPPER INDIA
and the Piivate Secretary take amazing
latter finds time to

make long
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interest.

The

extracts in his diaries

manner of authors, writing on every variety
of subject. His modest balance at his bankers, he
So, in more noticeable proporfinds, is increasing.

from

all

tions, is his family.

many

years of

But he may look forward

On May

employment.

29,

to

1837, he

records the completion of his thirtieth year.

The

on the knees of the gods.
In June, 1837, Lord Auckland wrote to Sir James

future

is

Camac,

*

that

at

Directors

time Chairman of

The hot season has

have

the

Court of

.

felt it

this year

more than we did

been a trying one, and we

My appetite

]ast year.

for

going up the countiy, so as to pass one summer in the hills,
is growing upon me. ... It would be useful to me personally
the men upon whom I have most to depend; to
of administiation, and to see public works;
modes
compare
and I should not defer such experience until the peiiod of

to

my

know

residence here shall be drawing to a close.

that

my

presence

may have

a useful effect

I think, too,

upon our

relations

ou the North- West Frontier, and, possibly, upon the affairs of

Oudh.

It will be of advantage for me, too, that for the

discussion of

many

subjects I shall find the

Commauder-in-

Chief in the north/

On June

19 a Minute

was

embodying the
arrangements to be made for carrying on the work of
the Government in Calcutta, and for administering
signed,

Bengal, during the Governor-General's absence from
that city.
The Commander-in-Chief had preceded
the head of the Government, and would rejoin him
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in the summer at Simla.
left

The Members

of Council

in Calcutta were Mr. Ross, the Vice-President

(who would

also govern Bengal), Mr. Macaulay, Mr.

Shakespear, Mr. Robertson and Col. Morison, the
military member.

Mr. Macnaghten was the Secretary selected to accompany Lord Auckland. "With the Governor-General
there went

to

the North- West Provinces, besides

and Mr. Macnaghten, General
Casement, Secretary to the Supreme Government in
its Military Department, an experienced and sagacious

his Private Secretary

man

;

1839, became

who, in

Member

Military

of

Council, and died, Sir William Casement, in Calcutta
in 1844. The Commander-in-Chief it has been said

was awaiting Lord Auckland in Upper
was, ex

offlcio,

Mr. Torrens

Deputy Secretary in
and the

as

with the Governor-General

camp made up the

aides de

From Tuesday, October
the

India.

He

a Member of the Supreme Council.
all

Departments

staff of military

party.
17 to Friday, October 20,

Private Secretary will

be

c

engaged chiefly in
on
October 21 begins
arrangements
that journey from Calcutta to Simla of which the
for departure';

have happily been preserved for us by

incidents

Lord Auckland's

1
.

'We

got up at five this

the servants were all in a fuss

morning
came down
;

of

sister

some

for

gentlemen

coffee

;

when we

the great hall was full

who had come to accompany
Ght. Even Macaulay turned

lordship to the
1

'

Up

the Count* y*

;

by the Honourable Emily Eden.

his

out

LEAVES CALCUTTA,
for

The

it.'

1837
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coffee is hastily swallowed,

compliments

and good wishes are exchanged, a procession forms
up and moves on, dignified and bright with uniforms
where the Governor-General and his colleagues lead
The
it, but a little ragged and playful in the rear.

band plays a march in the 'Puntani.' The troops
who line the road on either side present arms.

A

The guns
great particoloured crowd looks on.
wave
their
the
Governorthe
fore,
hats,
gentlemen
General walks

down between

the soldiers

('

not so shy

5

as he used to be at these ceremonies, thinks his sister),

returning the long salute.

makes
steps

Arrived at the Ghat he

arm to Miss Eden, and
There was a great deal of

his last adieux, gives his

on to his barge.

e

martial show,' writes her younger

sister,

the Honour-

able Frances Eden, in an unpublished Diary, 'and

guns doing their salutes
"

board,

;

we

stepping gracefully on

clad in paradoxical emotion," the suit in which

the immortal author of Santo

Auckland's

first

Sebastiano always

The curtain thus

clothed his heroes.'

on Lord

falls

term of residence in Calcutta.

When

next he walks in procession to the GMt it will be to
embark for England. Before then much will have
happened.
first

day

But

at six in the

morning of this twenty-

of October, 1837, nothing of that

is

visible in

So the spectators
wave their handkerchiefs, and turn back to resume
their gallop round the racecourse or hurry home to
the morning mists of the capital.

their early tea

and

travellers floats

down

toast,

while the

the Htigli.

E a

little

group of
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The party reached Benares at ten on the morning
November 14, landed at five in the

of Tuesday,

drove four miles through immense

*

evening, and

crowds and much dust' to the ground where their
camp was awaiting them. From that day began the
splendour of a Governor-General's progress, drawn
the journey that
for us by Miss Eden's graphic pen
'

;

was picturesque

in

its

splendid crowds, and in

Public display, Miss

motley processions, in
its

its

barbaric gold and pearl/

Eden was

to find,

means often

private discomfort; but she regretfully foresees the
day, now dawned, when the Governor-General will
c

dwindle

down

a

into

class

passenger with

1

in a mirror: from that
'

everybody kept

and

first

The long procession moves before us as

a handbag.'

I thought I

Tuesday evening when

first

saying, "What a magnificent

had never seen such

camp,"
melan-

squalid,

choly discomfort,' to the last evening of Saturday,
March 31, when, at Pinjaur, at the foot of the Hima-

'we gave a farewell dinner/ We escort the
Governor-General to his tent, which he cannot endure

layas,

'

6

The bugle sounds

we

at half-past five to

are off at sis, as the clock strikes.

wake

us,

As we

and

canter

along in the mist, Giles, his lordship's valet, comes
c

in fact, run

away with/ Eosina, Miss
Eden's Muhammadan Ayah, du haut de son lUphant
bounding by

;

salams to us. The poodle Chance's black nose
peeps
out from under the shawl of the liveried varlet who is
carrying him.
little jokes;

The big man as he

the aides de

'

camp

alights cracks his

are in a roar of laughter

MARCH UP COUNTRY
an

for half

hour.'

St.

is

cursing and

Guns

the country cooking-pots.

among

clattering

Cloup, the chef,
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The lUjas come and go,
swaying in their gilded howdahs the irregular horseare incessantly booming.

c

;

men, like parts of a melodrama, go about curvetting
and spearing. Prince Henry of Orange joins the
3

camp, a fair, quiet-looking boy 'very shy and silent' he
seems at first but is pronounced presently the most
;

'

;

comparative, rascalliest, sweet young prince

on December
son, who

27, the

king

has come to

indeed,

;

At Lucknow, which we reach

able to corrupt a saint/

is

too

ill

to see us

;

but his

Cawnpur and has been received

in Darbar by the Governor-General, does the honours of

the

Oudh

capital.

On Wednesday, January

scene abruptly changes.

Long

befoie

we

left

3,

the

Calcutta,

the effects of the failure of the rainy season in the

Upper Pi evinces had begun

to

make

themselves

felt.

Early in September the expediency of marching a large

camp through the distressed districts had been discussed. But it had been decided that supplies should
be procured from

Oudh and
;

that as the march

be on the fringe of the threatened famine,

would

and

for

a few days only, the project should not be abandoned.

Now
zone.

we

on Wednesday we are enteiing the famine
We left Cawnpur on Tuesday, and now that
'

are out of reach of the District Societies, &c. the

distress is perfectly dreadful.

the horrible

sights

perfect skeletons in
their

we

see,

many

You

cannot conceive

particularly children;

cases, their bones

through
a
and
without
of
skin,
rag
clothing,
utterly
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unlike

human

Food

creatures.'

daily distributed

is

;

sometimes 200, sometimes 700 are fed;

we

our supplies from Oudh, where there

no famine.

On

is

get all

January 13 the camp crosses the Ganges into

Kohilkhand, passing out of the famine tract, as
must pass out of these pages.

The whole

life

truth a march

of a Governor-General of India is in

his

;

it

term of

one brief procession.

office,

Viceroy passes with his suite. Scarcely
Viceroy
has one had time to look round his camping-ground
after

before his successor's tents are

approaching.

The

saldm to them as they come, and speed
golden
them as they leave. Brilliant horsemen curvet about

Kjs

them.

My

lady,

silent at

The

wreathed in smiles,

first,

great man, alighting, jokes

cannon

roar.

is

devoured by

Sweet young princes arrive, shy and
yet most comparative, rascalliest too.

mortal ennui.

These

all

;

remain, and suffer hunger.

company and the
The villagers
go.

the

come and

There remains

great field of British administration, with
of

unremembered workers.

They

labour by whose exertions every

on

his way.

westward to

Long

too, the

its

furnish the

new arrival

groups

humble

is

passed

Viceroy has returned
honours, to a banquetting

after each

titles,

to

Mansion House, a gracious Windsor, these adscripti
After the dust, the din, and the
glebae remain.
salutes are forgotten,

ungrateful

toil

;

they will be

still

found at their

at the task of breaking the stubborn

sowing the seed of progress, and watching the
scanty harvest. As the night approaches, when no

soil,
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can work, they will plod to their homes in

obscurity.

During the five months which elapsed between
October 21 and March 31, events beyond the frontier

had been from

their side marching, too, to

But there remain a word

coming camp.
be gleaned from Mr. Colvin's diary.
passed up the

who

two

to

At Patn, as he
had seen

river, the Private Secretary

General Ventura, a French
assured

meet the

or

him

officer

in Sikh employ,

of the Mahdiijd Ranjit Singh's

devotion to the British, and warned him against
Burnes's loquacity.

At Cawnpur,

Sir Charles

Met-

of the North- West

calfe, the Lieutenant-Governor

Provinces, presented himself, only to take his leave

and

thenceforth,

for

the

two

ensuing

;

years, the

Governor-General of India became also the titular

Lieutenant-Go vernor of the North- West. Other affairs
of great pith

and moment were to occupy Lord
and the conduct of the

Auckland in 1838 and 1839

;

North- West administration was practically left in
the competent hands of its Secretary, Mr. James

Thomason, Mr. Colvin's former superior.
time

its

affairs

pour their

full

From

that

stream into those

channels of the Private Secretary's diary through

which the business of Bengal had hitherto flowed.
There crowd into its pages terms unfamiliar in the

Lower Province: thirty

years'

settlements,

copar-

cenary tenures, resumption of revenue-free holdings,

Act IX of 1833,
Officer in

Upper

all the

India.

jargon familiar to the Civil

New

names,

too, especially
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peculiar to that Province, appear.

India has

its

Every Province in

own Anglo-Indian names, as it has its own

Boulderson, Merttins-Bird, Raikes, Mont-

diseases.

gomery recur a glimpse or two is caught of an active
youngster, John Lawrence, who would do admirably
;

for the important district of

At

Cawnpur, it is thought.
Private
the
Benares,
Secretary rides off to see the

great Buddhist tope at Stadth, guided

camp who

by an aide de

afterwards to be eminent in the annals

is

of Indian archaeology as Sir Alexander Cunningham.

The famine

is

are the efforts

had declined

everywhere reflected in the diary, as
to meet it. The Emperor at Delhi

made

to receive

tive of the East India

on equal terms the representaCompany. He had therefore

not exchanged visits with Lord Auckland, but
waited on by the three Secretaries.

At

Delhi, also,

under the shadow of the Mughal's palace,
a Christian convert, once a

Brahman

is

is

priest,

found

Anand

Mashi, pronounced in the Diary to be 'energetic
and interesting, yet not without thought of worldly

He

matters.'

has

now

a

salary

of

80 Es. per

month, and finds Christian comforts pleasant, but
c
His notion is
ecclesiastical biography questionable.
that there

Patmos;

is

no record of the death of

that the Apostle

is

still

alive,

Nnak.' The question
Company's representative and

appeared as the Sikh

between the

St.

sentative of the house of Timtir

came

to

John

at

and has
in dispute

the repre-

an issue and

was disposed of on September 14, 1857. The Emperor
and went his way. But Brahman converts, not

rose

f
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without thought of worldly matters,' remain in Delhi
We wrestle now not

to ponder Christian problems.

against flesh

and blood, but against the

rulers of the

darkness of this world.

On

April 7 Mr. Colvin arrived at Simla.

He had

camp
Sah&ranpur on March 12 to join his
wife at Karnal, where four days previously a fifth
son had been born to him. Lord Auckland meanwhile

left

the

at

had marched through Dehra Dun

to Mussooree

returning on his steps, reached Simla on April

Some

fuller

account

now required

is

;

and,

3.

of the relations

between the Government of India and the countries

beyond the Sutlej. But, before entering upon it,
a few words are needed to explain why so much
space

about to be devoted in this Memoir to a

is

sketch of the events which led to the

first

Kbul war

In Sir John Eaye's History the responsibility of the
war has been laid upon Lord Auckland's Indian
advisers.

As

the Governor-General

his Council throughout

to

1

was absent from

838, his advisers

have been the Secretaries who accompanied him.
and documents

Since then, fifty-six years have passed
to

were assumed

which Sir John Kaye made

be quoted in their entirety.

;

little reference,

can

now

They show whose were

the instructions under which Lord Auckland acted

and what were the measures indicated

,

for his adoption.

They prove that the policy of 1838 was not that of
Lord Auckland's Indian subordinates, but of his
English masters.

Memoir

It is

therefore necessary

to trace the course of their influence

in.

this

on the
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development of

1837 and 1838.

affairs in

This

object of the pages immediately ensuing.

is

the

Much

has

had to be condensed; not a little, to be omitted.
But nothing essential has been lost sight of; while
an endeavour has been made to place in their
true

transactions

light

hitherto

very imperfectly

effort to

take our stand in

apprehended.
It needs

much mental

the India of 1837.

Nearly forty years of peace have

accustomed us to think of our rule as paramount

beyond dispute in India. But in 1837 twenty years
had not passed since our position had been challenged

by the Mar&thas. The siege of Bhartpur, only in
1836, had been looked on as a test of British supremacy.

Within our

frontiers our rule

Outside them,

equilibrium.

was in unstable

we were

still

engaged

in the struggle for mastery with other powers.

Nepal
Sikh kingdom loomed
large and formidable on our North-West frontier.
Means of concentrating troops were small. Not

threatened

invasion.

The

had passed since we had obtained
Northern India. The people had changed masters like

a

generation

sheep.

Yet

prove

little

it

had ever been an unruly race, and might

content to be so transferred.

Within,

Anxiety and apprehension
Most men in
are magnified in such conditions.
those days admitted that India might without diffiwithout,

was

insecurity.

culty be invaded.

The threat

fresh in the public mind.

of Napoleon was still
So cold and unimaginative

a statesman as Lord William Bentinck regarded the

TREATIES WITH PERSIA
c

3

all

c

this treaty,

By

says Kaye,

77

Persia ceded to Russia

her acquisitions on the South of the Caucasus, and

agreed to maintain no naval force on the Caspian Sea

;

whilst Russia entered into a vague engagement to
support, in the event of a disputed succession, the

claims of the heir-apparent against all competitors
for the throne.'

doing
in

little

British officers remained in Peisia,

Then came again war with Russia

good.

1826, followed

Persians,

By

by

the

complete defeat of the

and in 1828 by the treaty of Turkm^nChai
TurkmanChai the Caspian became

the treaty of

a Russian lake; and two provinces were wrested
from Persia. Neither men nor money had been furnished by Mr. Canning to Persia during this war,
under the treaties of 1814, though both had been

anxiously asked

Teher&n passed, and has

for.

re-

mained, under the predominant influence of Russia.

From

that

moment

the countries which

lie

on the

North-West Frontier of India again came into the
foreground of the field of British and Indian politics.

The

risk

which had led to the

1814 reappeared

;

but the Power with

entered into alliance to avert

add to

its

treaties of

imminence.

For

it

1809 and

whom we had

was now likely to

Muhammad Shh, who, in

1834, succeeded to the throne of Persia, was understood
to be wholly under Russian influence.
Far from

being a buckler to Great Britain against invasion of
India, he

He

was now

to prove the

weapon

of offence.

at once renewed the project of attacking

which, under the guidance of his

father, the late

Eert,

Crown
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Prince, he

had entered on in 1833, but had abandoned
Pretext for attack was

because of his father's death.

found in ancient claims of the Persian dynasty over
the Herat valley ; and in the seizure and sale by the
Eera"tis of Persian subjects into slavery.

Shh

In Herat was

nephew

to

Shah Shujd-ul-Mulk.

his person

blind)

Durni

Kamran, an

(his

now
tribe

elder

old

debauchee,

This latter prince in

Shh Zaman, being
Suddozal clan of the

brother,

represented

the

and claimed the rightful occupancy of

;

the Durani throne in Kdbul.
of the century,

During the first decade
had once failed, but had

Shah Shuj

K

ultimately succeeded, in regaining the throne of

bul,

from which in 1801, his brother, Shall Zaman, had
been expelled. In the last year of that decade he

had passed through the
hands of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, leaving the Koh-iNur in the old Sikh's claw; had found asylum in
British India had again in the fourth decade, with

had been again driven out

;

;

the connivance of Eanjit Singh, invaded, and had

been repulsed from Afghanistan.
the eyes of all Afghans as a
fortune, a

man whose

<

'

iJcbdl

Now,

man

discredited in

possessed

was bad, he

by

rested,

evil

with

his blind brother, at

station

Ludhina, the British frontier
on the Sutlej, and watched events. Their

nephew^ Shdh Kamrdn, meanwhile, was to defend
Herat as best he might against the Persian King.
The Durani tribe, to which Shh Shujd, Shah

Zaman and
its

sections

Shall

Kamr&a

belonged, comprises

the Populzal and

among
To

the B&rakzffiL

BARAKZAI AND SIKH
a clan of the former, as has been
these princes

;
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said,

belonged

to a clan of the latter (the Bfoakzai)

belonged a family whose members were once their
lieutenants, but within recent years had supplanted

They were represented in Kabul by Dost
Muhammad Khan; in Kandahar by his brothers,
Kohun Dil Khan and others. The Barakzai con-

them.

Shah Shuja, had
own. The Kandahar brothers looked

federacy, though successful against
difficulties of its

with greed towards Herdt, and with anxiety towards
Dost Muhammad could not rest so long as
Persia
Peshawar was in Sikh hands. It had belonged to the
;

kingdom

of Afghanistan

the Barakzais in 1834

;

but had been wrested from

by the

Sikhs, through the

treachery of Sultan Muhammad

KMn, its ruler, another

Dost Muhammad's brothers.

To recover Peshawar

of

had been the aim of overtures from Dost

Muhammad

Lord William Bentinck, and on his arrival in 1836
to Lord Auckland.
These failing, he had addressed

to

himself to Persia, had dispatched an emissary to St.

was now awaiting the

Petersburg, and

result.

In the Punjab, the Mahdraja Banjit Singh, surrounded by his Sikh host, was approaching his last
hour. But in spite of chronic intemperance he retained complete control of affairs.

He had

been

angered at the interdict laid by Lord Auckland on
his projected enterprise in 1836 against Sind.

the old
British

in

my

But

man had no wish to try conclusions with the
What the Governor-General whispers
army.
l

ear,

that will 1 do/

was

his reply to

Lord
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The Amirs

Auckland's agent

of Sind

had learned

through the Governor-General's agent. Colonel Potthe friendly offices of the British Government
tinger,

of

in respect

Ranjit Singh's

They had

designs.

been told that the return which

'his lordship looks

from the Amirs for any assistance which we
may render them, is that they should come fully and

for

heartily into our plans for re-establishing the trade

on the Indus/

When in the early months
Muhammad Khn, renewing

of 1836 the Sirdar Dost

the overtures which he

had made to Lord William Bentinck, had addressed
himself to Lord Auckland, on his arrival in India,
he had been told that the British Government would
not interfere with the

In June,

1

affairs of

independent States.

836, Mr. Ellis, the British

Teheran, was informed

Ambassador at

the Political Secretary,

by

that the Government of India would at the present

moment form no
countries which

military alliances with any of the

between India and Persia.

lie

regard to them, as

with

all

Lord Auckland's wish was
relations.

pleasure

any

violent

their

or

for peace

unprovoked

territories.

aggression

At that time

little

as to the actual state of the threatened

attack on Hert.

of parties

States,

and friendly
But he would see with regret and dis-

made upon
was known
extremely

neighbouring

In

ill
ia.

The Government in Calcutta was

informed of the strength and position
Afghanistan.

must be arranged

for

was

The

first

point which

to supply this embarrassing
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winch has led me to think that the period of disturbance is
nearer than I either wished or expected.
The importance

1

.

which

is

.

.

attached to the free navigation of the Indus, most

some exaggeration, from

justly I think, yet perhaps with

its

value not having been tried; the advance of the Persians

towards Herat, and the links which

in consequence be

may

formed between Indian and European politics, also lead me
to fear that the wish which I had, to confine my administration to objects of commerce and finance, and improved institutions and domestic policy, will be far indeed from being

A

we must

But, as you say,

accomplished.

little later,

on October

7,

fulfil

our destiny

'

the Governor-General

tells Sir

John Hobhouse that he had written

Charles

Metcalfe that he

to Sir

would gladly avoid

all

interference in the politics of the West, but that the

influence of

Herat, that

was already felt at
the elements of discord had long been
European

in

collecting

we wished

time, whether

the

quarter, that

that

it,

politics

might or might not

come when we

should be obliged to exercise our influence

we were

at least

bound

e

strengthen our position.
I think I

am

so at home.

and

But I

shall be still

signifies

whether I

it

shall be glad if I

shall

am

am

more glad

be proved that

thought
by the

if,

it

little

right or wrong.'

To understand these
where than

and that

So stands the question.

right,

course of events,

;

to maintain, if possible to

letters,

we must

to the Hfigli or the Sutlej.

the growth of Kussian influence

at

look else-

In Whitehall

Teheran

had

become a subject of increasing anxiety. Canning had
gone; and since November, 1830, Lord Palmerston^
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with but a brief interval, had been Foreign Secretary.

So

far

paper.

Power was

defence against a European

as

concerned, the Treaty of 1814

had become waste

Since in 1828 Eussia overshadowed Teheran,

no longer existed between Europe
In 1835 Mr. Ellis was sent, shortly after

the cover of Persia

and India.

Muhammad Shah's accession to the throne of Persia, as
ambassador to Teher&n. He was to warn the Persian
Government against allowing themselves to be incited
by the Eussian Minister into forcing a war on the
Mr.

Afghans.

Ellis, after arrival

at Teheran, suggested

West should be anticipated by
to
Dost
Muhammad Khn, and by
an
envoy
sending
Meanoffering him British officers to drill his army.

that danger from the

while a

little

host of Anglo-Indian

officers,

among them Burnes and Conolly, had been
In the

explore Central Asia.

had become

first

days of 1836

that in this

the Eussian

Minister.

But

it

and

;

it

was

object he was encouraged by
Article 9 of the

1814 precluded Great Britain
terference.

it

finally certain that the Shall of Persia

was meditating an attack upon Herat

known

foremost

let loose to

is

from unsolicited

very doubtful

direct interference of the

Treaty of
in-

whether the

English Cabinet had ever

come within Lord Palmerston's plans. If India was
threatened, by India the attack must be baffled.

The approaching

was not an English, but
'This course -was necessary for
the defence of our Indian possessions.
I say, for the

an Indian

crisis

crisis.

defence of our Indian possessions, because,

F 2

when we
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are told that the
to

European

If

we had no

war was undertaken with a view
deny the

interests, I utterly

position.

we might have been

empire in India,

did
perfectly indifferent whether Persia succeeded or

The course we
not succeed against Afghanistan.
the security of
to
was
a
view
with
entirely
pursued
our Indian Empire, and it was not an European but
1
If measures could not
entirely an Indian question
3

.

be taken from the West to recover at Teherdn the

ground

lost in 1838,

India must look to herself for

To

protection from attack.

her north-west
States'

must be

must secure

that end she

The system of 'bufferIt was for the Indian

frontier.

initiated.

own

authorities to look to their

safety,

and

to enter

into an understanding to that end with the several

States which adjoined India.

Scarcely had Lord Auckland embarked

when Lord

Palmerston installed at Teheran as Minister a

who might be

relied

upon

to keep the

man

Government

of

India up to the mark. In 1836 there had appeared
in London a pamphlet entitled Progress of Russia in
'

The pamphlet was anonymous, but

the East/

known to have been
a medical

officer in

'Few and

Caspian,' wrote Mr.

1

less

Company's

on

the

M cNeill,

service.

countries
{

Debate of June

23, 1842,

bestowed by most
eastward of the

or even on the

savage realms of Persia; yet

merston's speech

on Mr.

was

M Neill, formerly

by Mr.

indifferent are the regards

European statesmen

and

written

the

it

c

it is

Baillie's

more known

there notwith-

motion

;

Lord Pal-

PAMPHLET

MR. M'NEILL'S
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standing that the danger to British interests is greatest and
most imminent. ... It signifies little to object that the

Russian troops are not even yet at Herat ; the time may
not he ripe for the last decided step of military occupation ;
hut

is

it

fast

approaching, and

all

is

prepared to take

moment; and if England remains
to the present and the future as she has been

advantage of the proper
as indifferent

to the past that

consummation

speedily be witnessed.

will

The regiment/ added the pamphlet,

'

at her (Kussia's) farthest frontier-post

that

is

now

stationed

on the western shore

of the Caspian, has as great a distance to march back to

Moscow

as

onward to Attock on the Indus, and

is

actually

further from St. Petersburg than from Lahore, the capital

of the Seikh.

The

battalions of the Russian Impel ial

Guard

that invaded Persia found, at the termination of the war,

that they were as near to Herat as to the hanks of the

Don

;

that they had already accomplished half the distance from
their capital to Delhi

;

and that therefore, from their camp
march back to

in Persia, they had as great a distance to
St.

Petersburg as onward to the capital of Hindustan.

Meanwhile the Moscow Gazette threatens
cutta the next peace with England,

to dictate at Cal-

and Russia never ceases to

urge the Persian Government to accept from
officers to discipline its

soldiers, at the

march

troops

it,

and arms and

fiee of all cost,
artillery for its

same time that her own battalions are ready to
whenever the Shall, to whom their services

into Persia

are-freely offered, can be induced to require their assistance/

The pamphleteer who published these words was
the Minister selected by Lord Palmerston in the year
of their publication to represent Great Britain in

no other symptom were forthcoming of
the views which found favour in England, we should
Persia.

If

have here very strong presumption that Lord Auck-
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land was in possession of instructions pointing to

what would now be termed a forward
shall find that such in truth

was the

We

policy.
case.

Now,

though Lord Auckland might succeed in attaining his
ends

He

by diplomacy, he must face

the possibility of war.

could not be sole master of his means.

This un-

certainty would be reflected in his correspondence
which we see alternately breathing hope and apprehen;

sion.

That we have here the explanation of the

seeming contradiction in his language will be clearer
after perusal of the

despatch bearing date June 25,

which Lord Auckland received in 1 836, from the Secret
Committee of the Court of Directors. This Com-

was Sir John Hobhouse,
who, as President of the Board of Control, had a seat
mittee, in plain English,

in the Cabinet.

This despatch

is

not mentioned in

John Kaye's History of the Afghan War. Yet
without it, the whole of Lord Auckland's
policy is
Sir

unintelligible.

We

shall

see that

decided on war with Dost

when

finally

Muhammad, he

he

referred

to this despatch as the warrant for the decision to

which he had been guided.
1

We

have received

'

*

(wrote the Secret Committee) from
the Comnussioneis for the affairs of India,
copies of two
letters

which the Eight Honourable Henry Ellis addressed

to Viscount Palmerston on
February 25 and April i last
the former stating the
particulars of an overture said to have

been made by Dost Muhammad of KSbul to the Shah of Persia
in view to the
conquest and partition of the territories of
Prince Kamran of Herat, and the latter
mentioning that
a similar overture had been received
by the Shah from the

DESPATCH OF JUNE
Chiefs of Kandahar, and that there

Khan

the

25,

was

1836
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rumour

also a

of

Khiva having entered into an engagement with

of

the Eussian GoYernment.

'As Mr.

Ellis does not state that

he has communicated

with your Lordship in Council on the subject of these
despatches, copies of
'

The

fcicts

them

are enclosed for your information.

above mentioned are clearly indicative of a dis-

position on the part of the rival Chiefs of Afghanistan to

engage the Shah of Persia in their views of personal aggrandisement; and from the views which the Shah himself is

known

to entertain in respect to Herdt, there

apprehend that he
scheme which may

may

is

reason to

be disposed to countenance any

facilitate

the

accomplishment

of

a

favourite object of his ambition, encouraged as he doubtless
will be

him

by the Kussians to extend

his influence,

their own, in the countries bordering

and through

upon our Indian

'Mr. Ellis mentions, in his letter of February 25, that he
suggested to Haji Husain All, the Afgbin nobleman from

whom

he received the particulars of Dost Muhammad's over-

tures to the Shah of Persia, the propiiety of Dost

Muhammad

himself opening a communication with the Governor-G-eneral
of India, and

it is

reaches you, you
this chief

what

steps

therefore probable that before this letter

may be

in possession of an overture from

which will enable you the better to judge as to
it

watch more

may

be proper and desirable for you to take to
than has hitherto been attempted, the

closely,

progress of events in Afghanistan, and to

counteract the

progress of Russian influence in a quarter which, from

its

proximity to our Indian possessions, could not fail, if it were
once established, to act injuriously on the system of our

Indian alliances, and possibly to interfere even with the
tranquillity of our own territory.
c

The mode

of dealing with this very important question,
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whether by despatching a confidential agent to Dost Muhammad of Kbul merely to watch the progress of events, or to
enter into relations with this chief, either of a political or

merely, in the

first instance,

of a commercial character,

confide to your discretion, as well as the adoption of

measures that

may

we

any other

appear to you to be desirable in order to

counteract Russian influence in that quarter, should you be

from the information received fiom your own agents
c
Neill, on his arrival
frontier, or hereafter from Mr.

satisfied

on the

M

in Persia, that the time has arrived at
for
'

which

it

would be right

you to interfere decidedly in the affairs of Afghanistan.
Such an interference might doubtless be requisite, either

to prevent the extension of Persian dominion in that quarter,
or to raise a timely barrier against the

ments of Russian
1

We

shall transmit to

for his information

receive from
to

assist

question

him

impending encroach-

influence.

Mr.

M cNeill a copy of this despatch

and guidance, and you may expect to
and accurate

intelligence sufficiently full

you in coming to a decision on the important
which we wish to direct your immediate and

to

most earnest attention

'

It is evident that

Lord Auckland's position

the receipt of this important despatch

and squarely

laid

down

for him.

First,

was

He was

clearly

he was to

endeavour to enter into commercial, or into
relations with Afghdnist&i.

after

political

to adopt

any

other measures which he thought desirable in order
to counteract Russian influence in that
quarter, if

he

were

him

satisfied

that

the time had arrived

to interfere decidedly in the affairs of

for

Afghni-

Such interference might doubtless be required
to prevent the extension of Persian dominion in
stan.
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up a timely barrier against
of Russia.
His immediate
encroachments
impending
that direction, or to raise

and most earnest attention was to be given to the
subject.

With

despatch in his pocket, and with Mr.
never ceasing, week by week, to pour in
fervid warnings from Teheran, the Governor-General
this

M Neill
c

was not

likely to be allowed to sleep undisturbed

by dreams of Eussian aggression. A commercial
mission he had already despatched to Kabul. Soon
a political character would be added to it. He could
only trust that Eanjit Singh would continue to be
friendly that the Amirs of Sind would show them;

amenable to his agent; above all, that Dost
Muhammad Khan would fall into his plans, and
selves

thus

him

enable

and

to complete the protection of his

exchange guarantees of mutual
the group of States between the
If this could be achieved
Sutlej and Central Asia.
Indian
the
Government,
the instructions of the
by
frontier,

with

assistance

British

to

Government would have been obeyed, and the

safety of India secured.

With

hope in his heart, he watched anxiously

this

the course

of events.

Shortly after the despatch

June 25 reached him, he had communicated to

of

his masters in

which
'

It

affairs
is

November

England his uneasiness
were taking

most annoying

at the direction

:

to

me

to

learn/

lie

wrote on

1836, to the Chairman of the Court, 'that
the Persians instead of strengthening themselves for defence,
24,
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go

and learning to practise good government at home, should
have engaged in wars of aggression to their eastward, and
should be throwing confusion into the countries of Herat,

Kandahar, and Kabul, where

weak and
ference in

unsettled before.
all this

from

was more than

all

this side

at present to do than to

sufficiently

I see no reason for direct inter-

and we have nothing else
and to wait

;

keep ourselves strong,
1

for occasion of using our influence.

On

the same date he writes to Sir John Hobhouse

'In the meantime, as this cloud becomes lighter' (the
thieatened attack on Sind by the Maharaja Ecinjit Singh),
*

one yet more threatening to the peace of these districts is
collecting in the further west, and the Persians are rapidly
advancing towards Herat.

I

am

sorry for this.

We

aie

feeding whatever there is of military strength in Persia,
that she may interfere with British objects ; bring her own

and consequently .Russian influence nearer to our fioutier,
and thiow into confusion and disorder all those countries in
which we were most anxious to see established tranquillity
and commerce. It is not easy for us to take any steps to
counteract this

move from

India,

and I have heard nothing

from MNeffl.'

For more than another year the Governor-General
watched his plans developing. From Captain Wade
Ludh&na, from Colonel Pottinger at Haidarbad,

at

he continued to receive intelligence which led him
to believe that in the Punjab and Sind his policy

would be accepted. Captain Burnes was on his way
to Kbul, and on the success of his mission depended
the whole scheme.

The corner-stone of the scheme

of frontier defence against

c

the extension of Persian

BATTLE OF JAMRUD,
dominion

was

'

Kbul.

in

*

and against

wrote to Mr.

1837

'

Russian

encroachments

In February, 1837, Lord Auckland

M Neill, deploring the
c

imperfect nature

of his information from that country.
to

commerce
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as the instrument

He

looked

still

by which

possibly

a better state of things might be brought about.
Captain Burnes, he added, was on his way to Lahore

and Kdbul,
for the

to

ask for

facilities for

improvement of

traffic

annual

fairs,

on the Indus.

and

If he

could but gain time, he would not despair of seeing
countries

those

flourishing

forming in their own
which India can have.

Muhammad

stiength the best

On

rampart

the 9th of April, Lord

John Hobhouse that

Auckland told Sir

liness;

and independent, and

to

Dost

he could only speak words of friendIn his
it, of mediation.
'

and, if he desired

pressing need, he has courted Persia, he has courted
Eussia,

and he has courted

madness in

us,

though we

us.

independence assured, to quarrel
him.'

the

c

But

may wish

would be

it

to

see

his

with the Sikhs for

Suddenly there flamed out beyond the Indus
Dost Muhammad

blood-red blossom of war/

Kh&n had made

a dash upon Peshawar, and on April
Jamrud, had been driven back.

30, at the battle of

All hope of a friendly group of States on the north-

west frontier was, at least for the moment, at an end.

The breach between K&bul and Lahore was almost
hopelessly widened.

by

e

His ear of sagacity

is

closed

the cotton of negligence,' wrote Eanjit Singh of

his rival.

'When

it is

of no avail to him, he will

JOHN RUSSELL COLVIN
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bite the hand of sorrow

Yet Lord Auckland

with the teeth of repentance.'

still

hoped.
July 4th he wrote to the Chairman of the Court
of Directors that he looked for influence sufficient to

On

hold the rival powers on the British frontier in balance

and prepared

in

unite

to

common

defence.

3

But

on September 8th he tells Sir John Hobhouse that
despatches from Lahore and K&bul inform him that
the Persian

Embassy

with a Russian in

is

On

Dost

Something less of the
he adds, is seen in the last

its train.

spirit of accommodation,
letter of

daily expected in Kabul,

Muhammad

KMn to Burnes.

the following day, September

9,

1837,

the

Governor-General recorded a long Minute on Kdbul
affairs.

After describing the balance of parties in

known

Kdbul, Kandahdr, and Eerdt, so far as
him, he lays before his colleagues in

to

Council the

which he would give to Captain
Burnes, who was about to enter Kbul. His mission,

final

instructions

he wrote, should be more political in character than
it had been hitherto considered to be,
though with

no

power beyond that of transmitting any
which
proposition
appeared to him to be reasonable
Wade
to his Government.
through Captain
political

The Governor-General did not conceal

his appre-

hension that the representations of Captain Burnes to

Dost

Muhammad

were likely

to

have but

little effect at

the present moment. The Agent, upon a review of the
influence which he was likely to gain upon passing
events, should, he thought,

decide

upon the pro-

BURNES AT KABUL,
priety

of

prolonging

his

at

stay

however, the information which

1837
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Kabul;

where,

he might be able

to collect of the power, the means,

and the

state of

parties in that country, could not but be useful

On September
and the

20,

Captain Burnes entered Kabul,

last link

wanting in the chain to be stretched
along the frontier would now, it was hoped, be forged.
But the progress of events was not favourable to his
success.

On November

Lord Auckland
Persian

and

23, 1837, the

his

camp

army commenced the

left

day on which
Benares,

siege of

Herat.

the

In

December, Witkewitsch, a Russian emissary, appeared
in Kabul, the bearer of a reply to Dost Muhammad's
appeal of 1836 to St. Petersburg.

CHAPTER V
PRIVATE SECRETARY TO LOED AUCKLAND,,
1838-1842

Ox January
Sir

6

we

John Hobhouse

Auckland writing

find Lord
e
:

Burnes

is

to

well established at

Kabul, with only this disadvantage, that he can hardly
hope that Dost Muhammad will be satisfied with anything that would not be offensive to Kanjit Singh
and yet he ought to be satisfied that he is allowed to

;

remain at peace, and is saved from actual invasion
But he is reckless, and intriguing, and will be difficult
Afghans, and Sikhs,
It is a fine embroglio
Russians
and
Persians.
Heratees,

to

keep

quiet, as are the other

of diplomacy

and

intrigue,

of real strength anywhere.
to feel that the East

nearer to each other.'

with more of bluster than

Yet

it is

impossible not

and West

are drawing sensibly
The Governor-General of India

probably began to wish that the burden of securing
India against attack should be transferred to Cabinet
shoulders.

c

lt

is

in Europe and in Persia/ wrote

the Private Secretary to Captain Burnes on January
:
that the battle of Afghanistan must probably
21,
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be ultimately fought.'
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The words show how

little

the Governor-General agreed with Lord Palmerston
that

this

question.'

an European but an Indian
On February 8, Lord Auckland writes

'was

to the Secret
to anticipate

nofc

Committee that he

the adherence of Dost
5

British interests
to

is

;

inclined

still

Muhammad

home

his opinion,
authorities.'

c

the serious con-

Trusting

form his rampart, he was not disposed, even
fell,

to

but the mission of a Eussian agent

Kdbul demands, in

sideration of the

c

at once to adopt

an active

still

if

to

Herdt

policy, or to resort to

e

any immediate interference by arms or money.' It
is evident that Lord Auckland in the spring of 1838
still hoped to obtain the alliance of Dost Muhammad,
and to form for India a zone of security through the

medium

of allied powers on her frontiers.

He would

thus have carried out his share in the joint policy,

and have given effect to the instructions of 1836. He
might then throw upon Great Britain the settlement
of her struggle with Russia for ascendency in Persian

counsels at Teheran.

John Kaye has insisted much on the position that,
while Russia and Persia were making large promises
Sir

and holding out great hopes to Dost Muhammad
Khin, Captain Burnes had nothing to tender but
assurances of goodwill.

This, if containing

an element

of truth, is far from being the whole truth.

What

may have promised is conjectural. Dost Muhammad was assured by Captain Burnes of protection
Russia

against Sikh

and Persian.

But the Amir did not

fear

JOHN RUSSELL COLVIN
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the Persian was a long way off.
had that which, though not his to
Burnes
Captain

Sikh, and

the

was

in his

give, the

Amir thought that

ohtain.

the East
Although Peshawar helonged not to

it

power

to

Company but to Ranjit Singh, and had never
the Company could, if it
belonged to Dost Muhammad,
India

chose, cajole or force the Sikhs into parting with it.
Unless Peshawar were placed by Lord Auckland in
the hollow of Dost Muhammad's hand, it very soon

became evident that Captain Burnes might retrace his
The Amir would, if desired, pay a
steps to India.
tribute for

hold

it,

if

Peshawar to the Mah&rajl He would
need be, conjointly with his brother, its

late ruler, Sultan

Muhammad

Auckland desired

his

fashion

But

Khdn.

alliance, in

one

PesMwar must he 'conveyed'

or

if

Lord

another

to him.

It

was on that account that he had addressed himself to Lord Auckland, to Persia, and the Czar.
Peshawar must be his. That was his ultimatum.

was no getting behind
Dost
negotiation split.

There
the

it.
On that rock
Muhammad Khdn

would not even leave the matter of Peshdwar
the

friendly

discretion

He would make

of

the

to

Governor -General.

a dne qud non of his good
whether
with Eanjit Singh or Lord
understanding,
Auckland.
Eanjit Singh

make

it

is

believed to have been
willing to

over PesMwar, on terms, to Sultan

Khn,the Amir's

brother,

who

Muhammad

alone had been

before the Sikhs obtained
possession of

it.

its ruler

But

this

PESHAWAR AND KABUL
Dost

Muhammad would

rather even that

it

not listen

to.
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He would
Of

remained in Sikh hands.

Ranjit Singh's power to

invade him

in

Kbul

he had

Of his power to
he said to Captain Burnes
if he reinstate Sultn Muhammad Khan in
c

little fear,

injure

me

;

the government of Peshawar, I have great apprehension for in it I see a Muhammadan ruler instead of
;

a Sikh.'

It

may be that Lord Auckland was not averse

from having a considerable Sikh garrison locked up in
PesMwar. But he remembered also that he had
very recently frustrated the designs of Ranjit Singh
on Sind. He could not again give him check
without risk of serious rupture. The value of the
Sikh alliance, seeing that its powerful army lay upon

our

frontier,

He had little
Muhammad believing

was unquestionable.

in the loyalty of Dost
if installed at

;

faith
that,

Peshawar, he would allow himself to be

bound by obligation neither to Sikh nor to British.
part, Dost Muhammad Khdn hungered
for Peshawar with a desire which nothing but posFor his

session could appease.

When war

years later between the Sikhs

Muhammad and
Peshdwar valley.

his

broke out a few

and the

British,

Dost

horsemen descended into the

When

in 1857 the Government of

India was locked in deadly struggle with

its

rebel

army, Sir John Lawrence, searching with all his
great knowledge of men and matters in the Punjab
for means of securing his North- West frontier from
attack in the last resort, and of withdrawing
British garrison to the trenches before Delhi,

its

knew
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of no surer way than that of making over
Muhammad the coveted valley of Peshawar.

I

'

to Dost

have been sorry to see/ wrote the Private Secretary to

'that you still cling to
Captain Burnes on February 7, 1838,
the idea of the abandonment of Peshawar, even in its civil

He has given us no indication
government, by Eanjit Singh.
that he has the slightest intention of the kind. He may be
to make over the administration of the
possibly brought
Sultan Muhammad Khan; but Dost Mu-

territory to the

hammad Khan

can exercise no interference on the point.

This should be understood distinctly and definitely.'

Again on March 14 the Private Secretary recurs to
the subject under the Governor-General's instructions

:

'You

see that

will

it

is

a principal object with the

Governor-General to ascertain, what does not clearly appear
from the papers yet before him, whether Dost Muhammad

Khan intends
of possessing
as you

to

make under

all

circumstances a sine qud non

some share in the Peshawar

Apprized

territory.

now

are of his Lordship's fixed
opinions, you will, he
quite satisfied, use every endeavour to dissuade Dost

is

Muhammad from
'The question

persisting in such a resolution.
is,

whether Dost

.

.

.

Muhammad would

prefer

renouncing his connexion with us, that he may retain
a barren claim to a portion of the Peshawar
territory, to
leaving the Sikh in the immediate occupation of that
country, under the continued exercise of our influence for
his safety in his
'

If Dost

Kabul dominions

.

.

.

Muhammad

should wish his scheme of
having
a share in Peshawar to be
freely discussed, though without
making a sine qud non of it, this, I dare say, will
readily be
done.

While

it is

thought (you will

see) that

advantage will

RETURN OF BURNES,
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from his opening the negotiation directly,
bring about a readiness to come to terms on both
arise

may more

we

if

can

they
than we

sides,

easily arrange the details for themselves

can for them/

had

After Captain Burnes

left

Kdbul in

1838, and was on his way to India, on

him

Governor-General finally caused
in these terms

May

April,

33 the

to be addressed

:

'You dwell on the long

silence

that

it

was

as to the

But you

Kanjit Singh regarding Peshawar.

feelings

will

of

remember

distinctly stated in instructions of the

2oth of

January and 7th of March that Dost Muhammad must first
disclaim all intention of making a sine qud non of the
restoration (or more properly the cession) to him, wholly or
partially, of

on the

we

Peshawar, before

could enter at

subject with Kanjit Singh.

needless to say, he has never

made

;

all seriously

That disclaimer, it is
and in the end he has

insisted on pretensions in a spirit directly the reverse, so that
for the result

From

he has only to accuse himself/

the position which Dost

Muhammad had

taken up Captain Burnes was totally unable to
drive him. He saw that the Amir was a man of

paramount influence in Afghanistan, whose alliance
could be of the greatest value to us. But in order
that

we

sary that

should

we

make him our friend it was necesmake Ranjit Singh our enemy.

should

That, in Lord Auckland's judgment, would be

mad-

The promises lavished by the Russian agent
at Ka*bul, combined with daily expectation of the

ness.

fall

of Herdt,

policy,

and of the discomfiture

had rendered Dost

G

of British

Muhammad impracticable.
2
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Lord Auckland

to

judged
Ranjit Singh's friendship
the Amir.
of
the
than
valuable
more
far
be
goodwill

The Sikh army was very powerful, and lay close to
The friendship of Kdbul, if Lahore
our borders.
would be comparatively of little use,
could be counted on. Hence the Governor-

was

hostile,

even

if it

General would put no pressure on Eanjit Singh nor

from him the price of Dost Muhammad's alliance.

filch

On

April 36, 1838, the English agent

left

Kabul;

the Russian remained.

While Captain Burnes -was retracing his steps, there
those periodical waves of
passed over India one of
emotion with which

all

who

the Peninsula are familiar.
Sutlej to Mysore,

from

are

acquainted with

It stretched

from the

Bombay to the Nepal boundary.

These movements resemble the tiemor which passes
to time throughout the range of the Him-

from time

rarely resulting in upheaval or disturbance,
but indicating the presence of forces never dormant.
With a Persian army accompanied by a Russian
layas,

minister at Herat, and a Russian emissary at K&bul,
such a phenomenon was too significant to be disreto
garded. In the remotest Deccan natives

bury

jewels,

began
money, and valuables in the ground.

General Cubbon reported
great uneasiness in Mysore,
Major Sutherland in Gwalior, Colonel Skinner

m

Hansi.

way

Emissaries from Nepal were

to Lahore

making

their

and Kbul, breathing mischief.

The

public securities fell.

Muhammadan

news-sheets published appeals to the faithful
against the rule of the

EXCITEMENT IN INDIA
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Men's nmids were failing them for fear.
village, the bazdr, the great man's reception-

unbeliever.

In the

rooms, there was a pleasurable expectation that some

novel excitement was about to be

felt.

It

gave evi-

dence of the eagerness with which events beyond the
frontier were followed

land

it

To Lord Auck-

by natives.

was an argument in favour

of a vigorous

policy.

M Neill had hurried off on March 8
c

hope of staying hostilities.

to Herat, in the

Before leaving Teheran he

was

careful to point out, in a letter received

time

when Captain Burnes

had been able

for four

left

months

about the

Kabul, that the
to feed 48,000

Shdh

men

in

before Herdt, notwithstanding the efforts

his

camp
made by the Herdt Government

to carry off or destroy

the supplies which the country afforded.

This was

army might move throughout

proof that a hostile

valley without suffering from want.

the

It gave in his

eyes additional importance to the position of Her6t,

and

to the influence

may exercise
came
4

We

which the Power that holds

over the security of India.

also the voice of apprehension

have made an

effort, in

May

c

4,

British

From London
and warning

which we cannot

wrote Sir John Hobhouse in a

it

;

fail,'

letter received

on

without compromising the dignity of the

Crown and diminishing

not only in Persia but in

all

the national influence,

the countries towards

the western frontier of India.'

Throughout the preceding months Lord Auckland
had been in close and constant communication with
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Captain Burnes a$d with Captain Wade. It is not
in the scheme of these pages to comment on the merits
of any of the prominent actors of that time, or to
Each, as far as possible,

weigh one with another.
speaks in his

No two men

own words.

differed

in their views of policy than Captain

Captain Burnes.
other for Dost

One was

more

Wade and

Shah Shuj, the
Captain Wade, from the

all for

c

Muhammad.

best sources of information open to him, believed that

the

Amir was by no means

popular.

part of his troops were disaffected

The greater

and insubordinate/

Captain Burnes, on the other hand, conceived that
the Amir was a man of undoubted ability, who had
*

at heart a high opinion of the British nation.'

But

however much they might disagree on the merits of
Dost Muhammad, on one point they expressed themIf SMh Shujd-ul-Mulk
were sent back to Kabul with a mere personal
guard of British troops he would be received with

selves in identical language.

open arms.

*

There

is

little

quoting Masson, but that

if

doubt/ wrote Wade,

(on the occasion of

SMh

attempt on Kbul) a single British officer
Shuj^s
had accompanied him, not as an ally and coadjutor,
last

but as a mere reporter of proceedings to his

own

would have been

Government,

his simple appearance

sufficient to

have procured the Shdh's re-establish-

Masson was an Englishman who, for private
reasons, had passed twelve years in Kdbul, and was

ment.'

believed to be familiar with the temper of the people.

In

his

view Captain

Wade

expressed entire con-

SHAH SHUJA'S PROSPECTS
currence.

Ca.ptain Burnes, though

for the Amir, held the
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he hotly contended

same opinion as to the greeting

which Shah Shujd would meet with.
'

<

As

for

Shah

Shuja,' he wrote in the letter just referred to,

him

the British Government has only to send

to

Pesh&war

with an agent and two of its own regiments as an honorary
escort, and an avowal to the Afghans that we have taken up

Ms

cause, to ensure his being fixed for ever

The present time (he wrote on June
better than any previous to
detest Persia;

and Dost

it,

2,

on

1838)

his throne.
is

perhaps

for the Afghans, as a nation,

Muhammad

Kh&n's having gone
it to be

over to the Court of Teheran, though he believes

many a doubting Afghan into
The Maharajas permission has only to be
the ex-king's advance to Peshawar, granting him

from dire necessity, converts
a bitter enemy.

asked for
at the

same time some four or

five of his

regiments which

have no Sikhs in their ranks, and Shujd becomes king.
He need not move from Peshawar, but address the Khaibaris, the Kohistanis of

that

city,

Kabul, and

all

the Afghans, from

that he has the co-operation of the British and the

Maharajd and with but a little distribution of ready money,
say two or three lakhs of rupees, he will find himself the
real king of the Afghans in a couple of months/
;

A few days later,
of questions put to

Burnes stated his

in the course of replies to a series

him by Mr. Macnaghten, Captain
conviction that Shall Shujd would

be joined by a considerable portion of Dost Muhammad's troops, as well as by the people of the country.

The testimony

of

significant, because

Captain Burnes was peculiarly
he was a witness hostile to Sh&h

Shujl His vows were

all for

Dost Muhammad.

When

J

io4
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Captain Burnes used language

such as has been

Auckland must have
quoted, Lord
little

tion

doubt

felt

that very

could be entertained as to the recep-

which Shah Shuja,

if

reinstated in K&bul,

would

from

Kbul

meet with.

With

the withdrawal of Captain Burnes

in April, 1838, the combination

in 1837, had hoped

which Lord Auckland,

for, fell finally

to the ground.

He

to draw Dost

Muhammad

an

had not only failed
alliance with Great Britain, but had
arms of Russia and
in

Kbul

him

in the

Witkewitsch had arrived

Persia.

after Captain

left

into

Burnes, but remained

an

honoured guest when the British Agent had been
compelled to leave it. The Russian Minister was
pressing the siege of Herat

;

Russian volunteers were

engaged in it. On May 6 it seemed scarcely within
hope Herat could escape/ Major Leech, the English
Agent, had been made to leave Kandahar. All India
c

was expectant
was

;

the English Cabinet watchful.

beside himself with apprehension.

M Neill
c

The despatch

June 25 was burning the Governor-General's pocket.
What had been the result of his immediate and most
of

c

earnest attention' as to the measures to be taken

c

to

prevent the extension of Persian dominion in that
quarter,

or to raise a timely

barrier

encroachments of Russian influence

against

the

3

?

Since that

date nearly two years had
passed, and the present

was infinitely more critical than
any
which prevailed when these instructions had been
received by him. Not
only had the desired barrier
state of affairs

FAILURE OF BRITISH POLICY
not been

raised,

but a highway had been opened

K&bul to Persia and
as

to Russia

The

it,

was

this.

with the Court of Persia

Government had been

other, the Indian

the

baffled,

see

one side the Cabinet of Great Biitain had failed

to establish its influence

On

by

situation, so far

Lord Auckland could at that time

On the
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in

Kbul.

The

efforts

made, on

either hand,

during the two years which had elapsed since the
despatch of June 25, 1836, was penned, had signally

Neither at Heiat nor in Kabul had British

failed.

Mr.

M Neill
c

was

policy succeeded in

its

credited in Persia,

and Captain Burnes had been

aims.

dis-

withdrawn from Afghanistan. It could not be known
Simla what course would be pursued by the
Cabinet in its discomfiture but the time had arrived

at

;

when

it

seemed unavoidable

Auckland should

'

that, for his part.

Lord

interfere decidedly in the affairs of

Afghanistan.'

On May

is, 1838, the

position before

Governor-General put the

himself in a Minute, and recorded

the measures which

he thought

it

best to

take.

The Minute has been published in Blue-books, and
apace does not admit of

Reviewing
to

the

its

being inserted

at great length the events

here.

which had led

situation as it then stood, Lord

Auckland

proceeded to consider the several courses open to him.

His policy had been to replace the Persian alliance of
1814 by a belt of defence consisting of allied native
'
States on the frontier by a rampart/ as he called
it

and to leave the British Cabinet to regain by

JOHN RUSSELL COLVIN
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diplomacy

its

influence

That having
become
necesmight

in Teher&n.

failed, interference from India

need not necessarily be the interference
If Dost Muhammad
of the Government of India.
sary.

But

it

would not join the alliance, he must make room
Lord Auckland now looked to making
for another.
use of the agency of Ranjit Singh and Shh ShujS.
was not unless the former declined

It

use

of,

or the latter

task of

made

be

to

was found to be unequal

to the

recovering for himself his kingdom, that

direct British

agency could be thought

Even

of.

should this become necessary, he wrote later to Sir
John Eobhouse, a friendly power and an intimate
*

connexion in Afghanistan, a peaceful alliance with
an established influence in Sind, are

Lahore, and
objects for
4

'

to

which some hazards

may

well be run.

3

1 would not commit myself now/ Lord Auckland wrote,
any course of action. But we must prepare to meet the

which

hanging over us with a promptitude adequate to the occasion ; and it is well, therefore, to
follow out the several plans which are open to us in some
fullness of detail
If Persia should succeed
against Herat,
and advance upon Eastern Afghanistan, we have, as it
serious difficulty

is

appears to me, but three courses to follow:

the

first,

confine our defensive measures to the line of the
Indus,
to leave Afghanistan to its fate ; the
second, to

to

and

attempt to

save Afghanistan

by granting succour to the existing Chiefthe third, to permit or to
ships of Kabul and Kandahar
;

encourage the advance of Banjft Singh's armies upon Kabul
under counsel and restriction, and
(as subsidiary to his
-Jvance) to organize an expedition headed by Shah Shuja"-
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ul-ulk, such as I have above explained. The first course
would be absolute defeat and would leave a free opening to
Russian and Persian intrigue upon our frontier. The second
would be only to give power to those who feel greater animosity against the Sikhs than they do against the Persians,

and who would probably use against the former the means

And

placed at their disposal.

the third course which, even

in the event of the successful resistance of Her&t,

appear to be most expedient, would,
fall

into the hands

recommend
tion of

my

of

if that State

the Persians,

would

were to

have yet more to

and I cannot hesitate to say that the inclinaopinion is, for the reasons which will be gathered
it,

from these papers, very strongly in favour of

it.'

The measure adopted, in pursuance of this Minute,
to Lahore of Mr. Macnaghten, Chief

was the mission

Secretary to Lord
Mahdraja"

was

Auckland's

Government.

The

beyond Lahore, and
Macnaghten repaired, to be

at Adinanagar,

there in May, 1838, Mr.

met by Captain Burnes, now on his return from
Kdbul, by Captain Wade, and by others. The instructions given to Mr.

Macnaghten were,

briefly, these.

Alternative courses of action were to be laid before

the Mahdrajl

Either the joint treaty executed be-

tween Eanjit Singh and Shah Shujd in 1833, when,
in conjunction with the former, Shdh Shuja had

made

on K&bul, should be recogIn that case a
nized by the British Government.
Sikh force, accompanied by British agents, would
4

a

his

last descent

advance cautiously on K&bul/
division

of the

British

At

army,

the same time,
escorting

Shuja, would temporarily occupy Shik&pur

Sha*h

in Sind.
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whereto Sh&h Shuj
and the
with to levy troops and purchase arms
This
services of British officers would be lent him.

Money would be advanced

;

meet the Mahar&jd's views, he would be
own course against Dost Muham-

failing to

allowed

'

to take his

mad Khan,

SMh

without reference to

Shuja would return to

of the Mahdr&ja wishing to

us.'

Kbul

In that case

only in the event

make an instrument

of

'

him, and in such

case, again, only with the almost
His Lordship/ it was
assured certainty of success/
added, on the whole is disposed to think that the
c

plan which

second in order

is

found most expedient/

is

that which will be

The Mahar&ja was, in

chestnuts out of the

to pull the

metaphor, which evidently

much

fire.

fact,

In Persian

tickled Lord

Auck-

beak of appetite was to be tempted by

land, the

the fruit of conquest and the berries of revenge.
Scarcely had Mr.

Macnaghten arrived in the plains

before he wrote the

upon

These

of a series of letters, pressing

yellow in hue, soiled by
and dust, and in parts barely legible with their

instructions.

damp

first

the Governor-General reconsideration of these
letters,

faded ink, show that Lord Auckland was

posed to yield his

On May
June

21, 22, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29,
2,

i,

judgment

and

4,

little dis-

to that of his secretary.

and

31,

and on

Mr. Macnaghten exhausts himself

in repeating and in reinforcing his arguments.

more he
more he

reflected

politic

felt

to

The

on the present state of
would be highly imaffairs the

satisfied that it

let

Ranjifc

Singh take up Sh&h Shujd
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to do so, than at once to take the plunge
would
to which you
urge me. ... I much prefer this
course to one which might combine all Sikh feeling

will allow

me

and which might at once pledge honour,
and strength, and finance to the, I think, uncertain
cause of Shah Shujd, in a war to be carried on 600
against us

;

miles from our frontier.

may

have to come at

To

last

;

this

consummation we

but I would at

least see

more clearly than I do at present before I

my way

venture onwards.'
*

To

by the advance of our own
by the support of Shah Shuja/ he adds in a later
'are measures, not which we are disposed to carry

arrest the Persian advance

troops and
letter,

into effect at all hazards, but which
to

;

and

all

and strongly

On

we may

be compelled

the means of executing which we most reasonably

keep at our own

desire to

June

7,

disposal.'

Lord Auckland learned that Eanjit

Singh had declared promptly for co-operation and
had declined to be drawn, alone and single-handed,
;

into a

march

through

Shh

to Kabul.

Shuj

this alternative the

pause.

He hoped

which might

The

alternative of action

remained.

Confronted with

Governor-General could not but

to get information

him

relieve

of

from England,

direct responsibility.

Possibly he might learn that diplomacy at Teherdn
had rendered the employment of force on the Indus

He

'

pleased that Mr. Macnaghten
had not absolutely pledged him to the alternative
course, for, as you will know, I would
gladly pause
unnecessary.

is

RANJIT SINGH'S VIEWS
before I take a step in a measure of so

HI

much impor-

tance which I might not be able to retrace, and

upon
which instructions are now to be expected within
a fortnight from England. A better sight into the
state of political

feeling in Afghanistan, or events

may make

passing on the side of Persia,
consideration most desirable.'

Three days later, on June
to Mr. Macnaghten

10,

further

Lord Auckland wrote

:

'You must
hazards and

and

of

not, however,

difficulties

which we may take

the determination

is

be surprised that I yet see
my mind must hesitate,

upon which

different measure.

made I

shall

.

.

.

When

once

be with you for prompti-

tude of action, and perhaps even for greater promptitude of
action than you may be/

About the same time he writes
house that as to the

and

affairs of the

to Sir

John Hob-

Punjab, Afghanistan,

owing to want of information as to the
progress of affairs in Europe, he has never felt any
confidence in himself, and has known himself to be
Persia,

He

has been playing
in the dark, and with his hands tied, a game requiring

liable to error at

every step.

For some time he has not
a clear-sighted vigour.
heard from M c Neill, and can only conjecture by what
counter engagements

on

made with

his side of Afghanistan

may

Persia,

engagements
be embarrassed, or

by what new dangers too passive delay may be
attended.
'

The obscure responsibility of the Government here
and European politics is the key'

in regard to Persia

H2
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He

note of the Governor-General's hesitation.
conjecture

what

or at Hera't.
replies

is

cannot

passing in London, in Teherdn,

takes six or seven months to get

It

from any of these places.

Now

that he

is

within visible distance of war, he cannot but again
ask himself whose interests are to be mainly served by

Those of India, perhaps; but has England, as
no interests in her dependency?
it
Indian
an
Is
wholly
question ? Will England not
it

mistress of India,

'

'

The road to India through Persia
?
been
thrown
open, by Teheran, to a European
having
will
not
Power,
England, acting from Europe, enexert herself too

deavour to replace the barriers of 1814? Hert,
so far as he knows, has not fallen, and that last
compulsion has not been put upon him. He could
wish, with all his heart, that the authorities in Engc

land had a better sense of some of the
against which he had to contend/

difficulties

Though he knows

the lines of the Ministry's policy, he can get from

them no indication

of the precise course

would now wish him to
he hesitates;
or

follow.

Little

which they

wonder that

hopes for instructions from England,

intelligence

from

for a fortnight,

Teheia"n;

and would gladly

and await instructions, before

pause
he takes a measure of such importance as making
India the Foreign Secretary's stalking-horse.

To add

H

to his doubts, his Secretary in Calcutta, Mr.

warning him of Shah Shuja's personal incapacity. Mr. Macnaghten is to consult with
Captain Wade whether there is remedy for this in
T. Prinsep,

is
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the character and popularity of

any
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of his family.

Captain Burnes, Mr. Masson, Dr. Lord, and Mr. Wood,
men conversant with Kbul affairs, are to be asked

all

for their opinion

among

on the feeling regarding Shah Shuja

the Afghans, and as to his probable means

of maintaining himself.

Pending Mr. Macnaghten's return nothing had been
On July 10 Lord Auckland wrote to Mr.

decided.

M Neill, expressing
c

the extreme anxiety he had

to receive accounts of a later date than

know what was

he might

c

his plans

accordiogly.

without having
formed my decision/

March

passing at home,

7,

felt

that

and shape

But I must do

my

best,

and I have nearly
seemed most probable at

this advantage,
It

that date that, in conjunction with Eanjit Singh, he

have to surround Shh Shuja with British
and
officers,
support him in an attempt to re-establish
himself in Afghanistan. I need not recapitulate to
f

might

you the many considerations which seem to xne to
justify this course ; nor, on the other hand, those
which

may make me

reluctance.'

naghten that
formed.

On

adopt

it

only with extreme

The next day (July n) he tells Mactill he comes back no plans will be
the iath he sends Macnaghten

sketch of what appears to

me

the

maximum

'

a rough
of mili-

tary operations which may become necessary.' The
sketch has not been preserved ; but a letter from Mr.

Colvin of the same date says that 5,000 British troops
are talked of.
Babbles of raw levies got together at
'

much

cost

by Shah Shuj, and not

to be

depended on/
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There must be

are looked on as questionable.

chance of
before

failure.'

Shh

Shuja,

At the

if left solely

no

months would pass

best,

to his

own

resources,

would be ready to move, and meanwhile Herat
might fall, and Kandahar be occupied. On July 10
been received a despatch of March 20 from
the Secret Committee, saying that Lord Palmerston

has

has authorized Mr.

M Neill to leave
c

not afforded for an

is

Persia

insult to his courier.

event the Committee 'leave
to adopt such measures as

if

redress

In that

discretional with you
seem
to you expedient
may
it

to meet the contingency of the cessation of our rela-

On

tions with the Court of Persia.'

Auckland
'

tells

All that I

am

Sir

John Hobhouse

July ia Lord

:

doing, or preparing to do, is well justified

by the avowed policy of the Persian Court and by the hostile
proceeding of the Russian agents ; and you

may assume it
many

for next to certain that I shall go onwards, with

a deep feeling of regret that I

am

not allowed to prosecute

measures of peace and of peaceful improvement, but with
a perfect conviction that it is only by a bold front, and by
strong exertion, that the aggressions and the clangers with

which we are threatened can be warded

off.

I can decide

absolutely on nothing until Macnaghten's return, and I think

that I shall then be able to see nay

way

clearly to all that is

to be done, and with no fear of the result, though I shall be

sorry for the

On

money which

it will cost/

the I4th, Mr. Colvin, writing to Mr. Prinsep,

'We

expect him (Macnaghten) at Simla with
Burnes in three or four days/ On the ipth he has
says,

returned.

INTERVENTION DECIDED ON
With the
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return of Mr. Macnaghten to Simla, the

to
question of the form which the expedition

Kdbul

'

should take could not be long delayed. The Tripartite Treaty/ as ifc came to be called, was signed on

June 26 by Kanjit Singh, on July 16 by Sha"h Shuja",
at Ludhi&aa, and on July 19 was placed by Mr.
Macnaghten before Lord Auckland. The treaty was

The Sikhs knew its terms ;

the secret of Polichinelle.

Shah Shujd had

at once set to

work

to call together

all India had followed Mr. Macnaghten' s
movements; before many days Dost Muhammad would
be preparing for war. The winter was approaching,

his friends

when,

;

for

military operations would

many months,

become impossible in K&bul.
to

By July 38 the decision
send a force across the Indus was communic

cated to the Governor of
5,000 men

5

(to

Bombay.

Not

less

than

be increased as the information received
f

may show to

c

be necessary) are arranged for/
Such
a measure/ ifc is added, would never of course be
c

thought of, if the cause of Shah Shujd were not generally

among the AfgMns/ But upon this point all
opinion coincides. As Dr. Lord writes, There never

popular

c

was anything which might more properly be termed
a national
Shuja's

than the feeling

sentiment

restoration/

The number

is

for

Shah

increased in

August to 14,000 men, besides a smaller contingent
from Bombay. The Commander-in-Chief would not
assent to the

despatch

of a

force

numbers did not guarantee him from
risk of disaster.

of

which the

all

reasonable

n6
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On August
Despatch,

was sent

13

since

to the Court the long

published,

which

contains

Lord

Auckland's vindication of his policy. He had been
deeply sensible, he wrote in his despatch, of the
responsibility
'

But

which his decision placed upon him

:

most anxious deliberation, that
my trust and

I have felt, after the

I could not otherwise rightly acquit myself of

;

a reference to the despatches of your Honourable Committee
of June 25, 1836, and

May

TO

last,

have led

me

to look

with confidence for your general approbation and support to
the plans on which, in the exercise of the disci etion confided
to me, I have resolved/

Eeference in these terms and at such a crisis of affairs,
to the despatch of

June

sense in which Lord
cretion left to

35, is sufficient proof of the

Auckland interpreted the disof Control, and of

him by the Board

the alternative which he conceived

it

to indicate.

The despatch of May 10, 1838, to which Lord Auckland made reference conjointly with that of June 25,
1836,
later,

was received by him on July

A

few days
he decided to send a British force into Kdbul.

Although he regarded

16.

this later despatch as furnishing

evidence that his action was in accordance with the
policy of the Cabinet, its language

mising than that of June.

'We

Its

is less

uncompro-

terms are as follows

:

have leceived a letter from the Governor-General,

addressed to us in the Secret Department, dated February
last,
*

with

We

its

entirely concur

of a Russian

8,

127 enclosures.

with you in thinking that the arrival
a letter fiom the

envoy at Kabul, bearing
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Dost Muhammad, is an event demanding
attention, but we also agree with you in con-

Emperor Nicholas
your special
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to

cluding that Capt. Burnes exceeded the instructions given

and manifested an anxiety which might defeat his
into premature engagements with
objects in entering

to him,

^wn

the Afghan Princes.
'

We

approve of your instructing Capt Burnes to withdraw
if contiary to his advice and remonstrance Dost

from Kabul,

Muhammad

should formally accept from the Russian envoy of

those offers of assistance

which are stated to be contained in

Emperor Nicholas to Dost Muhammad.
At the same time we must observe that the letter of the

the letter of the
'

Eussian Emperor was an answer to an application made to
that sovereign by the Ruler of Kabul, and that
deeding

m

with this matter
ings which

may

Ambassador
1

The

it

will be advisable to avoid any proceed-

give rise to a controversy with the Russian

at Teheran, or with the Court of St. Petersburg.

last despatches

us that Mr.

M Neill was
c

from Constantinople have informed
about to proceed on March 10 to

the Persian headquarters before Herat, from which

it

may

be inferred that he has received satisfaction for the outrage
committed on the messenger attached to the British Mission.
'

We

are anxiously waiting for a detailed account of the

circumstances which have induced Mr.

upon

his

announced journey, and of

all

M cNeill

to resolve

matters connected

with the operations of the Shh against Herat. Until we
shall have received these communications, and been informed
of the actuaj. state of things in that quarter,

it

would be

premature to come to any decision upon the affairs of
Afghanistan. We are aware of the difficulties arising out of
the late Treaty,

by which we have stipulated not

to interfere

between Persia and the Afgh&ns unless at the express desire
of both parties but we do not conceal from you that it may
;

become a question for the Britibh Government

to consider
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Persia should persevere in her plans of conquest
in Afghanistan, and should appear likely to succeed in them,
thence resulting to Great Britain would he
the

whether,

if

danger

be derived from that
greater than the security which might
other stipulation of the before-named Treaty, by which the

Shah undertakes

to

prevent

any European

army from

British India.
traversing Persia in order to invade

we might

called upon to
an end; but as such a step
would be a departure from the usual practice, it would be
more agreeable to us to learn that the Shah had consented

In that case

feel ourselves

declare the whole Treaty at

voluntarily to

Mr.

M cNeill

an amended Treaty, in preparing which,

you are aware, received instructions

has, as

to omit the embarrassing article relative to Afghani stan.'

The long succession of events which led up
decision

this

to

has been thus traced, though with

needful brevity, step

by

step.

It

has been seen

how

the chain of incidents stretches back to England and

1814;

taken up, in 1838, by Eussia; links

is

later, by Tehera"n and Herat, to

Kdbul and so, in
;

itself

1836,

Punjab into Lord AuckThe converging influences have been

passes finally through the
land's hands.

indicated

;

the apprehensions, namely, of the British

Cabinet, speaking through the Board of Control the
ambition of Persia the intrigues of Eussia, the greed
;

;

Muhammad.

We

have seen how, in pursuance of Sir John Hobhouse's instructions, the Burnes

of Dost

mission passed from a commercial into a political
colour.

1837 in

We

have watched Lord Auckland throughout
communication with the Board of Control,

keeping that body informed of his endeavours to give

RESUME OF EVENTS
effect to

the instructions received

failure of his efforts,

untimely battle of
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by him. The gradual

which were foredoomed by the

Jamnid, but which continued in

spite of that complication, has

been traced

their final

;

issue in the withdrawal of Burnes has been described.
'

rampart on the North- West frontier
of India has been shown to have been Lord Auckland's

The

erection of a

When

policy.

c

the

Amir

refused to have a

hand in

it,

the measures consequent on his attitude have been
It has

narrated.

been seen that Ranjit Singh would
Kbul ; and that

not accept the burden of invading

no confidence was

felt

in

Shah Shujd's capacity

to

levy within sufficient time the troops necessary to
that end, or to lead

But the treaty

them

India, in Afghanistan,

From

when

to success

had been

raised.

At Heiit,

signed.

were grounds

for

in

urgency.

the political as well as the military point of

view, a decision must be taken.

No

further light

No

could be looked for from London or Teheran.

aid apparently could be hoped for from England.

The

responsibility

had been

laid

by the home
*

on India alone of combating the extension of Persian dominion and the encroachments of

authorities

The day had arrived when,
though Lord Auckland would gladly have paused,
Eussian

influence.'

that responsibility compelled a decision.

This

event
is

is

is

not a history of the
dealt with

first

Afghan war.

That

in these pages, only so far as

necessary for the purpose of

this

Memoir.

If,

in exposing the trivial point of view which would
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attribute the

Afghan war to the pernicious influence
who had accompanied Lord

of the three Secretaries

Auckland
is

to

Upper

India, the policy

which led

to it

found to have originated not at Simla, but in

London, the consequences which followed must be
on shoulders other than those of Lord Auckland.

laid

But

all that is

needful here to remind the reader

that the aim of this narrative

is

is

to tijace out, as

against the fly-moving-the-wheel theory of Sir John
Kaye; the several elements of which the action taken

by Lord Auckland was the outcome. It is not sought
between the several states-

to apportion
responsibility

men

concerned

to express an opinion as to
the merits of the policy pursued.
In the course of October there issued the much dis;

still less

cussed Proclamation, bearing date October

decreed the

fall

of Dost

have been much more
{

if

my

Muhammad Khan.

effective,'

I had not had the fear of
eyes.'

The

real motives

'

i,

which

It

would

wrote Lord Auckland,

Downing

which led

Street before

to the

war are

as studiously kept out of
sight in that Proclamation

as they were afterwards
rigorously snipped out of
the sheets which appeared in the first
Blue

Afghan

Book.

Diplomatic susceptibilities must be consulted.
There must be no mention of Eussia,
though the action
of Eussia on Persia

was the causa causans.

must be no allusion
above

all,

to instructions

There

from England;

not a whisper of the despatch of
1836.
a quarrel between the Government of

It is purely

India and Dost

Muhammad.

c

The King hath run bad

PROCLAMATION OF WAR
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and that 's the even of
humours on the Knight
it.'
Such a state paper was of course much criti;

It

cized.

High

bears traces evident enough of reserve.

authorities,

however, the Military Member of

Council (Colonel Morison), and

Mr

Farish, the acting

Governor of Bombay, are shown by Mr. Colvin's
Diary to have approved it. The same pages, quoting
Mr. Robertson, a member of the Governor-General's
Council, prove that he

by

had been already converted
'The chairman of

the despatch of August 13.

the Court of Directors/ wrote Sir John

Hobhouse

Lord Auckland, 'thought it an admirable
document/ In his History of India, published twenty
years later, Mr. Marshman writes

later

to

:

Street,

and

the Secretaries at Simla, this preposterous enterprise

was

'Beyond the Ministerial

universally

circle in

condemned as soon as

it

Downing

was announced/

But when the Proclamation issued he wrote

to

Mr. Colvin saying that Lord Auckland's measures
must commend themselves to every one who knew
anything of the present position. The more circumstances were developed, he added, the more does the
necessity of his course appear.

The

entries in Mr. Colvin's

variance with Sir

the Proclamation

Diary are apparently at

John Kaye's statement, that when

was

sent to Calcutta, there issued

from the Council Chamber a respectful remonstrance
against the consummation of a measure of such importance, without an opportunity being afforded to the
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Counsellors of recording their opinions

upon

it.

The

remonstrance, he adds, went to England, and elicited

an assurance

to the effect that

have intended no personal

Lord Auckland could

slight to the

members

of

the Supreme Council.

The writer has been unable to trace
strance.

Sir

his statement,

this

remon-

John Kaye has given no authority for
and has offered no clue to the docu-

ments containing either the alleged remonstrance, or
There is nothing to show whether the
the reply.
one or more members, remonJohn Kaye's assertion must be taken
may be worth. The only document avail-

collective Council, or
strated.

for

what

Sir
it

able, besides

Mr

Colvin's Diary, seems to be irre-

concilable with that assertion.

October

i

The Proclamation of

was forwarded to England under cover of

a letter of that date. The reply of the Board of Control
is

dated December 26.

such protest as
but,
1

is

It

allusion to

any

referred to in the passage quoted

on the contrary, in

We are much

makes no

its final

paragraph,

it

;

says

pleased to find that the Governor-General

of India and the

Supreme Council cordially agree in all the
measures in contemplation, not only for the protection of the
North-West frontier, "but also with reference to the possible
necessity of undertaking warlike operations against

There

is

no hint here of discord.

Not agreement

only, but cordial agreement is indicated.

it

Whatever

may have been, or
it
seems clear that
emanated,

the purport of the remonstrance

from whomsoever

Ava and
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Lord Auckland had communicated his projects to his
Council, and had secured its approval.

'Had you

received our Despatch of October 24

before your Proclamation issued/ wrote Sir

John Hob-

Lord Auckland, 'you would
have had nothing to say except that you had taken
the course in pursuance of orders from home.' When

house a

little

later to

the news of Captain Burnes' departure from

Kdbul

reached London, the hesitation which Lord Auckland

had felt does not seem

They resolved

to

have embarrassed the Cabinet.

at once to

wage war.

As the war

which they resolved upon was to be waged vicariously ;
their alacrity raises less surprise.
They had waited
since June, 1836.

worse to worse.

Agent had

They had seen matters going from
At last they learned that the British

Kabul, and that the Russian emissary
remained, an honoured guest. Then, on October 24,
left

they sent out orders which fully explained what had
been at the back of their thoughts when two years
previously they had addressed Lord Auckland.

The

President of the Board of Control requested Lord

Auckland

'to consider that

Despatch as containing

the deliberate opinion of the Queen's Government,
assented to after

much

discussion

and previous

corre-

spondence between the different departments, and
most cordially concurred in by the present authorities
at the India Office.'

The

first

half of the Despatch

deals with a project of invading Persia

which Mr.

MXNeill had advocated,but which the Foreign Secretary

promptly

set aside.

Such a project was,

in truth, the
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last

which could have commended

itself to

would have involved Great Britain
It

quarrel.

him.

It

directly in the

would have thrown Persia into the

arms of Eussia

it

;

would have led Great Britain into

diplomatic, possibly into military collision with the

What

Western Power.

the Foreign Office wished

was indeed the reverse of what Mr. Colvin in

his

Burnes had anticipated.
January
It was in Afghanistan that the battle of Europe and
of Persia was to be fought. Owing to its length, so
21, 1838, to

letter of

much

only of the Despatch can be here printed as

an expedition to Kbul and of that again
much only as is most material The instructions

deals with
so

;

which were conveyed to Lord Auckland differ so far,
will be seen, from the course which he pursued, in

it

that they leave
to gain over

him

Dost

discretion to

Muhammad and

make another

effort

Pos-

his brothers.

sibly such an effort might have succeeded.

On

the

other hand. Lord Auckland's distrust of the Barakzais,

the unshaken influence of Eussia at Teheran, and

the effect in India of the withdrawal of the British

Agent from

Kbul

in the circumstances

which accom-

panied it, might have seemed to Lord Auckland to
be a bar to the resumption of negotiations. Be this

may, when the Despatch arrived on January
1839, war had been declared; the army was on

as it

way;
policy.
'14.

16,

the Government of India was pledged to

its
its

All bridges of retreat had been broken.

We

have Heard,' wrote the Secret Committee,

'

with

the utmost regret that the Mission to K&bul, conducted

by

DESPATCH OF OCTOBER
Lieut. -Col. Sir Alexander Burnes, has failed,

who was

Leech,

24
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and that Major

accredited to the Court of Kandahar, has

Still more
been ohliged to return from that city.
we been to find that a Russian agent has

also

concerned have

openly received at Kabul, and that the Sirdars of
into a Treaty with the Sha"h of

been

Kandahar have enteied
Persia,

by which the Sh&h consents to
Herai under certain

of the Sirdars in

the Ambassador of the

establish the
conditions,

Emperor of Kussia

has,

power
and that

under his own

hand, bound himself to secure the fulfilment of the Treaty.
'15. It is obvious that such an engagement is altogether
at variance with British interests in Central Asia,

should Herat

fall into

and that

the hands of the Shah and be delivered

over to the Sirdars of Kandah&r, those Princes, as well as the

Amir

of Kabul, would be only the vassals of Persia, whilst

the Shah himself would be but an instrument in the hands
of Russia, to be used, or not, as occasion
direct hostility to our Indian Empire.

might require, in

A due regard even for

the security of British India, to say nothing of the character

which we have hitherto maintained in the regions bordering on our North-Western frontier, makes it indispensable
that

we

should re-establish whatever influence and authority

late occurrences
{

1 6.

We have

may have

deprived us of in Afghanistan.

hitherto declined to take part in the intes-

Afghan States, and when Shah Shuja'ul-Mulk recently endeavoured to recover his throne, and
advanced against the present ruler of Kdbul, we gave no
tine dissensions of the

assistance either to that chieftain or to his antagonist.

our

efforts to cultivate

a closer alliance with Dost

But as

Muhammad

and his brothers of Kandahar have not only failed, but those
Princes have, as it were, thrown themselves into the arms of
a Power whose nearer approach to the Indus is incompatible
with the safety of Her Majesty's Indian possessions, it
becomes our imperative duty to adopt some course of
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Kabul

policy by winch

and

KandaMr may

be united

under a sovereign bound by every tie of interest as well
as gratitude to become, and to remain, the faithful ally
of Great Britain.
c
17. Such a prince might, we are inclined to believe, be
found in the person of Sh<h Shuja, and we are disposed to

concur in the opinion offered to your notice by your Political

Agent at Ludhiana in his
to the Secretary of your

drawn from that

letter

letter of

January i, 1838, addressed
Government. The inference to be

seems to be that

it

would require but

a comparatively insignificant effort to replace Shah Shuj&

on the throne of Kdbul and Kandahar, and that such a
measure would afford the best

chance of rescuing that
important region from the arms of Persia and the arts of
her

ally.

'

18. If, however, any
means should be adopted

of failure.

effort so decisive

is

to be made,

to prevent almost the possibility

A considerable force,

composed partly of British

troops, should be assembled on your North- West frontier, and

the Ruler of the Punjab and the

Amirs

of Sincl invited to

The countenance which the Mahaco-operate with you.
Amirs
and
the
of
Sind have already given to the
raja
pretensions of Shah Shujd, together with the advantages

which you might

fairly offer to

them by that

alliance,

would

induce Eanjit Singh and the Amirs to adopt your views;

and the Afghans themselves, although naturally jealous of
the interference of the Sikhs in their internal concerns,

would not

towards them the same hostility

feel

appeared only as confederates of a British
8

if

they

force.

An army

so composed, properly equipped and prean
advance
into Afghanistan, might be assembled
pared
at any point most convenient, and, if you deemed it advisable
to make one more attempt to conciliate and secure the alliance
19.

for

of the Chiefs of

K&bul and Kandahar, you might dispatch an

ORDERS OF BOARD OF CONTROL
officer
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of rank to each of thosa Princes, conveying to

them

your final demands and, in case the Shah of Persia should
he in possession of HerAt, or should still he engaged in the
;

notification of the prohahle advance of
siege of that city, a

the British force into Afghanistan, and the ohjects of

'

it,

conveyed to that sovereign.
20. But immediate compliance should he required from

might he

also

Muhammad Khdn and

Dost

in case of refusal, the

his brothers of

army should

Kandahar, and,

cross the frontier without

delay.

'22.
tion

You

should, moreover, declare your fixed determina-

maintain the

to

integrity

and independence of the

monarchy against all encroachments of whatever
Power, and during the progress, and after the accomplishment of your enterprise, all your measures should have

restored

**####*

a manifest tendency to accomplish that design.

6

2 6.

We

are aware that

we have recommended

a course of policy and a series of measures which

to

you

may require

great exertions, and entail upon your revenues

sacrifices

We

by the difficulties of your position.
are also aware that in carrying our arms beyond the Indus
only to he justified

we may appear to contemplate schemes of aggrandizement
which every consideration both of justice and policy would
induce us to condemn.
But, in truth, there is nothing
The same wise preaggressive in that which we propose.
caution which prompted your recent proceedings in Sind,
and the measures now in progress for opening and securing

the navigation of the Indus, dictates also the establishment

of a permanent British influence in Afghanistan.
'29.

The

retreat of the

Shah from Herat, a renewal of

between him and the British Minister, and
cNeill has
for
the indignities of which Mr.
reparation

friendly relations
full

complained,

M

may

render these measures unnecessary; but
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even in that case you would do well to

lose

no time iu

attempting to recover your influence in Afghanistan, and
to establish your relations with the Chiefs of that country

upon a more

satisfactory basis

than you have hitherto been

able to obtain/

in

When,

1851,

Sir

John Kaye published

his

History, he held no appointment in Leadenhall Street.

But in 1857, and in 18743 when his second and third
editions were published, he was employed in the
Political

Department,

of the India Office.

first

of the Company, and later

He had

gained access in those

years to all their political records.

There was no

he could lay his hands on it.
edition he had made, on three occasions,

despatch so secret but

In his

first

passing allusion in vague terms to despatches written
to Lord Auckland.

But he had not attempted

to con-

sider their relation, in point of time, to the sequence

and development of events. Their effect on Lord
Auckland's policy had been represented as only one
of many factors and entirely secondary to an influence
;

John Kaye treated

as supreme.
Whatever
his
have
been
reasons
is
idle now to
may
(and it
speculate upon them), he made no use whatever, in

which

Sir

1857 or in 1874, of the material which had become

In those later years, with the best
sources of information before him, he still preferred

available to him.

mainly to attribute the policy of Lord Auckland to the
conjectured influence of his Indian advisers. In 1851
he had advanced, and in 1857 and 1874 he adhered
to, his

theory of the Three Secretaries.

These three

KAYE'S 'THREE SECRETARIES
Secretaries, especially Colvin

3
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and Torrens, were so
'bold and ambitious.

5

'ardent and

so

impulsive/

mainly emanated from John
Lord Auckland, separated from his Council,
with whom had he remained he would never have
'The

direct influence
*

Colvin

decided on war, yielded, good, easy man, to
3

'

assaults of his scribes.

speculations

To what extent

wrought upon the

plastic

mind of Lord

Auckland,' writes this careful chronicler,

easy with

Anyhow,

'the

their bolder

'it

is

not

due historical accuracy to determine.'
which the Cabinet instructions of

that

M

c
Neill,
1836 could not effect, neither the fears of
the desire of Hobhouse, the craft of Palmerston,

neque Tydides, nee Lansseus Achilles, was conceded
by Lord Auckland to 'three scribes.' The Persian
host and Count Simonich at Herat, Witkewitsch at

Kabul, the repulse of the British Agent from Kbul,
the dismissal from Kandahdr of a British officer, the
scorn of Dost

Muhammad,

the agitation of all India,

were considerations beneath serious attention.

We

own

time what response has been
given from India to Russian intrigue in Afghanistan, and to the presence of a Russian envoy in

have seen in our

Kdbul. Lord Auckland, left to his own judgment,
would have exclaimed with Banquo, The earth hath
'

bubbles as the water has, and these are of them!

He might have

prattled,

had he been in the arms of

his Council, about British Mervousness

Herattitude.

*

and Russian

Macnaghten, Colvin, Torrens
5

Colvin, Macnaghten.

3

;

Torrens,

the changes are rung and rei
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rung on these names, and that

the tune the whole

is

surmise, Sir

to.

Beyond
song goes
that he has no authority.

John Kaye admits

His sources are

conjecture/ 'well- credited report/ his

own

s

c

general

deliberate

conviction/ the belief of one, the hint of another, the
gossip of a third, for which, even as he transcribes

He

he hastens to add that he will not vouch.
repeats

what

is

e

told him.

he will not lay claim

Due

J

historical accuracy

Since the day of Herodotus

to.

was history ever so written '
Once he gives his authority.

He

when Mr. Macnaghten

c

writes that

the departure of the mission for Ludhiana
that

it,

only

on

'

(July

1

3)

Ranjit Singh to
Shdh
'Burnes
himself
had probefore
Shuja,
present
is,

left

ceeded to join Lord Auckland and his advisers at

Simla/

If he did, it

expectations

;

was contrary

who looked

to

Lord Auckland's

for him, as has been seen,

with Mr. Macnaghten on July 17 or

18.

Then he

copies into his pages the following anecdote.

story

is

The

related in his Narrative of Various Journeys,

by Mr. Masson.

Dr. Buist, author of Outlines of the

and Afghanistan, repeated the
story, adding that Masson was not a very trustworthy
Operations in Sind

c

authority.'

Sir

John Kaye omitting

prints the anecdote

,

this

for a long time very sceptical of its truth,

not even

now vouch

for

it.

likely to bo better informed,
5

it.

It has

caution,

though he admits that he was

and does

But some men, he
c

says,

are inclined to believe

been questionable to the writer of this

narrative; whether notice should be taken of a vaga-

MASSON'S ANECDOTE
But
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has passed into
circulation with Sir John Kaye's book, a word may

bond

tale so fathered.

be devoted to

as

it

it.

Captain Burnes,

told Mr.

it is alleged,

Masson that

c

the expedition across the Indus had been arranged
before he reached Simla/ and that when he arrived
c

Torrens and Colvin came running to him, and prayed

him

to say nothing to unsettle his lordship

they had

all

the trouble in the world to get

the business, and that even
retire

from

that
into

he would be glad to

it.'

what has been shown in these

apart from

Now,

now

;

him

pages to have been the actual course of events, the
expedition across the Indus had not been arranged
before Captain Burnes reached

have

it

Simla,

on Lord Auckland's authority

because

that, till

we

he saw

Mr. Macnaghten (who, as Sir John Kaye says, did
not reach Simla before Captain Burnes), he would

We know

settle nothing.
little

store

was

Burnes' judgment.

that, rightly or

wrongly,

by Lord Auckland on Captain

set

Dr. Buist's book, with

its

dis-

paraging remark on Mr. Masson, was before Sir John
Kaye when he wrote for he refers to Dr. Buist in the
;

preface to his first edition.
will not

must

vouch

Sir

John Kaye himself

for the story. Yet, gross as the

be, if the story is

calumny

proved untrue, he does not

Mr Torrens gave it prompt
it.
Mr. Colvin, to his last hour, never
on any one matter which had passed

hesitate to reproduce

contradiction.

opened his

lips

through his hands while he held the post of Private

*32
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Secretary.

No man who

has held such

office, is

have relation to the discharge of his former

But the man who knows

this, also

he holds his

is

he

office

still

at

which

liberty publicly to discuss confidential matters

duties.

knows that while

less

at liberty to

tamper with sources of information to which his chief
may address himself. The action attributed to Mr.
Colvin

may have seemed

venial to those

who made

it

In his own eyes,
who have preceded or have suc-

their business to circulate the tale.

as in the eyes of all

ceeded him in the post which he then occupied,

it

would have been an act of unpardonable treachery.
Sir John Kaye was wise in declining to vouch for
the truth of a story which carries disproof on the face
of

it.

But he exposes the absurdity of

when he admits

his hypothesis

that his only positive evidence

evidence which he himself will not vouch

is

for.

company with Mr. Masson, correcmade of an attempt made by him to

Before parting
tion must be

discredit the devoted

who was

and

brilliant Chief Secretary

to forfeit his life for his convictions.

Macnaghten,

it

Mr.

had been decided, should accompany
c

Mr. Macnaghten,' says
Mr. Masson, volunteered his services for the occasion,
the expedition as envoy.
'

on the ground that Burnes could hardly be depended
upon in so important an affair.' Then he goes on to
jeer

and

flout at

Macnaghten in words which need
The truth is that on May 26,

not be transcribed.

when on
a

his

way

to Adinanagar, Mr. Macnaghten, in

letter before the present writer, proposed to

Lord

CHOICE OF ENVOY
Auckland

Colonel

that

Pottinger,
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the

agent

at

Haidara*bad in Sind, should be the officer selected to

accompany Shah Shuj

as British representative.

It

very clear from the Diary that there was never at
any time any question whatever of Burnes, who wrote,

is

ask for furlough because he had not been
offered high political employment. The next day (July

in

fact, to

30) he

withdrew his

on July

1 2,

orders to Mr.
1

up

ing

;

but eighteen days earlier,
by Lord Auckland's

Macnaghten in the following words

It is right to let

here that

interests, at

letter

Mr, Colvin had written

it

:

you know, that a strong feeling is growwill be most desiiable for the public

whatevei sacrifice to the daily ease and

satis-

Lord Auckland's administration, that you should
assume the diplomatic direction of Shah Shuja's expedition

faction of

The

stake

so important that

is

Lord Auckland

feels that it
'

may

not become him to withhold Ins best card.

Pottinger might in some respects do well.
aside the possible objection

on the score of

Colonel

But

(setting

his hard temper)

he wants that general influence which is most essential
There must be free and confidential communication with the

Government
at

;

and besides

this, influence at

Lahore, influence

Peshawar, over "Wade, over Burnes, over every

officer

engaged, as well as thorough cordiality in Lord Auckland's
views regarding Sind. All this it is not easy to see how to

combine except in yourself Think over this, and let me be
aware as fully as you like of your own inclinations and
opinions.'

Mr. Masson's assertion seems to have misled others.

In his valuable fragment on The First Afghdn War,
the late Sir

Henry Durand, who, taking a

different

HN RUSSELL
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tone from that of Dr. Buist, writes of Mr. Masson's
'

truthful simplicity,'

falls,

possibly on Mr. Masson's

the error that 'Mr.

authority, into

proposal of himself as envoy

Macnaghten's

met with the acceptance

of the Governor- General.'

weather of 1838
Mr. Colvin accompanied Lord Auckland to a great
ceremonial gathering at Lahore, leaving Simla on

With the

November
Amritsar.
his Diary,

a student
reached;
festivities,

are for

arrival of the

cold

On December

7.

12 the party are at

On December 18 he writes wearily
a man of business tries in vain to
On December 21 Lahore
in tents/
'

in

be
is

and among endless salutes, processions,
and formal exchange of visits, his books

weeks laid aside to make room

of precedence,

for questions

Commissariat calculations, questions of

tenure in the North -West Provinces, estimates of the
cost of the late North- West famine, (which is put at 13 \

lakhs, with 29^ lakhs of land revenue suspended,

eventual remission, no doubt

J

),

'

for

Satara claims, Neplese

and Burmese ambitions, and a hundred questions of
the moment. On December 24 Sir Willoughby Cotton
sends up the deposition of one K&siin Khdn, a

Kbul

represents Dost Muhammad Khn as
the restoration of Shh Shuj as
and
highly popular,
c
Neill writes from Teherdn in
not at all desired. Mr.

fruit dealer,

who

M

great delight at the October Proclamation.

The army,

meanwhile,
struggling on towards Kandahar and
K^bul. On March 15 Mr. Colvin is again at Simla for
is

the

summer

of 1839,

and on April

5,

Friday, he sees

'

FURLOUGH POSTPONED
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and

brief regular

at last a prospect of returning rest,
'

periods of study

:

with the results of which diaiy and

commonplace book speedily run over.
passes, and he contemplates furlough.
thirteen years in India,

Ghazni

on him.

falls

;

The summer

He

has been

and incessant labour

is telling

honours are recommended for

Keane, Macnaghten, Pottinger, Wade, Sale, Thomson.

Keane writes from Kbul that the feeling towards
{

Shujd

is

not yet of a

warm

'

nature

;

Cotton, that

Shh
'

the

much gratified by
But the Afghans are a violent
and treacherous people, and the Envoy has his work

people of

Kdbul and

its

vicinity are

the change of rulers.

cut out for him/
leaves Simla

;

On

October 30 the Private Secretary

and at Agra in the end of December,
Lord Auckland had

1839, resolves to take furlough.

decided to remain up country at Agra throughout
1840, and to administer the North -West, Mr Robert-

son having declined the Lieutenant -Governorship.
Suddenly all is changed. Events in China compel

Lord Auckland's presence in Calcutta

;

Mr. Eobertson

under pressure changes his mind, and takes the
North- West; the Governor-General hurries down,

and

his Private Secretary decides to stay

on with

his master.

He was to remain in Calcutta till March,

1

842.

The

were to be clouded by
disasters in Kabul, by the murder of his friend Macnaghten, and by the distress of the Governor-General,
with whom, in defeat as in success, he had passion-

latter

months of

his residence

ately identified himself.

This

is not, it

has been said,
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a history of the

AfgMn

war.

It is

a narrative only

and discussions which preceded it. One
however, calls for remark before quitting the

of the events
incident,

troubled scene of the Afghan imbroglio, because the
Private Secretary's good faith might possibly seem to
have been impugned in connexion with it. In the
end of 1840 the anxieties felt by the Ministry had

been echoed to Calcutta by the Board of Control. Sir

John Hobhouse sent a despatch to Lord Auckland,
urging him either to withdraw from Kabul, or to

For reasons which do not

strengthen his force there,

concern this narrative, Lord Auckland contested this
It

counsel.

men

had by that time become clear to most

that the central figure in the tripartite treaty

had completely failed in his share of it. Shh Shuj
was a broken reed. He had no influence in Kdbul.

On

that vital point, all on

Auckland most

relied,

whose information Lord

Burnes, Wade, Masson, Lord,

had, without exception, misled him.

Dost

Muhammad

,

on the other hand, had given himself up voluntarily to
the British Envoy, and was in honourable captivity in

The

British India.

placable enemy,

Mahrja

was dead.

question cannot but arise,

Eanjit Singh, his im-

In these later days the
whether terms might not

have been made, in 1841, with Dost Muhammad.

Would

it

not have been possible to recall

to honourable

Muhammad,

asylum

at

Ludhidna?

in his fallen fortunes,

1841, as in 1838, a sine
his influence in

qud non

of

Shh

Shuj

Would Dost
have made in

Pesh&war?

Kdbul there was now ample

Of

proof.

'LORD AUCKLAND AND THE CIVILIANS'
Ultimately the Amir, as

we all know, was

sent
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back by

Lord Auckland's successor to Kdbul, without con-

and Shah Shujd, was left to his fate. Had
Lord Auckland profited by the occasion of the Board
ditions;

of Control's despatch to

hammad, would not
However,

make terms with Dost Mu-

all his

to explain, this course

aims have been attained

which

for reasons

it it

approved

?

not necessary here

itself neither to

Lord

They were unanimous
A brief
for prolonging the occupation of Kdbul.
despatch was sent to England to that effect, accomAuckland nor

to his Council.

panied by three Minutes.

Of

was by the

these, one

Governor-General, one by Mr. Prinsep, and one by
'The question came before
Mr. Wilberforce Bird.
the Council at the end of March,'
'

says

Sir

John

by some negligence, or
Kaye
by some juggle, the opinions of the military members
of Council were not obtained
Lord Auckland and
in his History

;

either

the civilians decided in favour of the continuous

occupation of the country, though
it

it

was certain that

could only be done at the cost of a million and

a quarter a year.

In

3

later years, at least, Sir

John Kaye had at

disposal the records of the East India Office

;

his

among

them the despatch in reply to Sir John Hobhouse,
dated March 22, 1841, of which the entire text is as
follows

:

'With reference
of

December 31

your Honourable Committee's despatch
last, on the subject of our position and
to

policy in Afghanistan,

we have the honour

to forward, for
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the information of your Honourable Committee, the accom-

panying copies of Minutes recorded on the subject by the
Governor-General and the Honourable Messrs. Bird and
Prinsep.
'

2. The perusal of these will most fully explain to your
Honouiable Committee our views and sentiments in regard
to the important question reviewed in your despatch above

referred to.

We

have the honour to be, with the greatest respect,

Honourable

Sirs,

*

Your most

faithful

humble

servants,

AUCKLAND.
J.

NICHOLLS.

W. W. BIRD.
WILLIAM CASEMENT.
H. T. PBINSET?/

The military members of Council were Sir Jasper
Nicholls, the Commander-in-Chief, and Sir William
Casement, his colleague in the military depaxtment.
The papers may not have reached the military

members

in time to admit of their recording Minutes.

But the concurrence
in the Minutes sent

of all the

collectively

home was unreservedly

in the despatch itself;
fully explain

members

'

our views and sentiments.'

qualification whatever,

expressed

the perusal of these will most

There

is

no

no syllable of dissent. If words

have any meaning, the words of this brief despatch
commit every member of Council who signed it to
agreement with the views of the Governor- General.
Sir

John Kaye, in support of

his statement, quotes
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a passage from Sir Jasper Nicholls' Journal

The

asterisks are in Sir John's pages.
*

March

26.

garding Herat

Lord Auckland sent home a long Minute re* * *
He means to preserve our footing in

Mr. Bird and Mr. Prinsep approve of this,
though the latter roundly and justly asserts that it cannot
he done under a crore and a quaiter (a million and a quarter)
Afghanistan.

annually

;

and that no present mode of extending our receipts
open to us. Lord Auckland -wrote a note

to that extent is

to ask our opinions

circulated the

note.

on the subject. Mr. Maddock never
Sir W. Casement and myself were

therefore silent/
c

Whatever the object of this note/ or the subject on
which our opinions were asked may have been, they
'

'

are immaterial to Sir

John Kaye's statement which

Auckland and the

that Lord

in favour of the

occupation of the country.

despatch of March 22, beyond

all

The

possibility of doubt,

disproves this statement.

Though the two

members

their

did not recoid

is

civilians alone decided

military

opinions separately

they expressed full concurrence in the views of their
Their opinions were to be found in the
colleagues.

Minutes accompanying the Despatch.
days of gloom and disaster it must have
given pleasure to Mr. Colvin to receive, at a dinnei

In those

last

given him by

warm
these

all his fellow-civilians

tribute of their regard

on a subsequent public

'

Through

six years he

Governor-General.

It

and

in Calcutta, the

affection.

occasion, said of

was the channel

of

One
him

of

:

approach to the

was through him that favours wero
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I have
won, and through him that frowns descended.
from
his
came
heard some who
away
presence complain that

when he bowed, he did not bow low enough

;

and some, that

was in those years
(It
that he got the sobriquet of King John/ which he retained
But I never heard any one
through the rest of his life.)
he held his head a

little

too high/
{

'

complain that he had been beguiled with honied words, or
I never
with promises which were not to be performed.

heard any one impugn his honour, his fairness, his integrity,
his resolution to do what was right and just in every case

and under

all

circumstances/

Lord Auckland spoke for himself. On February 28,
he adopted the unusual course of recording a Minute,
which he desired should be transmitted to the Court
of Directors,

through me

c

upon the

services rendered to me,

and

'

his Private Secretary

to the State

by
The Governor-General's Private Secretary holds an
employment, he added, of very great labour, of very

and of implicit confidence, in all that
regards even the most important and secret interests
delicate duties,

of the State.

Mr Colvin/ he went
w#h me than under me,

'

'

on,

has worked, I

during six years.

may say rather
He has had, as

he deserved, iny entire confidence. He brought to his duties
an extensive and accurate knowledge of the interests of
India, of its history,

and of the

details of its administration

This knowledge has been greatly increased, particularly in
regard to our political relations ; and if the merit of having

brought forward from time to time subjects of difficulty
with clearness and regularity before the Council should ever
be ascribed to me,

it

acknowledgement were

could not be so with justice unless
also

made, as I

am

ready to make

it,
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of the industry, the research, the correctness of judgment,

the accuracy of information, and the readiness in composition

with which Mr. Colvin has assisted me.

I

may

add, that in

the secondary hut important duty of forming a judgment on

the character of public

men, and in the distribution of

patronage, I write with equal satisfaction of the faithful and
efficient aid which I have found ; and though it could not

be but that offence and dissent in this branch of duty should
occasionally have been excited, yet I cannot but feel that it
is

due to the tact and discrimination with which Mr. Colvin

has performed his part in this branch of the administration,
that so little of discontent has been exhibited

that

its fairness

upon

it,

and

has been pretty generally admitted'

This Minute discriminates the value of the char-

work done

acter of the

Private Secretary.

for

Lord Auckland by his

man

It is not the language of a

who, when disaster overtakes him, recognises that
he has trusted too
he

is

writing.

much

There

in the phrases used

within which Mr.

to the subordinate of

is

which indicate that the
Colvin had

served

were marked in the writer's mind with
little

later,

whom

a measure and a reserve

his

limits,
chief,

precision.

on reaching England, Lord

A

Auckland

wrote again.
e

ln the very few instances in which shades of difference

have ever occurred between

us, I

can remember nothing but

such a habit of manly frankness as could alone
useful

how

;

make counsel

and I can never forget how hardly, how ably, and

faithfully

you have laboured for me. I bear a most
which I have derived

grateful recollection of the infinite use

from these labours/
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On March

the morning,

13, 1843, at half-past six in

the great hall at

Government House

is

again thrown

open, as on that ^istday of October in 1837,

Misses

Eden came down
The same

scene,

The

coffee.

Chief Justice, the Councillors

Bishop, the
there.

take their

to

when the
are

all

with needful variations,

is

enacted; and, at about seven, the procession again

moves on

foot to

c

Chandpal Ghat,

Body-Guard.'

followed by the

row

through a double

It passes

of

composed of H. M. 62nd and the 6th Madras
Native Infantry,' from the north-west gate of Government House to the Strand. On the Strand there is
c

soldiers,

a great concourse.
present arms his
;

The

soldiery, for the last time,
c

lordship,

returns the salute.

He

under strong emotion,'

steps into a state barge

kerchief,' (as

;

ap-

'

a local reporter puts it, the handthough there were a state handkerchief,

plies to his eyes, as

like a state barge or state elephants),

and

is

rowed

Lord Hungerford. 'The
moisture in his eyes was visible,' writes an observer
they are Zacrymae rerum, wrung from him by mortal
out into the river to the

;

No

suffering.

a

greater

Governor-General ever

burden

him

on

his

left

shoulders;

India with

but

it

was

by
sympathy which surlightened
It is plain from all contemporary
rounded him.
accounts that he was singularly beloved in India.
for

c

He embarked
c

paper,

at

the

Chandpal

Ghat,' said

a Calcutta

with the universal acknowledgement that he

had not

left

an enemy behind.'

The patience and

dignity with which he had borne his misfortunes, his
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gentle temper, his kindly nature, his large hospitality
and unassuming carriage, had won him the hearts of
all

If he had failed, he had greatly
and to those who greatly venture in the

who met him.

ventured

;

cause of Great Britain, their countrymen in India
The malice with which his successor
forgive much.
assailed

his

even of those

actions

secured to

who judged

him

the

sympathy

his policy unfavourably.

CHAPTER VI
FURLOUGH

NEPAL

:

:

MAULMAIN

SADE COUET,

:

CALCUTTA, 1842-53

ME

COLYIN arrived in England with Lord Auckland

in August, his family having preceded

him

Sixteen years had passed in the East

and the ensuing

;

three and a half years were to give
leisure of his lifetime.

too rapidly.

was much

in January.

him

the only

passed, like all pleasure,

They

During the earlier part of this time he
engaged in helping Lord Auckland with

material to be used

in his

by his friends in Afghan debates
Lower House, or by the late Governor- General
own defence in the Lords. He wrote on the

same

subject

in the

in

the

Whig

organ,

the

Morning

Of the East India Company Directors
of John Stuart Mill, then at work
he saw much
Chronicle.

;

in Leadenhall Street, not a

presented him to many
names of eminent men

of the

into obscurity, are frequent

newed

his acquaintance

with Trevelyan.

He

little.

Lord Auckland

of his political friends.

The

moment, now dropped
in his Diary.
He re-

with Macaulay, his friendship

read voraciously, adding largely
which he had laboriously

to the stock of information

brought together in India.

His two elder sons were

HOME
at Eton;

the

LIFE.
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business of education (for

brothers were pressing on their heels)

occupy his attention.

younger

commenced

to

Few men have

thought to their children,

given more
or lavished more on their

bringing up.

He

lived partly in London, where he had taken
a house in Sussex Gardens; partly at Little Beal-

ings in the neighbourhood of Ipswich, where his
father had bought a property called The Grove ;
e

'

partly at Purfleet and at Southill in Bedfordshire,

where he was the guest of the late Mr. William
second marriage, became
the husband of Mrs. Colvin's widowed half-sister,
Whitbread, who, in his
Mrs. Macan.

Two summers were

spent in the Isle

of Wight, Mrs. Colvin's
birthplace.

In September,
he
made
a
tour
in
Scotland, revisiting his old
1843,
home at St. Andrews and other familiar haunts,

and sending to his wife a diary of his
experiences.
A glimpse of this diary may be hazarded here, for
it

gives some sketch

city, as Mr. Colvin,

1831, again found

and description of that ancient

who had known
in 1843.

it

from i8ia to

Andrews, in 1843,
boasted 'a direct coach to
Edinburgh, as well as two
to Dundee; a
ahead
going
quite unthought of in

my

it

St.

As no one had told him of these
came
in the antique manner,
coaches,
by coach to
Cupar from Edinburgh, thence to St. Andrews by
post chaise. Yet the old way was the most
early time.'
'

I

propiI passed all the well-known
towns and marks; the road to Dundee so often

tious to

my

purpose.

K
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travelled

Guard

when

holidays came round;

Brig, where, in

the narrow

youth, resided the county

my

hangman, with his ancient endowment of four acres
of land the golfing links and the rude narrow path;

of stone over the

way
West

Port,

"

Swilken burn," under the

and along the wide

quiet street to the

great hostelry of St, Andrews, the Black
still

managed by the family of Christies.'

Inn and

Christie

wide, quiet street

and

of

He

Inn,

have disappeared; and down that
the last wheel alike of Edinburgh

Dundee coach has long

goes over

BuU

Black Bull

all

since echoed

away.

the old scenes, to the schools, to

the University, to the belfry of the old parish church,
'

where I was a great hand at helping to pull the

He finds the centre part of the main street
been new paved and the raised middle line of
l

bells.'

has

;

stones, along

which we youngsters, boys and

girls,

were in the habit of running or rather jumping, has
long disappeared/

Even

the 'reformed pavement

is

now condemned.

500 of subscriptions have been
raised in the town, and there is to be a macadamized
centre street, with broad

and flagged uniform pave-

ment (London and Edinburgh fashion) on both sides/
New sights and sounds everywhere greet him for St.
;

Andrews had moved too

though in the St. Andrews
of 1894 he would have found changes little dreamed
of in 1843. 'At seven o'clock, boys and girls, the
;

former dressed with a smartness which has travelled
railroad pace from England,
to the

new Madras

College.'

were moving in numbers

He is

reassured, however,
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*

by the ancient

old things are the best

for, after all,

on many of the houses, black, brown, and
the crumbling slates on many

plaster

chequered with time
roofs

ST.

;

In the

the general aspect of quiet desertion.'

;

midst of these appears the incongruous figure of a
Calcutta attorney.
He passes on to 'the small

wonder of

Andrews

St.

;

new

a neat

street of

good

moderate-sized houses, called Bell Street, which has
arisen facing the golfing links.'

a

Union Parlour

'for

the

At

the Links he finds

convenience of golfers;

neighbourhood a number of small lodginghouses, which are also a new feature of St. Andrews.'

and in

This

its

Union Parlour

for 'in

my

is

new

a great sign of a

time,

days the golfing apparatus was kept in

dirty, upstairs

1894, on the

rooms of the golf caddies.
of the

site

Union

5

Now,

in

Parlour, itself long

by a Club, is rising a monster, red brick
He finds a monument in course of erection to

superseded
hotel.

the Scotch martyrs

pronounced by his companion,
a fulish thing."
Necessarily he
and walking round the oft-trodden

in Scotch phrase

goes golfing;
course

'

is

(

:

"

J

strangely affected/

He

breakfasts

with

David Brewster, Principal of the University
meeting a young man, one Doctor Lyon Playfair,
Sir

;

already rising into eminence. He hunts up
Professor Haldane (of the profusion of capitals), now
Principal of St* Mary's College. Presently he leaves

who

St.

is

Andrews, never to return to

it; but, before

he does

so, he goes to see an old servant of his Uncle's, Peggy
I found her, such is the habit and ability
Anderson.
e

E 2
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of the Scotch poor, writing a long letter, on foolscap
paper, to her son, a sailor in the Mediterranean. She
greeted me warmly, and amused me by coming out, after

many

baitings

and

how

your wife

is

ha's,

she

with

"

Aweel, Maister John,

She's na black

?

"

'

is she, sir ?

His furlough, like this visit, came too soon to an
end; and on Saturday, September 20, 1845, 'the

Southampton at 3 p.m.'

left

Liverpool

alone to India, for he did not

awaited him on
set

arrival, or

up his home. Arriving

he waited

He

know what

returned

instructions

where he would have to

in Calcutta on

November

8 before orders reached

till

7,

him

January
from Lord Hardinge to proceed to Khdtmndu, and
In eight
to take charge of the Nepl Residency.
days he had

left

Calcutta,

and reaching Segauli on
on Feb-

he arrived at his destination

February

2,

ruary

with his old HaidariMd friend Raven-

shaw,

8,

who from Patn& had accompanied

him.

On

February 37 Eavenshaw returned, and he was left
to his new life. His predecessor had been Henry
Lawrence,
office

were

who wrote

to

him

shortly after he

assumed

more the R&J& and the Durbar
themselves the better.
lt was my

in Nep&l that the
to

left

c

endeavour to bring matters back to Mr. Gardiner's
system (Mr. Gardiner had been the first Resident
after the

war

a dozen

letters to

of 1815)

;

two

visits

Government/

a year, and half
This was not the

kind of work which was likely to interest either the
man who wrote that advice, or the man to whom it

was

given.

Matters were ripening at the time for
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which brought Jang BaMdur into
and
ultimately into power. But as yet
prominence,
The movements of the
there was no stir visible.
the coup d'etat

Kesident at

Khatmandu were

and

still

are

re-

within the grounds of the Eesidency.
After having found himself in the centre of affairs
when last in India, it was painful to Mr. Colvin

stricted almost

be relegated to

to

the

extreme verge

of public

The monotony of residence in Nepdl was in
sharp contrast too with the activity on the Sutlej,
Either on
where the first Punjab War had begun.
life.

journey to Nepal, through forest and swampland, or while resident there, Mr. Colvin had conhis

tracted malaria.

He

fell

seriously

ill.

His solitude

Ms

malady, which in turn reacted on
aggravated
In June he was ordered away for change
his spirits.
of air, returned to Calcutta,

and in the

close of the

meanwhile rejoined him, he
proceed to Maulmain, and to take

year, his wife having

received orders to

charge as Commissioner of the Tenasserim Provinces

on the Bay of Bengal.

There he was to relieve

(later Sir Henry) Durand, of the Engineers.
Maulmain, when Mr. Colvin reached it on December

Captain

29, 1846,

of fury.

had recently lashed itself into a cyclone
The story has been told in the life of Sir

Henry Durand, by his son. The matter which had
brought Captain Durand into collision with the Maulmain timber merchants, who formed the bulk of the
local residents, was the recent course of forest administration.

Tenasserim, with

its

valuable teak forests
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on the Attaran, Thaung-yin, and Salwin

rivers,

had

been ceded to the East India Company in 1826. At
first, the Attaran forests had been worked on Govern-

ment account; but in May, 1829, the failure of the
experiment of cutting and exporting timber for the
had induced the Government to

Calcutta market

throw open the forests under a code of rules

to private

Licences were given to cut timber to

enterprise.

a number of European and native speculators.
desire to profit

by the trade

The

in timber overruled all

considerations for the future.

The Maulmain timber

trade flourished; but the forests were rapidly destroyed.

By

1840 the mischief had become so serious

as to lead, in the ensuing year, to revision of the rules

^

of 1829.

appointed

;

I

^4 J a Superintendent of Forests

but in

1

was

846 Captain Guthrie, the Forest

Superintendent of that day, found that the rules

were

and, with the support of Captain
disregarded
Durand, the Commissioner, put in force certain measures
still

;

of repression.

These led to conflict between the ad-

ministration and the merchants.

Eesumption of the
which had been abused, and the substitution
of Government management for the licensing system,

licences

formed the policy of the Commissioner the Maulmain
merchants and the Calcutta press stormed against it.
;

Eventually it was disapproved by the Deputy Governor
in Calcutta, who, in the absence of Lord
Hardinge,
the Governor-General, then in the Punjab, was the
authority before

bert

Haddock

whom

the question came.

declared that it

Sir Her-

was not the intention

FOREST QUESTIONS
of the

Government to monopolize the

restrain the free trader, or to trench

grantees, or the lessees of forest lands.
first

forests, to

on the rights of
Mr. Colvin's

business -was to settle this forest question.

^e

1847

number

estimated

maining in the three

In

of teak trees still re-

forests is

shown in a

collec-

tion of papers relating to the Tenasserim forests,

published

by the Government

in 1862, to have been

as follows:

In the third section,

some

it

would seem that there were

lessees still in possession

;

but, speaking gene-

rally, the disposal of the trees in the last four sections

was the matter which awaited Mr. Colvin's

He

decision.

regarded the orders of the Calcutta Government

as disposing of the

first section,

which having been

denuded of timber had practically disposed of

itself.

Dr. Brandis (afterwards Sir Dietrich, and InspectorGeneral of Forests in India), in a Report, dated i85o,
says in this regard,

'

From this time

(1845)

^e history

of the Attaran forests began in a great measure to lose
its practical interest,

as regards the general welfare of
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Maulmain. The supply of teak timber from these forests
fell

to less than 1000 tons per

haying taken their place.

annum, other

forests

Mr. Colvin considered the

lapse of the greater part of the Attaran forests as &fait

He

accompli^ which could not be altered.'

proposed,

says Dr. Brandis, to retain for Government with one

exception the large forests on the Attaran, for which

no licences had yet been granted, and he arranged
that extensive plantations should be established for
the preservation of these forests, and for the renewal
of timber from time to time

removed from them. The

Attaran licence holders in section
to leave in possession

;

he was prepared

i

and of the unoccupied

forests

in section 2 to grant one lot to an European firm

which had applied

for

it,

reserving to

Government

the teak timber in the other lots of section
as the teak trees in sections
forests retained

and

3, 4,

as well

2,

5.

For the

under private licences he wished to

give long leases, recommending the cession in perpetuity to the licence holders of all locations occupied

by them.

He was aware

might possibly not think

that holders in perpetuity
it

worth while

to

plantations, or to provide for the growth of
trees,

which could return no value

after they

had been planted.

question was not whether

it

till

But in

was

form

young

eighty years
his eyes, the

desirable

to part

with these forest lands to private persons that was
a fait accompli the question was whether, having
;

parted with them, it was not better that the transfer
should be on the most sound terms.

SIR DIETRICH
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Perpetual leases were not approved by the Court
of Directors,

who

confirmed Mr. Colvin's other pro-

posals, as well as the plantation experiments,

and the

direct administration of all tracts in the three sections

reserved for Government.
years after Mr. Colvin

Dr. Brandis, writing twelve

had

left

the province in 1848,

and coinciding with his policy, proposed that while
other forests should be retained in direct manage-

a]l

ment, all forests in section 2 should, like those in
section

i,

be

made over

to private enterprise.

He

recommended that the holders of existing licences in
these forests should be called on to prove by their
terms exclusive right to teak or other timber.

wrote
1

He

:

India

is

not the country where the advantage of a provi-

dent management of forests
interests of a

is

generally understood

The

few persons only in this country reach beyond

a limited number of years; and this feeling of exclusive
regard for the interests immediately before them easily com-

municates

itself to

"We must,

parties.

public servants, as well as to private
therefore, expect that,

from time to time,

violent outcries will be raised in India against the adminis-

tration of forests

by the Government.

By

proposing to

leave the Attaran forests entirely in the hands of private
parties,

we

give fair play to the other side;

and can

after-

wards draw comparison between the results of both systems.
The Attaran forests, made over to private enterprise, will,
it is

hoped, prove the safety-valve for foiest administration

in India/
5

Dr. Brandis proposals were approved

vernment of India.

c

The

result

by the Go-

was/ he has kindly
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informed the writer, 'that no claims or

proved

the

to

satisfaction

of

titles

were

the Committee ap-

pointed to examine, within six months, the authenIf I do not mistake,
ticity of all permits or tithes.

very few claims were brought forward at all. The
fact was the Attaran forests had been exhausted, and

The

presented no further interest to the holders.

greater part of the Attaran forests lapsed to Govern-

ment, and they are
systematic manner.

now

being managed in a proper

5

But Mr. Colvin was not only the head of the execuGovernment in Tenasserim. He was also the

tive

chief judicial authority
this

and

local Court of Appeal.

In

union of judicial and executive functions in one

person, Tenasserim

what came

to be

was administered on the

known,

after the

lines of

annexation of the

In

Punjab in 1848, as the 'Non-Regulation' system.
attempting to

improve the procedure of the Courts

subordinate to him, in extending road communications,
in problems of land revenue assessment, in regulating
the

many

questions

which surrounded the

local

traffic, and in an occasional dispute with
neighbouring Burman authorities, Mr. Colvin found

timber

his

time fully occupied.

In the close of

while engaged in these labours, he was

by Lord Dalhousie

1848,

summoned

to Calcutta, to take his seat

on

the Bench of the Company's Chief Court of Appeal.

To him
come

;

summons was probably not unwelbut the Maulmain community, in an address

presented

the

to

him on

his

departure,

expressed in
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pleasant words their sense of regret at losing him.

Some

of their sentiments

may seem

to have been

than addressed to

winged

at his predecessor rather

himself.

They summed up his record in saying
had succeeded in his task of restoring order,

that he

satisfying conflicting interests, reconciling party feel-

and establishing a healthy system of adminisEven the section of the local press which
tration.
ings,

was in chronic opposition echoed the sentiments
of the address, and had nothing but genial words
as to

Mr. Colvin's

efforts to restore order

'

where he had found the

officers of

to fly at each other's throats

and where

c

on the

least occasion/

were distracted with

all

and peace

Government ready
contentions.'

c

Let us drop a mantle/ said the organ of opposition
'over the few faults that were discernible.'
The

mantle being duly dropped, in the last days of 1848
Mr. Colvin, followed
of

by good

Bengal and once more

The Bengal

wishes, crossed the

Bay

set foot in Calcutta.

was afterwards

public, it

said,

were

somewhat astounded to hear that Mr. Colvin had been
{

The objections
appointed a Judge of the Sadr Court.
to the appointment were many. With some, he had no
experience.

With

others, he

he had no knowledge

master

who

placed

him

had no temper.

of legal matters.

there seldom

in the selection of his agents/

the reputation

fcf

Again,

But the

made a mistake

The truth was that

the judicial branch of the Civil

Service in Bengal

had sunk below the

executive branch.

Ambitious and capable men found

level of the
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more openings for distinction in the administrative line.

The
is

always been the more popular. There
of action about it. Its duties are
freedom
greater
latter has

is
spent much on tour among the
can
be
The prizes
Sport
freely indulged in.
people.
are more considerable. When Mr. Colvin took his

more

varied.

Life

on the Calcutta Bench he brought with him little
experience of law beyond what he had gained at
Before he left it, less than five years
Maulmain
seat

later,

his

he had become, said Sir Charles Trevelyan in

Memoir of

so that it

his friend, 'facile princeps

was commonly

to be sometimes

;

so

much

said that the pleaders

had

reminded that they ought to address
The Calcutta Sadr

the Court and not Mr. Colvm.'

when he joined it had a questionable reputation.
Barristers who ventured across the Maidan from the
Supreme Court came back with strange

tales of the

quality of justice administered at Alipur;

quated procedure

;

of misuse of evidence

ments misapprehended.

;

of antiof argu-

Throughout his term of

office,

Mr. Colvin laboured successfully, not only to raise the

Court to the level which a Chief Court of Appeal
should occupy, but to improve the quality of all
Courts subordinate to

it.

He

especially

raising the character of the native bar

;

aimed at

and,

it is

to

be noted that in 1857, after his death, a meeting
held at Calcutta to do his memory honour was first

convened by a native pleader, Rdrnapersad R&o. The
value of a judge's work is to be found in his

judgments rather than in any record of administration.
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But testimony was borne to his judicial capacity at
the meeting referred to by two who were peculiarly
qualified to give

General,

and

by Mr. Eitchie, then AdvocateJames Colvile, afterwards Chief

it,

Sir

B&bu Eamapersad Bo had said that Mr.
Colvin had done more for the improvement of the

Justice.

l

East India Company's Courts, and for the administration of justice generally, than
3

Sir

gone before him.

any judge who had
James Colvile referred to his
Mr. Bitchie added

eminence in the Court.
'

To what has been stated by my learned friend Ramapersad

Rao, respecting Mr. Colvin's career in the Sadr Court,
I can bear most cordial and willing testimony
In that
to
Mr.
Colvin
with
characteristic
bear,
Court,
brought
energy and with signal success, his ripened faculties, upon
the improvement of the law, and the advancement of justice
a task new to him, but not the less vigorously performed.
During the first year of his career as a judge, he perhaps
leant, as

was natural to one new to the science of law, in-his
he thought prevalent, to rigoui

desire to correct a laxity

sometimes bordering on technicality, in the application

oi

the regulations according to the letter and the strict practice
of the Courts.

familiar with

But

it

was

to his

and master of

honour that

his subject,

after he

became

he rehaced his

steps

in that respect, cast off technicality, except for the legitimato

purpose of protecting the suitor from fraud or chicane, anc
administered the law of his Court, according to the sounc
principles of justice,

and

to the spirit rather than the

letter of the regulations so as to

of all impartial men.

command

men

the admiratioi

1

The years which he passed

on.

were possibly the happiest in his

the Calcutta Eencl
life.

He was

amonj
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valued friends, by

whom

his attachment

was

fully

reciprocated. His health in the moist Calcutta climate
gave him none of that anxiety which many feel his
;

wife and younger children were with him. His two
elder sons had come out from Haileybury, and had
entered the Indian Civil Service.

In Hastings House

at Alipur, he extended to all his

acquaintances a

wide and warm hospitality. His reading had made
him an excellent companion; and he delighted in
converse with the

"best

and

of those about

ablest

1842 he had been charged with no
At a bound, he had
duties adequate to his abilities.

him.

Since

made himself
the Bench

Company.

the

first,

almost the only authority on

of the chief Bengal Appellate Court of the

He must have

felt

that in recovering

and in securing for hima conspicuous position in it, he had vindicated

public respect for the Court,
self

His thoughts,

the reputation formed in earlier years.
doubtless, recurred often to old days

;

to Macaulay's

breakfast parties, to morning rides with Trevelyan,

and, most of

all,

to long hours spent within the walls

Government House, in the service of the kind chief,
whose sudden death on New Year's day, 1849, cast
of

a shadow over Mr. Colvin's return to the capital.

CHAPTER

VII

LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR, NOETH-WEST PROVINCES,

ON September 27, 1853, Mr. Thomason, Lieutenantand
Governor of the North- West Provinces, died
,

news reaching Calcutta,
Mr. Colvin was again picked out by Lord Dalhousie,
and selected as Mr. Thomason's successor. The ap-

within a few days of the

pointment was received with general approval. The
feeling found expression in the columns of one of the
leading newspapers,

when

said that

it

c

Mr. Colvin

meet those whose actions he goes to direct,
bearing with him the seal of the admiration of his

will

former associates in Calcutta.'
entertained
at the

him on October

Town Hall

;

first

entered

25, at

a cordial dinner

and a day or two

Calcutta for the last time,

he had

His brother civilians

it.

later

he

twenty-seven years

On November

3,

left

after

1853, ^ e

took charge at Benares of his new duties.
The North- West Provinces were not unfamiliar to

During 1838 and 1839, "when Lord Auckland
personally administered them, it has been seen that
him.

Mr. Colvin was in close and constant communication with Mr.

Thomason, then the Secretary to the
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Government at Agra. He had marched through
much of them; had learned not a little of their
circumstances and needs

;

had personally become

ac-

whom they were
and with
their
with
tenures,
inhabited,
agricultural
quainted with the various classes by

the character of their great
of the leading officers

;

and

cities.

to all his

He knew many
name and

ante-

cedents were familiar.

Since 1853 the limits and the jurisdiction of the

North-West Government have been greatly changed.
Subsequently to 1857, considerable tracts, which

up

to that date

had been under the Lieutenant-

Governor, were transferred to other administrations.

In 1876 Oudh was added to his charge
In 1853
the Province comprised fifty-one districts, with a
population of about 35,000,000, the majority being

Hindus, mixed with a large and powerful Musal-

man

element.

square miles,

an area of nearly 120,000
and numbered about 100,000 townIt occupied

ships or villages, contributing to the revenues of India
little

less

than

from a point on

Bombay

6,000,000

sterling.

It

extended

the Sutlej to the frontier of the

district of

KMndesh and from Nimach
;

in

the heart of the KajwSra States to the boundary of
Nepal.

In the superintendence of the judicial

the Lieutenant-Governor

was

assisted

affairs

by a Chief

Court of Appeal, corresponding to the Sadr Court of
Bengal in Calcutta, where Mr. Colvin had recently sat.

Be venue matters were administered under his authority
by a Land Kevenue Board. In

certain outlying tracts

NORTH-WEST PROVINCES
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by the
the Governor- General in Rajputfoia and

the land revenue administration

Agents to

exercised

Central India, in subordination to the Lieutenant-

Governor. The unit of administration was the District,

which was usually an area of I,TOO or 1,200 square
miles, presided over by an English 'Magistrate and
Collector,' answering to a French sous-prefet; the

whom

Prtfet being the 'Commissioner/ under

were

five or six districts.

grouped
Within the area of the North- West Province
comprised

in the sight of Hindus

is

most national and most sacred

all that is
;

much that reminds Muhamma-

dans of the past glories of the Mughal empire is to be
found also within its limits. In the south-east rise
the spires of the innumerable temples of Benares, the

bourne of every Hindu's
frequent pilgrimages.

known

desire,

Not

far

is

Prdg,

by its Muhammadan name of AllahaMd,
the junction of the Ganges, the Jumna,

better

situated at

and the fabled Saraswati, a spot
Benares

;

pilgrims.
ascetics,

little less

sacred than

and, like Benares, the desire of countless

In both
all

fraternities.

cities

swarm

the hierarchy of the

From west

flow the sacred Ganges and
its

and the goal of his

from Benares

to

devotees,

Hindu

east of

the

priests,

religious

Province

Jumna, issuing each from

couch of snows on glittering Himalayan peaks.

Muttra and Brinddban feed the flame of Hindu devoenshrining in their temples the figure of incarnate
and as Krishna,
Vishnu, known to man as
tion,

Rma

whose

victories live in the songs, as his

L

name

reigns
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Nor

to the

Muhammadan

instinct

with

heart- stirring

in the hearts of the people.
is

Province

the

less

To him the North- West Provinces, as
they existed in 1853, were identical with his own
Hindustan.' All the might of the Mughal had been

traditions.

c

centred in

were

its

The imperial cities of Delhi and Agra
To their Halls of Audience had flocked

it.

boast

from every Court in India;

suppliants

Turkoman from Central Asian
Persian of Isfahan

Nile

steppes

the swarthy

;

;

the

rude

the polished

Nubian from the

the pale Christian from across the further seas.

;

The royal palaces

Agra and Delhi were monuments
worthy of the proud dynasty which had erected them.
Within the walls of the Delhi fort a shadow of the
of

glories of his great house,

but yet a name to conjure

withlingered the aged Emperor. The Company
was a cold abstraction, towards which it was impossible that loyalty

heart of every

be

could

Muhammadan

despised and pensioned

felt.

But

in

to

the

India the

Upper
Mughal pleaded powerfully in

his obscurity.

The
little

races

which swarmcc* within the Province were

likely to be deaf either to priest or Emperor.

In the public
army, the

offices,

Brahman

in social

life,

in the ranks of the

asserted, and, indeed,

had been

encouraged by the Company in maintaining, his preeminence. The Rijput rivalled him in pride, and,
in audacity 3 surpassed him.

Eestless tribes of pre-

datory type crowded upon the land, at frequent feud

amongst themselves, and ever ready

for

collision

BRAHMAN AND EMPEROR
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Gujar, the Mewati, the

Rangar, the Ahir, were all elements of unrest, and
of upheaval.

Shekh, Sayyid, Mughal, Patha"n, tracing
where the Fatiha is

their origin from every country

recited, contrasted the daily drudgery of the plough
with the fortunes and the fabled successes of their

ancestors.

These, with their strong right hands, had

carved out the patrimony from which their children,
increasing numbers

in the sweat of their brow, in

wrung

a dwindling pittance.

Eemembrance of the

past embittered the actual hour.

From

the gates of

the crumbling fort,
now
hastened in the chill morning to pay homage in the

through which the Pathan

of the

camp

young Magistrate, had issued

at

dawn,

within men's memory, fierce horsemen of that race
who had swept the country from the Siwaliks to

Yet

Delhi.

these,

mencement

now

though in poverty, at

least retained

Others, not a few, who, at the com-

their lands.

of British rule,

had owned

found themselves ousted.

of dispossessed proprietors

changes of the
administration,

first

;

large estates,

The Province was

ful]

who, in the chances and

years of the Company's revenue

had been sold up in default of payhad been adjudged defective.

ment, or whose titles

The Punjab had been rigorously disarmed, after its
great national struggle. No such measure had been
adopted in the North- West, which had come piecemeal,

by

cession or

by

under the Company's

When,

conquest, at different epochs,

flag.

It

teemed with weapons.

in 1859, after the Mutinies, systematic dis-

L a
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armament was resorted

to, there

were given up to

the authorities 795 pieces of ordnance, 307,372
arms,

1,421,223

664,015

swords,

spears,

fire-

1,215,275

Even then it was
lethal weapons.
daggers and other
calculated that 1400,000 weapons of various kinds
remained unsurrendered. These were all in the hands
of the civil population throughout 1857

;

and

to

them

were added, during the disturbances, many fire-arms
and other weapons, the property of the Government.
For the

ten years, during Mr. Thomason's

last

had been noted for the
government, the Province
its land revenue administration. Its officers,
of
vigour
trained in the school of Bobert Merttins Bird, had

When the Punjab was
were made on the North-

achieved eminent success.
annexed, heavy

West.
selected,

Its best

drafts

men, in their several grades, were

and the Province was stripped

of its officers.

c

When,

of the flower

in 1849, the administration of

the Punjab was freshly formed under the Lawrences,

many of the best and most rising men under Thomason
were taken by Lord Dalhousie for the new Province.
In private

Montgomery he writes thus of
"
his departed henchmen
It has been a heavy tax.
Nineteen men of the best blood
I feel very weak
letters to

:

!

after so

the

'

much depletion

V

'

Good men were

left

;

but

had been poured into
the Punjab four years before Mr. Colvin took
charge
of it. When, a little later, the storm of the Mutinies
best blood' of the Province

broke upon him, that
1

loss,

though

it

may have

James Thomson, by Sir Richard
Temple, Bart

,

been

M.P., p. IOT.

DISTRIBUTION OF TROOPS
the vital gain of the one Province,

the other.

much

fatally felt in

The North- West was very weak
'

after so

depletion/

In the
bayonets.

Punjab, too, were

the

British

as

of the

military,

were in Lord Dalhousie's new Province.

Lieutenant-Governor

extreme

gathered

The flower of the

civil, service

A

was
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is

only a civil

efficiency is the last

In

official.

In their

cases, the military secure order.

word of the administration.

The

and native military

forces

distribution of the British

in April, 1857, three and a half years after Mr. Colvin

took charge, was as shown in Table A, p. 166, in
Oudh
the North-West, in Oudh, and in the Punjab.

was annexed

in 1856, and the year 1857

is

more con-

venient therefore than 1853 for the purpose of this

The

comparison.

figures are

taken from a return

furnished to Parliament in February, 1858

much

of the old

Dinpur

The sick are not

sick.

proportion of British to native troops in the

Punjab,
bers,

so

return does not discriminate

between European and native

The

and

Division as lay in Bengal

has been eliminated from them.
included, because the

;

13,421 to 43,904, was, in round

viz.

one to three

;

num-

in the North- West, with its 4,179

English and 41,410 native soldiers, one to ten; in
Oudh, where there were 993 English to 1 1,319 natives,
one to eleven.

On May

i

3

1893, the corresponding figures were as

shown in Table B.
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TABLE A

Comparative strength and distribution of British and Indian troops
in the North- West Provinces, Oudh, and Punjab, 1856.

TABLE B
Comparative strength and distribution in 1893 of troops specified
in Table A.
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The great arsenal of Delhi was in native hands.
The North- West army was confided to veteran commanders men of repute in their day, but now long
;

past the vigour of their prime.

During

and a half years of undisturbed
efforts were directed mainly to

his three

rule, Mr. Colvin's

three

points

improvement of the judiciary;
and the resettlement of the

the

reform in the police

Land Eevenue
his

own work,

;

of the Province.
it

became

to the great enterprise
predecessor's attention.
for

Before entering on

his first duty to set the seal
which had long engaged his
The Ganges Canal, schemes

which had as far back as 1838 been discussed

with Lord Auckland, and which was

first

planned by

Mr. Colvin's cousin, Colonel John Colvin of the Engineers, had been worked out and completed by Colonel

Cautley and Major Baker of the same corps. The
time had come in April, 1854, when the Canal was
It was hoped that Lord
to be formally opened.
Dalhousie would be able to preside at the ceremony.
But Lord Dalhousie had other affairs to attend to,

and the duty devolved on his lieutenant.
Much at which Mr. Colvin laboured during the
term of his Lieutenant-Governorship was cast into
the furnace of 1857.

From thence

it re-issued,

to be

beaten out by the hands of his successors, but to
take shape

much

as he

had designed

for

it.

His

aim was to strengthen the administration of the
Courts which, in the North- West Provinces even more

first

perhaps than in Bengal, had fallen into disesteem.
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The Revenue Department had absorbed all the most
capable men whom the Punjab had spared. The executive in India

is

apt at all times to be impatient of

the check exercised over

it

by

therefore of importance that the

such check

is

the Bench, and

men

it is

in -whose hands

placed should be up to the level of

Mr. Colvin found them to be other-

their business.

wise, and devoted his first efforts to strengthening
the judiciary. He would not advance to the higher

executive posts

the Bench.

men who had

not served their time on

He selected some of the

best

men whom he

could find in the Eevenue branch, and sought to
transfer them to the Sadr Court He deputed a judge

from that Court to
local

each

district,

and

to

remedy

Incompetent judges were removed.
competent but too rooted in their charges,

defects.

Officers,

were

visit

transferred.

He

tried especially to raise the

status of the lowest class of native civil judges,

to secure the better training of
judicial posts.

men

to

and

subordinate

fill

Anticipating one of the reforms which

was put into effect shortly after the Mutinies, he
asked from the Supreme Government the establish-

ment

of Small Cause Courts.

creation of the post of

Legal Remembrancer

He

arranged for the

Government Advocate and

Since that day, the Sadr has

been amalgamated in the North-West with a High
Court established under Royal Charter. Macaulay's
Penal Code, after
has become

kw.

many

years and

much

modification,

Admirable Codes of Criminal and

Civil Procedure have been enacted.

The tone and
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standard of the native judiciary has been steadily

The quality of justice has been sensibly
All, and more than all, that Mr. Colvin
improved.

raised.

worked

has been attained

for

;

but whatever has

been achieved has been on

lines similar to those

which in

Keport for 1855-6 he

his Administration

planned for observance.
So again, in the North- West Police Force, as

it

was reorganized in 1863, and as it now exists, aie
embodied many of the reforms for which Mr. Colvin

He

strove.

succeeded in reorganizing the staff of

and Sub-Inspectors, so as to reduce
the number of the lower and proportionately to in-

Police Inspectors

crease the

pay of the higher grades.

To

that end he

reduced considerably the number of Police stations,
bringing those that remained more easily under surveillance.

He

Eevenue

Officers,

subdivision,

invested the important class of native

as

who

are employed, each in his

Sub-Collectors

Collector of the District, with

own

under the English

some degree of autho-

and responsibility in Police matters. He established an official Police Gazette, in order to disseminate

rity

quickly over the Provinces the news of heinous crimes,

and to strengthen a
force.

He

feeling of solidarity

among

the

directed the distribution of Police duties

between the District Magistrate and his subordinates,
especially enforcing the personal responsibility of the

former in regard to the District Police administrameasures were taken against organized
tion.
Vigorous
Outlaws and professional gangs of robbers or
crime.
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of murderers, such for example as Thugs, were hunted

down with unwearying patience.

Registers of habitual

criminals were established in each district.

books

for the several

A

established.

members of the

small

number

were trained to

district

te
*

Police force were

of the force in each

use of firearms for the

purposes of escort and guard.
scribed for police stations,

Character

A

model was preaway from

so as to take

them

the character of enclosed buildings,

from

public observation,'

removed

and they were brought
Re-

into the immediate vicinity of the sub-district

venue

offices.

The mists of time have obscured the

much which

origin of

is

North-West

system, to

now

familiar, in their Police

district

officers,

probably imagine to date from

many

after the Mutinies.
to, all this

and which

some period

But, in the Report above referred

and more

will be found.

Road communications, elementary and higher education, jails, all the incidents of active internal ad-

ministration passed under Mr. Colvm's scrutiny

and

and

Those were not days of decentralization;

review.
it is

instructive to see that the sanction of the

Court of Directors had to be obtained before a branch
of the

Grand Trunk Road could be

Meerut to Riirki at a cost of
railway has in

Road

;

its

carried from

33,000.

and the great thoroughfare of 1855

become

obsolete.

keenest interest.

way was

Now

the

turn superseded the Grand Trunk
has, in 1894,

In railways Mr. Colvin took the
is now the East India Rail-

What

in course of construction.

We

find him, in

LAND REVENUE SETTLEMENTS
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855, advocating a line identical with that which,

known

to us as the

now

Oudh and Eohilkhand Railway,

and urging construction
of the railway which, by Baroda and Rjputana, at
present links Bombay with Agra and Delhi.

traverses the latter Province,

In India, as in other Eastern countries, the State
is, in theory, the landlord, and claims a share in the
In British India the theory has
soil.
been modified, in compliance with Western ideas.
The
But it has never been wholly abandoned.
produce of the

Government has conferred

(subject to

payment of

land revenue) proprietary possession on various
clashes occupying the soil, contenting itself with

its

The annual cash

claiming a share in the net rental.

value of such share
of thirty years,
e

~as

Settlements.'

at recurring terms

is

computed
by the process of what are known
The proportion of the Government

share has varied in different times and Provinces.

When Mr.

Colvin assumed

of thirty years

was

office,

expiring,

the last Settlement

and he had

to lay

down

rules for the valuation of the thirty ensuing years

annual

rental.

hitherto

The Government

of the North- West

had taken an annual share based on the

computed value of sixty-six per
assets.

1

He

cent, of the net rental

fixed the proportion to be in future taken

at fifty per cent. only.
of sixty-six per cent,

ceding period

Practically, the proportion

had been nominal.

At the

waste land not included in the estimate.
been since brought into cultivation

pre-

had been much

of valuation there

:

This had

and, during the
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thirty years' term, its yield

the proprietors

had become available to

who broke

it

In

up.

many

tracts

such lands had amounted to forty per cent, of the

whole cultivable area at the previous valuation; in
some cases to seventy per cent. Where the Govern-

ment share

of the rental assets ; in the absence of

a cultivable margin or for other causes, had really con3

tinued throughout the thirty years term at sixty-six

per cent, of the net rental, the burden had proved unbearable

had

Large reductions of the Government demand

in such cases been found necessary.

perty had been mortgaged or
cient cultivable

margin remained,

Much

In 1854, no

sold.

prosuffi-

to reduce, through-

out the Province, during the ensuing term of thirty
years, a nominal sixty-six to an effective lower figure.

Mr. Colvin decided that, in future, not more than half
the net rental should be claimed
as its share.

by the Government

Local cesses for schools, roads, and so on,

have increased the amount payable in one or another
form by the proprietor. The ultimate net income of
the proprietor from the land
cent of the net rental.

is

rarely above forty per

Though Mr.

Colvin's decision

has from time to time been assailed, experience has
confirmed its wisdom, and it continues the rule of
practice.

The note

of his administration

was

vigour.

Sir

Charles Trevelyan, in his paper in the Tvnies, says
that his secretaries,
of the

who

could scarcely keep abreast

work put upon them, complained

governed.

Being new

that he over-

to the Province, he

had

to

CHARACTER OF ADMINISTRATION
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aequiie a great deal with which, his predecessor, from
his youth,

had been

He

increased.

Hence correspondence
officers much
forming

familiar.

consulted his

;

them, for that purpose, into little groups, like

Coun-

Sir George Campbell, in his Memoirs, mentions
cils.
I found
having taken part in those deliberations.
C

him a very large-minded man, and it was a great
The Lieutenant- Goverpleasure to work with him.'
nor, for his part, quickly detected Mr.
abilities

Campbell's
a vacancy occurred early in

when

and,

;

1857, offered

him

Government.

It

the

post

of

was accepted;

Secretary to his
but the Mutinies

prevented Mr. Campbell, then in the Punjab, from
taking

The

it

up.

idle

or the incompetent

Mr. Colvin a hard man.

He

left

may have thought
the widest discretion

and gave the most unflagging support to those
he believed to deserve
of

all,

of

access,

it.

whom

Impartial to the claims

frank in personal address,

easy
in correspondence,

courteous

thoughtful of others,
unsparing of himself, he soon gained the confidence of
his subordinates in his new Province.
His tempera-

ment was
and
after

He liked to weigh, to examine,
not tardily, for he was prompt but

judicial.

to decide

due discussion.

Though grave and

rather stern

in demeanour, his natural kindliness of disposition
secured him the goodwill of his officers.

CHAPTER
THE MUTINIES

VIII

DEATH, 1857

:

IN the midst of these labours, the Mutinies of May,
He was
1857, fell upon the Lieutenant-Governor.
at Agra, alone, Mrs. Colvin
earlier in the year.

having gone to Europe

The three preceding summers

had been spent happily at Nairn Tal, in the Himalayas, and Mr. Colvin believed himself to have taken
on the condition that his summers should be

office

spent in the Hills.

Later, this understanding

tioned; and in 1857 he

was

to

was ques-

remain in the

plains.

His family went to Europe and at Agra, on May n,
the news of the outbreak at Meerut reached him.
;

It

has been seen what were the circumstances of

the Province of which, in 1853, he took charge ; and

what was
1857, in
dition

1856.

the English force that held

two

it.

In May,

important respects, its defensive con-

was even worse.

Oudh had been annexed

That Province was surrounded on three

in

sides

by the North- West. It was the chief recruiting
ground of the Sepoy army. It was seething with
suppressed rage, and ready to throw fuel fresh and
fresh on

any flame

lit

across its border.

All told,

there were not 1,000 British soldiers in Oudh.
in the

North-West the chief British

force, it

Again,
has been

ISOLATION OF AGRA
shown, was in the Meerut division.

was a regiment

At Meerut

of Queen's dragoons,

infantry, with one troop
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there

and of British

and one company of

artil-

These were sent at once to Delhi, to take part
The detachment at Cawnpur was locked

lery.

in the siege.

up in

its

own

The Dinapur and Saugor

defence.

detachments, insignificant in number, were distant

and

All that remained to Mr. Colvin

inaccessible.

wherewith

to

make head

at

Agra against 42,000 rebel

soldiers, were a battery of six guns, the drivers being

and a new and raw English regiment on the
Company's establishment, of 655 effective rank and

natives,

file.

Jekyll, in his letters, relates that the

of

Mayor

Oxford apologized to Charles II for omitting a royal
He had, he
salute when the king entered that city.
said, three

excuses

;

the

first,

that he had no cannon.

The king graciously dispensed with the other two.
unnecessary to dwell on reasons which prevented

It is

Mr. Colvin from making head against the Mutiny.
His first reason, like that of the Mayor of Oxford, was
sufficient.

He was

at once cut off

from

all

communication with

the Commander-in-Chief and with the Punjab.

endeavoured

to

utilise

the

He

Native Hindu States

around him, and to enlist their sympathies against
the Delhi Emperor. He made a bold use of their
troops and contingents.

On May

16 Lord Canning,

struck by the tone and substance of his telegrams,

'thanked him sincerely for

mirably done, and

all

that he had so ad-

for his stout heart/

On May

18
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he placed the belt of
martial law.
of Delhi.

He

districts

round Delhi under

strained every nerve to get touch

a few days he found that he

But, in

could obtain no news of what was

passing there.

On May

have

25

from Meerut

he writes
for a

messages through

to him,

The

week.

news

nothing

difficulty of getting

inconceivable.'

is

eighteen days after the

came

'we

that,

On May

29,

of the first outbreak

'not a line has reached me/ he tells

Lord Canning, 'from the Commander-in- Chief since

commencement

the

why

of the disturbances.'

is

shaken, and

run the risk of detection.

On

'is,

men

that

will not

the whole there

is

dispersed) no support to the
May 31 the two native regiments

police force being

Government.'
at

The reason

messages are not delivered/ he adds,

the belief in our power

(its

'

On

In a day or two the group of
such
as Aligarh, Muttra (whence
round Agra,

Agra are disarmed.

districts

his son Elliot narrowly escaped),

and Etah,

'are in

a blaze of riot and carnage.'

'Etawah has been reoccupied by the advance which
I directed of the Grenadier Kegirnent, Gwalior Contingent
Infantry, from Gwalior.

Mynpoory has saved

its

treasure,

prisoners, and recoids, by the determined energy of Mr. John
The country north of Meerut is at
Power, the Collector.
.

.

.

the mercy of the most daring and criminal. ... I wield but
the purest shadow of government/

Appeals for aid reached him from his
None could be given. District after district
ias

the phrase ran.

There were no troops, no

officers.
'

went/
police,

SIKH HOSTILITY TO SEPOY
no
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The whole country was armed and in
Then came news of massacres of men,

friends.

uproar.

women, and children. At Agra he had a large European and Eurasian population, and a great fort, with
an armoury, which

it

was necessary

to guard.

could not therefore spare a British soldier.

He

Every

weapon which he laid hold of snapped in his hand.
Native States and their contingents alike proved
broken

His powerlessness at the last overA week before he died he attri-

reeds.

whelmed

his spirit.

buted his mortal

to

illness

his

Enforced inaction at such a time

utter

was

impotence.

literally

death

to him.

Contrast between the course of affairs in the North-

West Provinces and in the Punjab is impossible,
because their circumstances were wholly dissimilar.
In the Punjab was a very considerable English army.
The Sikhs had but
The Province was disarmed.
recently been subjected to crushing defeat.

military and

civil officers in all India

disposal of the

Punjab Government.

hated the Sepoy, Hindu or

Mutiny was a Sepoy
'

September 14

(five

Tlie Sikhs

Delhi, and most of the

Sir John Lawrence

days after the eyes of
all

Our people being without arms has been

cause of our success.

the

revolt.

Mm whom he addressed had closed on
'

The Punjabi

Muhammadan, and

Our people being without arms/ wrote

to Mr. Colvin on

The best

were at the

eaithly tumults),

doubtless the

Muhammadans do

with His Imperial Majesty/

M

main

have a traditional hatred of
not sympathize
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Sir Kobert

had

Montgomery (Sir John's chief lieutenant)
an earlier date to Mr. Raikes, in a letter

written, at

before the present writer

'Our

with their

five rivers,

vantage, as

:

give us a great ad-

ferries,

no Purbea (Hindustani) can show his face with-

out being instantly seized. If a Sepoy deserter or mutineer,
he is tried on the spot, and hanged The Sikhs hate them, and
if a Eegiinent

them.

breaks and runs, the whole population

The Sepoys are strangers

is

in a stiange land.

after

They

have no sympathy from the people, and are not protected
or concealed/

Reverse these words, and

we have

the North- West.

Arms were

The Sepoy was in

his

him.

in every man's hands.

own home.

No

All favoured or feared him.

He numbered

were his brothers.
were not

800

British

the situation in

troops,

one questioned

The population

over 40,000.
all

told,

There

available

against him.

On
vin's

three points, closer inquiry

memory.

It

detect the true character of the
it

is

due to Mr. Col-

has been said that he failed to

Mutiny

till

had become apparent to others in high

long after

places.

He

has been reproached with the issue on May 35 of
a Proclamation, inviting Sepoys to surrender on terms

which Lord Canning compelled him to withdraw. He
has been charged with apathy in the conduct of affairs

Agra itself, with neglecting the provisioning of the
Fort, and with causing much loss of property by harsh

in

restrictions as to the

Fort, when

amount

to be taken into the

events drove the Christian population to

its
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Criticism has been directed to one or

shelter.

minor incidents which do not

two

any notice in

call for

these pages.

As
three

to the

point, it is

first

men on whom

beyond doubt that the

the storm broke, John Colvin,

John Lawrence, and Henry Lawrence, looked

to the

immediate attack upon Delhi, to nip the Mutiny in
the bud.
Unless Delhi and its magazine are recoSir John Lawrence on May 13 to the
wrote
vered,
c

5

'

Commander-in-Chief,
spread.

... By

the insurrection will assuredly

decisive measures at once

we

should

crush the mutineers, and give support to the wellaffected or timid.
Time in such matters seems to

On May

be everything/

l
33 Sir John

c

still

thinks

that no real resistance at Delhi will be attempted.

My impression

is

.

.

.

that on the approach of our troops

the mutineers will either disperse, or the people of the
city rise

and open

He

their gates/

even touches on

the measures of military reform to be taken later.

On May

37 Sir

2
Henry wrote

'

,

In a few weeks,

if

not days, unless Delhi be in the interim captured,
there will be one feeling throughout the army. .
.

Once Delhi

is

in our hands/

recaptured, the
C

A

game

victory at Delhi

.

again be

will

the secret of

is

wrote Mr. Colvin on the 35th. Two days
before, he had written to Mr. Mangles, Everything
all effect/

c

depends on the Commander-in-Chief s attack/
three counted
1

2

on

that,

life of Lord Lawrence,
Life of Sir

and on that

only.

by Bosworth. Smith, vol.

Henry Lawrence, vol.

ii.

p. 327.

ii

All

But of

pp. 15, 33.
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the three Provincial rulers one only, John Lawrence,

was

in communication with the Commander-in-Chief.

To Mr. Colvin and

Lawrence

Hemy

Sir

to

to

all

the North- West of Delhi was impenetrable silence.

On May
Sir

17 General

John Lawrence,

spect.

Even on May

had not found

it

Anson had already written to
telling him what was the protwelve days

29,

'an occasional line
sure of the

Delhi

till

30

Sir

Mr. Raikes, asks for

to

Henry Lawrence, writing

Mr. Colvin

seen, to get

On May

word from General Anson.

a

later,

we have

possible, as

The mea-

is taken.'

was the

the truth,

delay in learning

measure of the hopefulness of the Lawrences and
Mr. Colvin.
Sir John Lawrence learned it first of
the three;

but each as soon as

fathomed the

it

came to him

On May

situation.

29 (his fiftieth
from Lord Canning to

birthday), opening a

letter

General Anson, Mr.

Colvin

first

learned that the

From that day he
Lord Canning on that
date that the only course now before the Government
There is no more idea
is a cold-weather campaign.

attack on Delhi must be delayed.

had no

illusions.

He

tells

in his mind of a speedy end to the outbreak.

The second point on which comment
is

Mr. Colvin's Proclamation of

May

25.

is

necessary

On May

22

the Lieu tenant-Governor wrote to General Anson:
c

1

I would treat the Mutiny, on the part of

gaged in

it,

as a miserable delusion.

ringleaders I

would except

;

many

en-

Murderers and

but to the common herd

I would offer remission of this punishment through
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and on their laying down their arms/ This
have been the spirit of the policy which

also seems to

commended

itself to Sir

John Lawrence

'

to act at

;

once, to recall the disloyal to a sense of duty, to

assure the wavering, and to strike with effect against

those in revolt

V On May 2,4 the Lieutenant-Governor

wired to Lord Canning that he had received from him
a message for transmission to the Commander-inChief and to Sir John Lawrence.

The contents

message are not given in the Blue Book, but

of the
re-

it

ferred evidently to the treatment of mutineers.

Mr.

Colvin, in acknowledging the message to the GovernorGeneral, replied

'On

the

:

mode

of dealing with the mutineers I would

Such
strenuously oppose general severity towards all.
a course would, as we are unanimously convinced by a knowledge of the feeling of the people, acquired amongst

them

from a variety of sources, estrange the remainder of the
army. Hope, I am fiimly convinced, should be held out to
all

those

who were not

murder and

violence.

ringleaders or actively concerned in

Many

cause they could not get

aie in the rebels' ranks be-

away

:

many

certainly thought

were tricking them out of their caste.
menace would, I am persuaded, be wrong.
in-Cliicf fehould, in

above

my

line of policy.

A

we

tone of general

The Commauder-

view, be authorized to act

upon the

I have ventiued to detain the portion

of your message to the Commander-in-Clnef after the words

"speedily at Delhi".'

Lord Canning replied on May 25 that Mr. Colvin
had done right to stop the latter part of his message
1

Life of Lord

Lawtmce, by Boswoith Smith, vol

ii.

p. 22.
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Menaces are quite un-

to the Commander-in-Chief.

whom no severity could be too
man in arms resisting the Com-

necessary.

Those for

great are

every

mander-in-Chief

;

every

man who had

taken part in

the murder of an European officer or other person ;
a distinction should be
every ringleader ; generally,

drawn between regiments which murdered their
To men of the
officers and those which did not.
and hope of
instance
in
first
the
forbearance
latter,
'

they could show a claim to it, may be
extended/ A few hours before receiving Lord Can-

pardon,

if

ning's reply, Mr. Colvin sent to

test

of the following

that day issued.

Lord Canning the

Proclamation which he had

The event which

led to

it

was

the sudden mutiny of a contingent of Gwalior cavalry,
the only horse which he had at his disposal. The
incident proved to

him

that, if others

might be

dis-

suaded from following their example, no time must
be lost in addressing them. On May 2,5 he had heard
not a word from the Commander-in-Chief, and he
looked for the early recapture of Delhi.

by

this expectation,

those
(

he hoped to lessen the number of

who might be misled by

Soldiers

the mutiny leaders

:

engaged in the late disturbances, who are desirous

of going to their
at the nearest
quietly, shall

'Many

still

Animated

own homes, and who

Government

civil

give up their arms

or military post, and retire

be permitted to do so unmolested.
have "been driven into resistance

faithful soldiers

to Government only because they were in the ranks and
could not escape from them, and because

they really thought

their feelings of religion

and honour injured by the measures

PROCLAMATION OF MAY

This feeling was wholly a mistake, but

of Government.

acted on men's minds.

now

General
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25

A

ifc

Proclamation of the Governor-

issued is perfectly explicit,

and

will

remove

all

doubt on these points
Every evil-minded instigator in the
disturbance, and those guilty of heinous crimes against
private persons, shall be punished.

arms against the Government,
shall

known,

All those
after

this

who appear
notification

in
is

be treated as open enemies.'

The English text of

this Proclamation is obviously

Though Mr. Colvin daily expected
had not as yet fallen and an appeal

open to criticism.
Delhi to

fall, it

to the soldiery

;

seemed premature

to those

unacquainted
with his anticipations. The English version exempts
from pardon only evil-minded instigators and those

who had murdered private
who had murdered officers ?

persons

What

of those

This point was at once

where the paper was received
upon
with a howl of indignation. The press raved at it
in Calcutta,

seized

;

Lord Canning and his Council hastened

to

disavow

it.

Though approved in Upper India, in Calcutta it \yas
condemned. To none there does it seem to have
occurred that there might be misconception.
Colvin's

known

Mr.

character, his stout heart in the front

of unparalleled difficulties, might have led to hesitation in judging him.

Unfortunately, Lord Canning

had no personal knowledge of Mr. Colvin. Jedburgh
No explanation was asked
justice was dealt him.
for, or,

when

when

it

tendered,

was admitted.

Not

till later,

became known that Sir Henry Lawrence had

adopted the Proclamation, and that the English rendering was misleading, did misgivings and doubts as
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to the justice of the censure on

There

to Calcutta.

the Tarpeian.

is

From

him suggest themselves

but a step from the Capitol to
the eminence which in thirty

Mr. Colvin
years he had achieved,

fell

in

an instant

into discredit.

Lord Canning's objections to the text of the Proclamation, conveyed

were threefold.

by telegraph on

receipt of

it,

Only those guilty of heinous crimes

were exempted from amnesty
against private persons
hence men who had murdered their officers could
:

claim pardon

The burden

of proof

was thrown on

These again had no
power reserved them to detain for inquiry such soldiers as might give themselves up.

the

officers

of the

Government.

Mr. Colvin at once pointed out that the Proclamation was a Hindustani document addressed to
Hindustani soldiers.

The words

c

private

persons'

were expressed in the vernacular in teims which
every native would at once understand. Resistance
to

public

authority

was

distinguished

from

the

commission of acts against the lives or persons of
individuals.
The latter were declared by the Proclamation to be unpardonable.

would be condoned \
1

The vernacular version

men

fasad ke sarghanah

On
is

The former alone

the vernacular purport of

this

'

Siraf

wuh

log )o

hangdmah

wa

sardar the, aur wuh, jinhon ne nyaya
par kuch juram sangin kiye hon, albatta saza pawenge.' This, by
a Sepoy, would be read: Only those who in the disturbances have
taken a chief and leading part in mutiny, and those who have
'

committed any heinous crime against the people, will assuredly
be punished.' Soldiers who had killed their officers fell

directly

under the

first

exception.

LORD CANNING'S OBJECTIONS
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the Proclamation the Lientenant-Governor could not

There was no tetter authority in CalNo one in the
it, on such a point.

be gainsaid.

cutta, or out of

Provinces, where Hindustani

misunderstood

That

is

the vernacular, ever

enough proof of its truer
were
possible that proof is still wantmeaning,
The
version sent to Lord Canning, it will be
ing.
it.

is

if it

remembered, was but an English translation.

It

had

been drafted in the midst of a thousand distractions/

The English translation was incorbut the vernacular text was the real issue, and

Mr. Colvin said.
rect

;

that offered no loophole to guilty Sepoys

But what of the onus probandi, the absence of
any power of detention ? Mr. Colvin must have felt

when he read

those words,

General could have realized

moment

in

men were

Upper

India.

how

little

the Governor-

what was passing at that
It was not a time when

trusting their lives to points of law, but

defending them at the point of the bayonet. No
Sepoy would have ventured to give himself up who

was not prepared
tion.

Certainly,

to furnish proof

and

to face deten-

no guilty Sepoy would have risked

neck on the chance of escaping through the verbal
meshes of a Pioclamation. Such a fear could only
his

have found expression in a distant Council-Chamber,
uninformed as to local feeling. To those who were
in the midst of the mutinies, the idea

There are times

when an ounce

was unimaginable.

of local knowledge

worth a wagon-load of eminent capacity. Unfortunately, there was no one at hand to point out that
is
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whatever danger might threaten us in 1857 the fear
of Sepoys availing themselves of legal flaws in State

documents was not worth one moment's attention.

Minor points were taken, in addition to these two,
May 29. That letter, it may be

in a letter dated

hoped, was the

work

The tone

is

when the relative position
moment is remembered, one

of

of subordinates.

so recriminatory that,

the two

men

at the

Lord Canning saw

loth to believe that

it.

It

is

was

in that letter that the Proclamation

firstly objected

dealt with the military discipline of the Bengal

Army.

This was beyond the competence of the LieutenantGovernor.

The Governor-General should have been

referred to before its issue.

It

was a strange moment

in which to write of the military discipline of the

In a disciplinary sense the Bengal
There was

Bengal Army.

Army was

already a thing of the past.

a rabble at Delhi, and hurrying to Delhi, and a

wavering remnant still in its cantonments. A few
days later, on June 13, in the debate on what came
to

be

known

the Gagging Act, Lord Canning

as

c

himself spoke of

the

general disaffection of the

Bengal Army in the North- West Provinces/ What
remained of it, even in the end of May, was under -no
military discipline or restraint other than such as

chose to submit

who might

Mr. Colvin sought to detach any
him, from that disbanded and

to.

listen to

disordered host.

it

He

did not recall those

whom

he

addressed to the ranks, but dismissed them to their

homes.

The measure adopted was not a disciplinary

c
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was no longer any power of
maintaining discipline. Still less was it a military
manifesto for military authority was practically exthere

measure, for

:

was a measure of public security.
he was told, he should have wired

It

tinguished.

But in any

case,

for approval.

A reply would

in the letter of

May

have come, in ordinary
course of twenty-four or thirty-six hours. Twice
29 does the expression

'

ordinary

There was

no necessity for any
in
the name of wonder could
extreme haste/ When,
such necessity arise ? Many regiments had already
course'

occur.

revolted

;

from

others were momentarily expected to break

their ranks.

known

A

sudden act of mutiny was

Even

to have caused the Proclamation.

as

was penned, a detachment from one of the regiments in Agra itself was on the eve of revolt. When

it

Sir

John Lawrence 1 asked the Commander-in-Chief

to issue,

ing the

on

his

own

responsibility;

new cartridges

an order abolish'

altogether, he added, time does

not admit of a reference to the Governor-General.'
Pressed, as he conceived,

by time and

Mr. Colvin acted in the same
General's

telegram of

instructions issued

May

spirit.

circumstance,

The Governor-

15 (page i8a), and his

on July

31, enjoining clemency
and ordering individual inquiry, prove that it was
not Mr. Colvin's policy which was condemned but

his

meaning that was misunderstood. Men will differ
by which to decide in such a crisis

as to the standard
as to

how

;

far in similar circumstances
1

Life

qfLwd

Lawrence, vol

ii

a

p. 23

man

should
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take authority on himself. But on this point all
must agree, that if one standard is more inapplicable

than another by which to judge of acts done under
great pressure, it is the standard of ordinary course.'
'

The Proclamation remained without
soldiery

saw no authority but

no need of pardon.

fore

effect;

the

own, and there-

their

Neither to that, nor to the

Proclamation in very similar terms,

by which Lord

Canning superseded it, did a single Sepoy respond.
It was not
result, and one only, was achieved.
in the designs of the Government in Calcutta, but

One

especially in

Agra,

when
that

it

was of the

it

its

view of the

was none the

state of affairs existing at

less deplorable.
first

importance

At a moment
to

the State

chief representative in the revolted Province

should be upheld,

if

not by material, at least by moral

force, the Governor-General publicly abandoned him.

No

explanation no remonstrance, no appeal, could

From

induce Lord Canning to reconsider his decision.
that hour the Lieutenant-Governor

must not

rely

was aware that he

no matter what might be

culties, his dangers, or his local

knowledge

his diffi-

on the

support of the Governor-General.

Lord Canning disavowed Mr. Colvin's Proclamation ;
Sir

Henry Lawrence adopted

Oudh, Mr. Gubbins writes

'A copy

(p.

In his Mutinies in

it.

43)

:

of the Proclamation issued

by Mr.

Colvin, the

Lieutenant-Governor of Agia, promising immunity ftoni
punishment to all Sepoys not concerned in murderous
attacks upon Europeans,

now reached Lucknow,

Sir

Henry

PROCLAMATION ADOPTED IN OUDH
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Lawrence did not disapprove of it, and directed the Judicial
Commissioner to prepare and cause to be issued a notification

Oudh

throughout the Province of

holding out promises of

clemency not inferior to those promised
revolted Sepoys

who should

vin's Proclamation has
if

by

extended to the

Colvin to

just,

a]l

Mr. Col-

been mercilessly condemned;

condemnation so pronounced be

the

Mr

return to their duty.

it

and,

must be

more lenient Proclamation issued by Sir

still

Henry Lawrence/
Mr. GubbiDs

which they

c

adds,

(the

We
(

words

understood the meaning
private persons') were in-

So did

tended to convey.'

all

who

the language in which the paper

could understand

was

drafted, or

who

took the pains to have
interpreted.
Mr. Colvin's comments on it, written two months
it

on July

later,

'We

23, to

a brother,

may close

the matter

:

here understood the vast extent of the danger that

was opening on us, and the sincere and thorough delusion
that the mass of the Sepoys were in about the intentions of
the Government.

round.

Eegiments were beginning

To prevent the

fatal mischief

the wisest thing that could be done to
to be just, and to offer the

all

seemed

we

desired

to those not

who had been betrayed

by the insane apprehension about
or by the inability of getting away from them. That

the rebel ranks

religion,

those

that

way

it

spreading

mark

means of retreat

already desperately committed, and
into

to give

who had taken

a leading, or a deliberately malignant

part in the revolt would ever seek to take advantage of the
Notification

we knew

to be quite out of the question.

The

chance that seemed open through the Proclamation of escape
called forth the heavy censure at many distant points

But we, who were behind the

scene,

and knew the real
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spirit of the revolt; could not entertain sucli a supposition.

The attempt to separate the comparatively innocent, to appeal
through them to the feelings of the Eegiments yet in
obedience, seemed in my deliberate opinion, and still seems,
The Proclama-

the right and useful thing to do at that time.
tion -was simply

and

briefly worded, that it

stood by the soldiery for

was a chance
seize

it

last point

at

If ever there

and I tried to

first,

on which something must be said

the conduct of affairs in

of

was meant.

was

it.'

The
is

whom

of the kind, it

might be under-

action

presented

Agra

Three lines

itself.

The Lieutenant-

themselves.

Governor and

all the Christian community might
withdraw into the Fort and await events; or the

women and
the whole

children might be sent into the Fort

;

or

community might remain in their homes,

subject to adequate precautions against surprise.

By

a section of Mr. Colvin's advisers, the second course was

upon him. He decided on adopting
For a moment, on May 13, when thej>osition

violently pressed

the

last.

was in

its first

women and

obscurity, he thought of sending the

children into the Fort

;

on

but,

reflection,

he refused. The Fort was unprovisioned, and in every

His military

respect unprepared.
to be divided.

force

was too small

There was no mutinous force at hand

;

was no pressing risk. It was his duty to
show a resolute front. He had with him an English

therefore there

regiment, and could organize volunteers.

His

officers

in their Districts

were endeavouring to hold their

He would

not set the example of seeking
He could ensure at least the

posts.

safety behind walls.

POLICY IN AGRA
security of
to
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On May

Quarters.

22 he wrote

Lord Canning that he would decidedly oppose

himself to any proposal for throwing his European
In
force into the Fort, except in the last extremity.

Mr. Drummond, the Magistrate of Agra, he had a strong
man on whom he could rely to keep order. He gave

him uncompromising support

;

leaving

him

free in

the choice of his instruments, and in the execution
of his

measures.

Throughout

May and June

order

was maintained by the police. In the last days
of June, from June 26 onwards, when it was known

was approaching, women and
children were sent into the Fort.
By then it had

that a hostile force

been provisioned and made ready.
30 and July 4 the

On

July 5 the

rest of the

affair of

over

the police

all discipline

saw the
and

community

SMhganj took

British troops were repulsed

When

Between June

and

followed.

British beaten, they

dispersed.

The

place.

retired to the Fort.

threw

It could not

have

been anticipated that they would do otherwise. But
it was not till a
strong body of successful mutineers
threatened Agra that the shelter of the Fort

way

sought. The British community could then enter it
without dishonour, and remain in it without appre-

hension.

Incredible abuse was heaped on the LieutenantGovernor for adhering to his resolve. Those best
qualified to describe the storm which assailed him

have done
the subject

so,
is

in terms

which must be quoted. But
which any could wish to

not' one on
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Among

linger.

the

scenes of

many

heroism and

courage presented to us in India during
rests gladly elsewhere

eye

sheltered in the

Agra

visioned, unmolested.

happily,

by a

1857, the

than on the community

They were secure, proBut they were animated, un-

Port.

spirit of contention,

by unworthy

jealousies.

by party animosity,
These led to discreditable

wranglings with which readers of narratives of the

and which among the
pages recording the conduct of our countrymen and
countrywomen elsewhere in India, remain an unscenes at

Agra are familiar

;

pleasing blot

At

the

Council held on

first

May

IT,

Mr. Raikes

found the Lieutenant-Governor
c

already exposed to the rush of alarm, advice, suggestion,

and threat which went on increasing for nearly
two months,
he was driven broken-hearted into the Fort.'
exhortation,

till

He went

into the Fort for other reasons,

be explained

which

will

not broken-hearted, but driven in by

;

the success of a rebel force.
{

The flame

of

mutiny and rebellion was on every side, and
when unity above all things was reqmied

dissensions arose

to husband our remaining strength

V

I cannot look back without emotion on those troublous days,

Exhausted by want of sleep 2, worn with anxieties that few men
1

2

E

Mr.

1857

A. Keade's Natratwe of Events at Agra, from May

to

September,

Printed, not published.

His

rest

was almost hourly broken.

He had been known

to

pass forty-eight hours without opportunity of sleep It was doubtless in some such moment of exhaustion
the interview took
^hat
place, described at p. 67 of his Indian Mutiny, by Mr. Thornhill
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could sustain, Mr. Colvin's gentleness, forbearance, patience,

which I daily witnessed, weie little appreciated by those who
hailed down upon him their pettiness, ill-nature, and ignorance.
I can only say

which

my

-that

there are letters

reply would have been a

file

among

his papers to

of soldiers or police-

men

to put the writers under keeping.
Eesiding out of the
vortex of party clamour, I did not know at the time its fall
extent and rancour
'

Similar scenes were occurring at Lucknow.

'In

wisdom and sagacity/
spite of Sir Henry's well-known
1
'the extremity of the crisis
writes his biographer
,

caused

many

people to forget themselves ; and from
persons of whose obedience and support he

many

might have had reasonable expectation, he received
remonstrances against his line of policy. On June ia
3

Sir

Henry Lawrence wrote to Mr. Colvin that one of
had been almost insubordinately

his principal officers

urgent on him to disband certain native troops. The
fact is that in a great crisis, in which authority is
paralysed and fresh incidents are hourly brought to
notice, the most self-assertive, the alarmist, and the
excitable secure a brief pre-eminence.

met the storm
ance, patience/

have

their say.

dulgence to

He
He showed,

men who

was endangering the
The

because he

felt,

great in-

believed that his line of action

lives of their

wives and children.

lumoiirs which he repeats legaiding Mr. Colvm's health at
much in his narrative, were idle gossip. See p. 196

that time, like

of this Memoir.
1

Mr. Colvin

with 'gentleness, forbearhad his way, and he let others

in silence;

Life of Sir

E. Lawrencej

li.

348.
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He

conceived that honour and duty alike compelled

him

to adhere to his policy.

He

judged, rightly, that

May and June there was no urgent cause for
apprehension and he carried his purpose to the end.

in

;

Such

hy

success as attended

others for themselves

But

of every mishap.

it

;

it

was afterwards claimed

on him centred the burden

was

an example of restraint and

his business to set to all
self-control.

It

was not

a time for responsible Englishmen in India to be

putting one another 'under a file of soldiers.' He
never, even in his private letters, so much as mentioned the dissensions around him.

have

men who

it,

were not with him.

anxieties

As

fortune would

could have helped

him

in his

His private Secretary,

Lieutenant-Colonel Carmichael. of H.M.'s 3 and Regi-

ment, was on leave in the Hills
bell,

who was on

to join

him

as

;

way from

his

Secretary

to

and like Mr. Campthe Punjab in

his

May

Government, he

could not reach him through the intervening anarchy.

Among

those around

him were but few with whom

he was on terms of any intimacy.

As

early as

May

14 Colonel Glasford, R.E., had

been appointed Commandant of the Fort, and directions had been issued to lay in supplies and to organize

The task of seeing to the necessary accommodation for refugees, should it become necessary
its defence.

at a later hour,

A month

later,

was confided

on June

to Captain Nicholls.

14, Colonel Fraser, the

Chief

Engineer, reported (in a paper before the present writer)
that the defences were

'

sufficiently respectable.'

The
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command of the town and of the bridge of
boats over the Jumna was adequate. So were the accom-

military

modation

for servants, the sanitary arrangements, the

accommodation

water supply,
Four
months' provision for 2,500 Europeans and 1,500
natives will be completed in two days.
The number
'

for cattle, the

5

in the Fort, at a census taken on July 27,

was 3,531

Europeans and Eurasians, and 2,314 natives. For the
next fortnight the provisioning went on and when,
;

after the fight at Shaliganj

on July

munity had entered the Fort,
provisions had been laid in.

A

5,

the whole com-

at least six

months'

Committee was nominated somewhere about

June

20, consisting of Colonel Glasford, RE., Captain
Campbell, R.E V and Mr. Drurnmond, to regulate,
among other points, the terms of the admission of

private property, to
Fort.

accompany persons entering the
Orders issued in accordance with these recom-

ihendations, which,

from obvious considerations of

space and sanitation, were framed with stringency.
On June 26 these orders were relaxed, and discretion

was
hot,

left to

damp

The Agra

Colonel Glasford.

Overcrowding in the
space was limited.

season was apprehended
residents wished to

valued with them into the Fort

;

bring
;

all

that they

this to the

Com-

mittee and to the Lieutenant-Governor seemed inadmissible.

Afterwards,

when

cholera broke out

among

the crowded
refugees, the wisdom of the order became
evident.
But public records and private property

were

left

behind and looted, and discontent deepened.
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May and June had passed in these
On June 4 the current business of the
such as

it

was, was distributed

preparations,

Government,

by the Lieutenant-

Governor between Mr. Harington, Mr. Eeade, Mr.
Muir, and himself; Mr. Colvin reserving to himself,
says Mr. Reade,
'

'

the Foreign Department

The

of the station

loss of

and defence

Eohilkhand, the massacres

communication with Cawnpur,
culminated in the outbreak at Gwalior, and the flight
at Jhnsi, intercepted

Agra on June 15. About this time
Donald (then Captain) Stewart, starting on his
daring ride from Aligarh to Delhi, spent a few hours

of the residents to
Sir

in Agra.

among

He found

month passed

the

Mr. Colvin, he has told the writer,

all his anxieties,

sions.

On

;

calm

3

cool,

and

disorder without

:

cheerful.

So

within, dissen-

was approaching
Government House

July 2, as a rebel force

by the road on which the
ky, Mr. Colvin moved to the house of the General.
On July 3 he was threatened with apoplexy. For
directly

twenty-four hours, like Sir Henry Lawrence,
similarly struck

and

when

'worry, constant anxiety,

frame V he gave over the guidance
On the 4th he was carried
to a Committee.

his overtasked

of affairs

On

into the Fort.

So

down by

violent

the 5th he resumed his charge.

was the outcry in the excited community

now crowded into the Fort against
whom they chose to hold responsible

Mi*.

Drummond,

for the defection

of the Police and the loss of property, that
J

Life of SD

H>

Lceiwence,

n

341.

it

became
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inevitable, in the interests of order, to relieve

him

temporarily of his charge.

Mr. Colvin continued to do what he could to collect

and

to forward intelligence

and to communicate with

;

the Governor-General, and others.
that he wrote constantly,

some

ing to

letters at least

to the last the Calcutta

But

from reproaches.

refrain

His papers show

and at much length

trust-

;

passing safely through.
Government could not

seems to

It

have been

thought in Calcutta that Mr. Colvin could see from
Agra to Benares in June and July 1857, as clearly
as one glances from Government House across the

Maiddn

;

or that a letter could be sent from

Agra to

Calcutta as surely as from Chauringhi to Serampur.
full despatch,' he wrote to Lord Canning on July

1

A

goes on my supposed neglect in getting intelliIn that
gence and in sending communications.
'

30,

am certainly guiltless

matter I

;

"and I trust that

many
*

have been intermediately received
my
Thrice only does he allude to his health
once on
August 6 to Lord Canning once, a week before his
of

letters will

;

;

death,

on September 2, to Sir John Lawrence on
To Lord Canning
4, to Mr. Campbell.
letter with the words, My own health is,
;

September
he closes a
I fear,

'

much

To

shaken.'

you ask

my

Sir

John Lawrence he

writes,

If

lessness,

with such rotten agency as

for the

present

any

disease, it is the utter

good.'

we

power-

have, of doing

To Mr. Campbell he

writes in terms similar to those used to Lord Canning.
He has been blamed by an historian of the Mutinies
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for

He

watching every detail of public business.

would have served

his country better

by sparing him-

and leaving room in his mind for
views of State policy.' Here is a ship almost

self this labour,

larger

in the

power of mutineers. A few of the crew contend
The captain, isolated against his will, with

with them.

the aid of a handful of

hold against violence.
says this

men guards at least one strongHe would be better employed,

in entrusting defence to others,

critic,

leaving room in his

mind

and in

for larger views of seaman-

Such is the foolishness with
ship and navigation.
that turba Remi, which
men
are
when
which
assailed
follows f01 tune, forsakes them.

The end drew near.

On

September 9, says Sir
I have just received

George Campbell in his Memoirs,
a letter from Agra.

Mr. Colvin is certainly the kindest

and most considerate of men.'
September

[

*

This letter was dated

4.

'I thought you would be glad of the commission which
have officially given you to prepare the outline of a scheme

for

recasting tlie

administration

of

the

country in

all

This will be a fine field for maturing the results

branches.

your North-West Provinces and Punjab experiences.
TFhether I ( an co-operate with you as I would heartily desire
of

in the great

work

is

more than

seriously shaken, and we may

My health is very
have much to go through/

I can say.

still

These were probably the last words he ever dictated
he could not write). He had not now
(for latterly

'much

to go

entreated

him

through.'

The doctors had in vain

to give over his charge temporarily to

EXHAUSTED STRENGTH
others

He bad

must succumb.
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been told tbat unless be did

But be believed

it

bis

so,

be

to retain

duty
and be sank gradually under tbe burden.
Exhaustion, sleeplessness, an overtaxed inind, com-

bis trust,

bined with tbe strain of bis position, the grief which

be suffered from the
of so

many

of disease.

loss of his charge,

and the death

about him, prepared him. for the assaults
There was the sense of desert/ion by the
the burden

Supreme Government;

of controversy

He

seems to have foreseen
with his countrymen
his fate so far back as the close of July, though his
frequent letters throughout August and up to Sep-

tember

show no

4,

What
know. He

sign of mental weakness.

that long effort cost

him none

bore for two months

what he had

will ever

to go through, in

silence, making no complaint, carrying himself as
became his high position But on July 27, after

a careful review of the state of

Upper

India, so far as it

affairs

was known

thioughout

to him, he

tad

written to Mr. Mangles, Chairman of the Court of
Directors

my

c
:

I send

my

affectionate regards

I cannot shut

old friends.

probably before
bard has been

ine.

my

my

eyes to

to

what

all
is

have erred in any step,
and you will bear
position
If I

;

He perished, wrote one
lightly on my memory.'
who was at Agra with him, because, in spite of the
entreaties of his friends, be

would persist in continuous

mental labour, when his physical state demanded
1

complete repose
1

.

Raikes, Reiolt

He gave up his life for his country,
m ike North-West P ounces of India, p 68
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said another, as

much

as if he

had

fallen,

sword in

hand, on the battle-field \

His son

Elliot

was with him.

Of the

last sad

passed in the marble enclosure, occupied by
e

that terrace of the

the turbid Jumna,

little

He sank

published.

Vine Garden
record

'

days

him on

which overlooks

is left

which should be

gradually, quietly.

His thoughts

whom he had ever been held in
He was heard to murmur, in the

were with those by
loving reverence.

words of

own

he must not hope to see his
The end found him ready. He died, he

Virgil, that

again.

French (afterwards Bishop of Lahore), at
He had ever been a devout but
peace with all men.
said to Dr.

unassuming believer in the doctrines of Christianity.
In his last moments he turned with especial confidence
to the assurances of its great Apostle, in regard to the

promise of God, and to jshe hope therein centred, which
is an anchor of the soul, both sure and steadfast/

In the

first

of the three Psalms

which we read in

the morning service of the day on which he died,

compassed by his enemies, appeals for
deliverance to Jehovah. He has become a byword

Israel, straitly

among

the heathen.

His confusion

is

All the day long

daily before him.

third Psalm has

come

to a

close,

again swallowed up in victory.
Israel has not forsaken him.
cease.
1

Sir

1857

He
James

has broken the bow.
Colvile's

is

But

he

killed.

before the

Death has been

For the Strength of
He has made wars to

He

has knapped the

Speech at a public meeting held in Calcutta,

SERVICES UNRECOGNIZED

He

spear in sunder.
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has burned the chariots in the

fire.

In the latter half of September success smiled again

on the British arms in India.
the North- West Provinces

The

tide of events in

was turning, even as the

Lieutenant-Governor was carried to his grave.

He

Had he lived but a few days
But
have
heard
of the fall of Delhi.
he
would
longer
he
had
shared
confusion
of
his
the
countrymen,
though
died on September 9.

he was not to join in their triumph.
the rainy season in the

With

the end of

days of October, Nature,
in Upper India, relieved from the stress and languor
of heat, smiles again with an abundant harvest, and
}

first

her keeping the seed of the coming
spring crops. The cloud which had rested over the

receives into

land cleared

;

the sun shone with a more temperate

beam; there commenced that long era of repose,
still happily continues.
Success was garnered,

which

hope renewed.

In that hour death removed him.

Others entered into his labours, reaping where he had
planted.

Shortly after

him the old

order, too, passed

The East India Company gave way to the
away.
Crown. The book of its chronicles was closed.
His

Mr. Thomason, his prehad
not
been
decessor,
recognized by so-called honours.
But to be one of the class to which Mr. Thomason
services, like those of

and Mr. Colvin belong
It is because of such

is

men

in itself a rare distinction.
that British rule

able to the people of India.

is

accept-

Their lives and their

labours are built into the length and breadth of its
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foundations.

Unrecognized,

may

it

and

be,

little

honoured in England, their names are household words
in the greatest Province of her Empire.

They illustrate

in their persons the best traditions of the service,

the worthiest ambition of the country to which they

For

through such as they were that the
natives are convinced among much which is dark and
belong.

it is

discouraging, of the goodwill

and the honest purpose
The air is clearer

of their alien and unseen rulers.

where they have passed.
the dust.
Yet the legacy
in their character even

Their actions blossom in
of their lives is to be found

more than in the

tale of their

achievements.

When the news

of Mr. Colvin's death reached

Lord

Canning, he sat down, says Lady Canning \ and wrote
the notification which ensues

The recurrence three

times in those few lines of the

word

the haste with which,

the pressure of the

among

'

'

high

betrays

was composed. It indicates none
perhaps the more clearly, the idea

writer's labours, it

the less clearly,

which, in connexion with Mr. Colvin, predominated
in the

mind

of the Governor-General

1

It is the melancholy duty of the Eight Honourable the
Governoi-Geneial in Council to announce the death of the

Honouiable John Russell Colvin, the Lieutenant-Governor
of the North- West Provinces.
'

Worn

out by the unceasing anxieties and labours of his
which
placed him in the very front of the dangers by
charge,
which of late India has been threatened, health and strength
1
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and the Governor-General in Council has to

gave way;

deplore with sincere grief the loss of one of the most dis-

tinguished amongst the servants of the East India Company.
The death of Mr Colvin has occurred at a time when his ripe
experience, his high ability, and his untiring energy would
have been more than usually valuable to the State. But his
career did not close before he had won for himself a high

leputation in each of the various branches of administi ation
to which he

was

at different times attached; nor until lie

had been worthily selected to fill the highest post in Northern
India; and he leaves a name which not fiiends alone, but all

who have been

associated with,

ment, and

who may

all

him

in the duties of

Govern-

follow iu his path, will delight to

honour/

This Memoir

may

two

close with

brief extracts

showing the estimates formed of Mr. Colvin by men
who knew him in widely different spheres, but who

who spoke or wrote of
him may have been, by much personal intimacy. Mr.
Eitchie, the Advocate-General in Calcutta, who had
known him as a Judge in the Sadr Court, said of him
were not

biased, as others

at a public meeting held in his honour in the end

of

1

857.-

'While no man's measures have in this countiy caused
greater difference of opinion, or excited louder remonstrance

or opposition, no doubt

was ever

cast

upon the purity

motives, or the excellence of his character.

Lord Auckland,
success

in fair weather

and

aud triumph, and afterwaids

und &oiiow

as administrator of the

as the leading

mind

m

of his

As Secretary

in foul

to

at first in

defeat and difficulty

Tenassenm Provinces

in that great Coui t of Appeal to which

such frequent allusion has been made

as

Governor of the

JOHN RUSSELL COLVIN
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North-Western Provinces in days of peace and prosperity as
virtually their dictator in the hours of darkness and distress

which

followed,

and which are

supported or originated
freely

many

and warmly canvassed.

"but now passing away, he
measures which were most

No man more

than

he

spurned the spurious popularity which seeks to catch the
fleeting suffrages of the multitude; yet

no man ever came

out of so trying an ordeal with his personal honour more unsullied,

with his personal character

less assailed.

When he

he died lamented and respected by all ; and by none
more than by those by whom one of the last acts of his public
died,

had been most strongly, and, as many of us think for
scorn to flatter even the dead most justly

life

we would
'

opposed
(The reference is to the Proclamation of May 2g.)
*
In him the loyal natives of this country, the Government

and the

Civil Service,

have sustained a great and lasting

loss; and among the many distinguished men whom that
service has produced, though some may have surpassed him,

in this or that element of distinction, no

name

will stand

higher for unfailing constancy in the discharge of duty, for

unswerving integrity and desire to do right, for the bright
example which he set in the land, of a high-minded, upright,
Christian English gentleman, pious but unbigotted, zealous

but tolerant, firm but kind, just but merciful.'

Mr. Keade, whose narrative has been quoted, had

known Mr. Colvin

chiefly since

Lieutenant-Governor.
narrative
1

writes of

him thus

in his

:

On September

and

He

the latter became

toil that

9 he sank under the weight of anxieties

can be hardly appreciated,

Probably no public

our Indian annals was ever placed in a more trying
The principle of the policy he maintained, of
conjuncture.

officer in

resolute

defiance

at

the

seat of

Government, was indis-

MR.
putably sound; but
of means, though he

lie

E. A.

ened

READE
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in some respects in

t

used the means employed with marveHfltw-

ability.'

Keferring to his administration before Mutiny days

he adds

:

'He had not

the inestimable advantage of his eminent

predecessor (Thomason), in that practical knowledge of the

which can only be obtained by some years of close
personal intercourse and minute acquaintance with their

people,

feelings, habits, peculiarities,

and

traditions

;

and he did not

in consequence avail himself of a strength which, judiciously

managed, would have proved a powerful auxiliary. He pushed
perhaps to an extreme, his theory that the cupola, not the
be the conspicuous feature of Government;
pillars, should
but he set an example of insurpassable devotion to the public

His clear

service.

intellect

had put aside

his prepossessions

in favour of a mechanical system of administration to which

he had been long inured, but not suited to these Provinces
He was ardently seeking the development of their
(sic).
resources,

and the welfare of their communities.

The

State

has never had a more devoted public servant, the people,
a more earnest and liberal ruler/

Where our dead
buried
tains,

by her

rivers, in her forests,

on her roadsides.
a score of

Cawnpur
Agra

in India, they

fall

Fort,

Lucknow, Delhi, Ghazipur,

cities,

claim their dust.

where Mr. Colvin

raised over his remains

They are
among her mounlie.

rests,

In the

a monument was

by the pious care of a successor.

His tomb stands in conspicuous solitude before the
deserted Audience Hall of the Emperor Akbar. As we
linger

by

it,

our thoughts recur to the past.

We hear

JOHN RUSSELL COLVIN
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the waters rolling in upon the distant Scottish shore

;

the murmuring of pines on peaceful Simla hill-sides.

The

years glide on in pleasurable labour.

retirement are in view.
the land

is

smitten

May,
and anarchy; and

life is

Of a sudden, in

Eest and
that fatal

by a fiery blast of revolt
swallowed up in disaster.

Endeavour, success, and disappointment have found
in the grave their ending.

But the

spirit of

man

and the purpose of predehe was whose life has been traced in

survives imperishable;
cessors,

such as

these pages, animates the best of those

who

yet labour

in our Indian Empire.

The

chief subjects

which occupied public thought

in India in Mr. Colvin's time exist, little modified,

Time has strengthened apprehensions
the North- West frontier. But in 1894, as in

to this hour.
as to

1838, there is conflict of opinion as to the measures

necessary to defend
first

it

Indian statesmen of the

rank, Lord Metcalfe

foremost on the one side;

and Lord Lawrence, are
eminent English states-

Palmerston, Lord Beaconsfield, on the
One party hold that a policy of active de-

men, Lord
other.

fiance is

inseparable from a policy of aggression,

and point to 1838 and 1878; the other asserts that
passive expectation, however completely forewarned
and forearmed, must end in unquestionable defeat.
There are some in England who think, with Lord
Palmerston, that the defence of India
5

is

'

entirely

an

In India are many who, if this is
Indian question.
to be so, regard the risks from internal discontent

1838, 1857,

AND 1894
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consequent on increasing taxation, as greater than

But these are not pages in which

those of invasion.

the question can be discussed.

Progress through order

To the

administration.

Everywhere the eye

the

maxim

of Indian

superficial observer the dis-

may seem

order of 1857

is

rests

impossible of recurrence.

now upon

railways, tele-

news-

graphs, schools, municipalities, district boards,
papers, English education.

It is

what

not rest upon, however, which in

all

the eye does

organisms

is

Fanaticism, bigotry, poverty in high places,
the pride of ancestry, the pretensions of caste, love
vital.

of change, lust of adventure, that Bacchic fury

which

out so unaccountably in the East, slumber
beneath
the sprinkling of Western soil. To
lightly
blazes

these, British rule has

added new elements of com-

groupings of bodies, more active in-

plication, fresh

terchange of native opinion, wider combination, growThe art
ing knowledge, the germs of strange

hopes

of British government in India has hitherto been not
to destroy, but to correct, Eastern

methods of ad-

by applying to them the discipline of the
Western mind. Now, it is the
indisciplined Eastern

ministration

mind which is to introduce into India Western methods
of administration.
terest,

and,

it is

The experiment

will prove of in-

earnestly to be hoped, of value.

the lesson of 1857 must aot be
forgotten.
ever may be hazarded with the educated
the real India

is to

But

Whatminority,

be found only in the masses of

her ignorant millions.

To govern

this

real

India

JOHN RUSSELL COLVIN
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but in
full view
authority and justice should be in
the
are
These
force.
reserve must be ample
only
methods which, under their own rulers, the masses
;

in that

country have ever respected

the desire of the British

adopt any

other

Qo^rnment,

;

nor,

even at

will they readily
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RULERS OP INDIA:
TEE CLARENDON PRESS SERIES OF INDIAN
HISTORICAL RETROSPECTS.
Edited by SIR W. W. HUNTER, K.C.S.I., C.I.E.
Price 28. 6d. each

The
I.

following volumes have been arranged for

up to June, 1894
and the Rise of the Mughal Empire, by COLONEL
MALLESON, O.S I Author of A History of the Indian Mutiny;
The Hutory of Afghanistan; Herat, &c. [Published.] Fourth

AKBAR

:

,

thousand.
II.

ALBUQUERQUE:

and the Early Portuguese Settlements in
MORSE STEPHENS, Esq ,
Balhol College,
India, by
,
Lecturer on Indian History at Cambridge, Author of The
French Reiolution; The Story of Portugal, $c. [Published.]

MA

H

III.

AURANGZfB:

IV.

MADHAVA RAO SINDHIA

and the Decay of the Mughal Empwe, by
STANLEY LANE POOLE, Esq , B A , Author of The Co^ns of
the Mughal Emperors , The Life of Stratford Canning ,
Catalogue of Indian Coins in the British Museum, &c.
[Published]

V.

and

the

Hindu Reconquest of

LORD

by COLONEL MALLESON, C.S

VI.

.-

H. G. KEENE,

Esq., M.A., C.I E., Author of The
Moghul Empire, &c. [Published.]
CLI VE. and the Establishment of the English in India,

India, by

I.

DUPLEIX:

[Published.]

and the Struggle for India ty the European
Nations, by COLONEL MALLESON, C.S I, Author of The
History of the French in India, &c. [Published.] Fourth
thousand.

VII.

WARREN HASTINGS:
Administration,

under
VIII.

and the Founding of the British
by CAPTAIN L. J. TROTTER, Author of India

Victoria, &c.

[Published.]
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THE MARQUESS CORNWALLIS:
Rule, by W.

tion of British

S.

and the ConsolidaSETON-KARR, Esq sometime
,

Foreign Secretary to the Government of India, Author of
Selections from the Calcutta Gazettes, 3 vols (1784-1805).
[Published

IX.

]

Third thousand.

HAIDAR ALfAND TIPtf SULTAN

and the Struggle mth
Muhammadan Powers of the South, by LEWIN BENTHAM
Bo WRING, Esq C S I., sometime Private Secretary to the

the

,

Viceroy (Lord Canning) and Chief Commissioner of Mysore.
Author of Eastern Experiences. [Published.]

X.

THE MARQUESS WJELLESLEY

and the Development of
Company into the Supreme Power ^n India, by the Kev.
W. H. EUTTON, MA., Fellow and Tutor of St. John's

the

XL

CoUege, Oxford.

[Published.]

THIS MARQUESS OF HASTINGS- and the Mnal Overthrow
of the Mardtha Power, by MAJOR Boss OF BLADENSBURG,
C.B., Coldstream Guards F.E G-.S.
[Published ]
;

XII.

MOUNTSTUART ELPHINSTONE

.

and

the

M

MaUng

of

South-Western India, by J. S COTTON, Esq
A., formerly
Fellow of Queen's College, Oxford, Author of The Decennial
Statement of the Moral and Material Progress and Condition
of India, presented to Parliament ( 1 885) , &c. [Published.]
,
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THOMAS MVNRO: and the British Settlement of the
Madras Presidency, by JOHN BRADSHAW, Esq., M.A LL D.,

XIII. SIR

,

XIV.

[Published ]
Inspector of Schools, Madras.
and the British Advance eastwards
from
to Surma, chiefly
unpublished papers of the Amherst
family, by Mis. ANNE THACKERAY RITCHIE, Author of

EARL AMHEEST:
Old Kensington,

&c., assisted

by RICHARDSON EVANS, Esq.

[Published.]

XV. LORD WILLIAM BENFINCK: and the Company as a
Governing and Non-ti admg Power, by DEMETRIUS BOULGER,
Esq Author of England and Russia in Central Asia
,

History of China, &c.

.

The

[Published.]
and the Fhst

XVI EARL OF AUCKLAND:

Afghan War, by
CAPTAIN L. J TBOTTER, Author of India wider Victoi ia, &c
[Published.]

XVII. VI8CO UNTHAKDINGE : and

the Adiavce of the British
Dominions into the Punjal, by his Son and Pnvate Secretary,
the Right Hon. VISCOUNT HARDINGE
[Published ] Third
thousand
XVIII. MAN JIT SINGH: and the Sikh Earner between our Growing
C S L,
Empite and Central Asia, by SIR LEPEL GRIFFIN,
Author of The Punj ab Chief*, dc. [Published ] Third thousand.

K

XIX.

BUS SELL COLVIN:

the last Lieutenant- Goiernoi of the

North- Western Provinces wider the Company, by his son
C S.I., late Lieuteuant-Governor of
SIR AUCKLAND COLVIN,
the Noith- Western Provinces
[Just Published.]
TEE MARQUESS OF DALHOUSIE.
and the Final
1
* .Me,
the
Development of
Company
by SIB WILLIAM WILSON
CSI
HUNTEK,
[Published ] Seventh thousand.

K

XX

K

,

MA

XXLCiZD-E AND STEATHNAIEN

:

and

the Suppression of

by MAJOR-GENERAL SIR OWEN TUDOR
BURNE, K.C S I., sometime Military Secretary to the Commander-in-Chief in India. [Published ] Third thousand
XXII.JR4JRL CANNING, and the Tiansfer of India from the
Company to the Crown, by SIR HENRY S. CUNNINGHAM,
C.I E M.A., Author of British, India and its Rulers, &c.
the

Great

K

fievolt,

,

[Published.]

Thud

thousand.

XXIII. L ORD LA W&ENCE and the Reconsti uctwn of India under
the Crown, by Sin CHARLES UMPHERSTON AITOHISON, K C S I.,
LL D , foimeily Foieign Secretary to the Government of India,

XXIV.

and late Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab. Third thousand.
and the Consolidation of the
Queen's Rule in India, by SIR WILLIAM WILSON HUNTER,
C.S.I , M.A LL D.
[Published.] Thud thousand

TEE EARL OF MAYO:

K

,

SUPPLEMENTARY VOLUMES.

XXV. A JSSIEF HISTORY OF
by SIR

THE INDIAN PEOPLES,

WILLIAM WILSON HUNTER, KC.SI.

Edition, Sofch thousand.

Price

35.

6d

Twentieth

[Published.]

XXVI. JAMES THOMAS ON : and the JBntish Settlement of NorthWestern India,l>j SIR RICHARD TEMPLE, Bait., M.P formerly
,

Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, and Governor of
Price 3$. 6rf. [Published ]

Bombay

of t&e
ON

SIR WILLIAM HUNTER'S 'DALHOUSIE.'
An inteiesting and exceedingly loadable volume .... Sir William
Hunter has produced a valuable woik about an impoitant epoch, in
English history in India, and he has given us a pleasing insight into
the character of a remarkable Englishman. The "Rulers ot India"
series, which he has initiated, thus makes a successful beginning in his
hands with one who ranks among the greatest of the great names which
The Times.
will be associated with the subject
'

'

'To no one

the credit for the improved condition of public intelligence [regarding India] more due than to Sir William Hunter. From
the beginning ot his career as an Indian Civilian he has devoted a rare
literary faculty to the task of enlightening his countrymen on the subject
of England's greatest dependency. ... By inspiring a small army of
is

own spn it, by inducing them to conform to his
own method, and shaping a huge agglomeration of facts into a lucid and

fellow-labourers with his
intelligible system, Sii

W

Hunter has

bi

ought India and

its

innumer-

able interests within the pale of achievable knowledge, and has given
definite shape to the truths which its history establishes and the
problems which it suggests. . . . Such contributions to liteiature are apt to
be taken as a matter of course, because their highest merit is to conceal
the labour, and skill, and knowledge involved in their production ; but
they raise the whole level of public intelligence, and geneiate an
atmosphere in which the baleful influences of folly, ignorance, prejudice,

and presumption dwindle and

disappear.'

Saturday Jtem&to

'Admirably calculated to impart in a concise and agreeable form a clear
Economist.
general outline of the history of our great Indian Empire
*
A skilful and most atti active picture . . . The author has made good
use of public and private documents, and has enjoyed the privilege of
His little work is,
being aided by the deceased statesman's family
consequently, a valuable contribution to modern history.' Academy
1
should
command
a
The book
wide circle of readers, not only for its
author's sake and that of its subject, but partly at least on account of
the very attractive way in which it has been published at the moderate
'

But it is, of course, by its intrinsic merits alonp
price ot half-a-crown.
And those ments are
that a work of this nature should be judged

A

writer whose thorough mastery of all
everywhere conspicuous. ...
Indian subjects has been acquiied by years of practical experience and
5

The Athenaum.

patient research.

Never have we been so much impressed by the great literary abilities
Huntei as we have been by the perusal of "The Marquess
The knowledge displayed by the writer of the motives
of Dalhousie."
'

of Sir William

.

.

.

of Lord Dalhousie's action, of the inner working of Ins mind, is so complete, that Lord Dalhousie himself, were he living, could not state them

more

cleaily.

.

.

.

Kir

William Hunter's style

is

so clear, his language

and yet so

simple, conveying the impressions he wishes so perspicuously that they cannot but be understood, that the work must have
a place in every library, in every home, we might say indeed every
so vivid,

Evening Neus
*
Sir William Hunter has written an admirable little volume on
n
" The
"
Marquess of Dalhousie for his series of the Eulers of India."
It can be read at a sitting, yet its references
expressed or implied.
The Daily Newt.
suggest the study and observation of half a life-time.'

cottage.*

P

of tbe

SIR WILLIAM HUNTER'S 'LORD MAYO.'
'
Sir William W. Hunter has contributed a brief but admirable
"
biography of the Earl of Mayo to the series entitled ' Rulers of India,"
edited by himself (Oxford, at the Clarendon Press)
The Tims
'In telling this story in the monograph before us, Sii William
Hunter h.is combined his well-known literary skill with an earnest
sympathy and fulness of knowledge which are worthy of all commenda. . The world is indebted to the author for a fit and
tion.
attractive
The Academy.
record of what was eminently a noble life.'
'
The sketch of The Man is full of inteiest, drawn as it is with complete sympathy, understanding, and appreciation. But more valuable
No one can show so well and
is the account of his administration.
cleaily as Sir William Hunter does what the policy of Lord Mayo conto
Indian
of
the
the making
tributed
Empire of to-day.* The Scotsman.
c
Sir William Himter has given us a monograph in which there is a
happy combination of the essay and the biography. We are presented
with the mam features of Lord MAVO'S administration unencumbeied
with tedious details which would interest none but the most official of
.

Anglo-Indians while in the biography the'
a life-like poi trait
not analytically, but
,

m

'

The

story of his

life

Sir

man

is brought before us,
Vanity Fail.
Hunter tells in well-chosen language
Hunter is in sympathy with
Sir W.

WW

W

and manly.
his subject, and does full justice to Mayo'a strong, genuine nature.
Without exaggeiation and in a direct, unaffected style, as befits his
7
The
theme, he brings the man and his work vividly before us.
clear, succinct,

Glasgow Herald.
'
All the knowledge acquired by personal association, familiarity with
administrative details of the Indian Government, and a strong grasp of
the vast problems to be dealt with, is utilised in this presentation of
Lord Mayo's personality and career. Sir W. Hunter, however, never
overloads his pages, and the outlines of the sketch are clear and firm.'
The Manchester Express.
" Rulers of India*1
*This is another of the
series, and it will be hard
Sir William Hunter's perception and ezpiession are here at
to beat. .
The Pall Mall Gazette.
their very best
*The latest addition to the "Rulers of India" series yields to none of
.

'

predecessors in attractiveness, vigour, and aitistic portraiture. . . .
final chapter must either be copied verbally and literally
which
the space at our disposal will not permit or be left to the sorrowful

its

The

perusal of the reader. The man is not to be envied who can read it with
dry eyes 'Allevt'b Indian Mail
*The little volume which has just been brought out is a study of Lord
Mayo's careei by one who knew all about it and was in full sympathy
with it ... Some of these chapters are full of spirit and fire. The
closing passages, the picture of the Viceioy's assassination, cannot fail

We know what is going to
to make any reader hold his bieatli.
happen, but we are thrilled as if we did not know it, and were still
held
suspense. The event itself was so terribly tragic that any

m

But in this
oidmary description might seem feeble and laggard.
volume we are made to feel as we must have felt if we had been on
"
the spot and seen the murderer " fastened like a tiger on the back of
the Viceroy.' Daily News, Leading Article.

pinions of t&e

MR.W.S.SETON-KARR'S'CORNWALLIS.'
This new volume of the " Rulers of India " series keeps up to the
"
high standard set by the author of The Marquess of Dalhousie." For
dealing with the salient passages in Lord Cornwailis's Indian career no
one could have been better qualified than the whilom foreign secretary
'
to Lord Lawrence
The Athenaum.
Lord Cornwalhs has been very properly included in the list of those
"Rulers of India" whose biographies are calculated to illustrate the
past growth and present development of the English administration
that country. His name is connected with several great measures,
which more, perhaps, than any others have given a special colour to our
rule, have influenced the course of subsequent legislation, and have made
1

'

m

the Civil Service what it at present is. He completed the administrative
fabric of which
en Hastings, in the midst of unexampled difficulties
and vicissitudes, had laid the foundation.' The Saturday Review.
"We hope that the volumes on the " Rulers of India " which are
being published by the Clarendon Press are carefully read by a large
section of the public. There is a dense wall of ignorance still standing
between the average Englishman and the greatest dependency of the

Wan

'

although we can scarcely hope to see it broken down altogether,
some of these admirable biographies cannot fail to lower it a little.
.
Mr. Seton-Karr has succeeded in the task, and he has not only presented a large mass of information, but he has brought it together in an
. We
attractive form.
strongly recommend the book to all who wish
to enlarge the area of their knowledge with reference to India.' New
York Herald
'The "Ruleis of India" series. This outcome of the Clarendon
Press giows in value as it proceeds. The account of Cornwallis is from
the pen of Mr
Seton-Karr, who was formerly Foi eign Secretary to
the Government of India, and whose acquaintance with Eastern aftairs
has been of obvious service to him in the compilation of this useful
manual 'The Globe.
One might almost say that the history of our great Indian Empire
"
might be read with comparative ease in the excellent Rulers of India
Series," published at the Clarendon Press at Oxford. ... Of Cornwallis
it might be said he transformed the E.ist India Company's servants
from merchants to administrators, and determined to place them above
jobbery, which he despised/^!T/4e Independent.
We have already expressed our sen&e of the value and timeliness of

Crown

;

.

.

.

W

1

the series of Indian historical retrospects now issuing, under the editorship of Sir W. W. Hunter, from the Clarendon Press. It is somewhat
less, than fair to say of Mr Seton-Karr's monograph upon Cornwallis
that it reaches the high standard of literary workmanship which that
series has maintained . . . Hi? accurate and lucid summary of the necessities which dictated Cornwallis'b policy, and the methods by which he
initiated and, to a great extent, effected, the transformation of our rule
in India from the lines of an Oriental despotism to those with which we
are

now

familiar, is as attractive as it is instructive.'

World.
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OKT

IES, THACKERAY EITCHIE'S AID

ME. EICHAEDSOI EYAIS'

'LORD AMHEKST.'
4

The

Burmese Wai,

story of the

its

with excellent clearness and directness

causes and

its issues, is le-told

'Saturday Rewew.

'Peihaps the brightest volume in the valuable series to which it
" The
. . The
English in India in Lord Ainher&t's
chapter on
"
Governor-Generalship should be studied by those who wish to undei

belongs.

stand

how

the country was governed in 1824.'

Quart&ly

Revieto.

e

Mrs. Ritchie and Mr. Evans aie to be congi atulated upon having
written between them a readable and useful biography and sketch of
Indian histoiy at the time, without which the
'

Army and Navy

very deficient

'There

not

is

single dull

a,

series

would have been

Gazette.

page in this luminous and suggestive

sketch of an important transitional period in the wonderful story of the

English Mail.

British in Asia.'

is

'There aie some charming pictures of social life, and the whole book
good reading, and is a record of patience, skill and daring. The

public should read

*

that

it

may be
'

chary of destroying what has been
National Observer.

Pleasantly written and instructive as

with interest by
'

it,

and bravely acquired

so toilsomely

The authors

all

who take

of his life

it up.'

have done

his country well in difficult times,

'The volume
of which
'

The

picture

it

is

woithy

forms part.'

justice to a proconsul

draws of

'The book
account of the

will

life

'

who

served

World.

of a deeply interesting period.'

to join its predecessors in the

Standard

admirable

series

Morning Post.

chief atti action of the
it

the book will be read

and have written a page of history

m a way that leaves nothing to be desired
'An animated narrative

it is,

Scotsman.

volume

lies in

the delightfully vivid

in India early in the century.'

Yoikskire Post.

be ranked among the best in the senes, both on

literal

y

skill

shown

in its composition

and by reason

of

the exceptional interest of the material to which the authors have had
access.'

St.

Jamei>$ Gazette.

Opinions of t&e
OH

COLONEL MALLESON'S 'DUPLEIX.'
1

In the character of Dupleix there was the element of greatness
that contact with India seems to have generated in so many European
minds, French as well as English, and a broad capacity for government, which, if suffered to have full play, might have ended in giving
the whole of Southern India to Prance. Even as it was, Colonel
Malleson shows

how narrowly

the prize slipped from French grasp.
just in tune to save the

In 1783 the Treaty of Versailles arrived
British power fiom extinction.'
Times.

*
One of the best of Sir W. Hunter's interesting and valuable series.
Colonel Malleson writes out of the fulness of familiarity, moving with
ease over a field which he had long ago surveyed in every nook and
corner. To do a small book as well as this on Dupleix has been done,

be recognised by competent judges as no small achievement.
one considers the bulk of the material out of which the little
volume has been distilled, one can still better appreciate the labour

will

When

and dexterity involved in the performance.'

A

1

little

Academy.

most compact and effective history of the French in India in a
handbook of 180 pages.' Nonconformist.

Well arranged, lucid and eminently readable, an excellent addition
most useful series.* Record.

1

to a

COLONEL MALLESON'S 'AEBAR.'
Colonel Malleson's interesting monograph on Akbar in the "Rulers
"
of India
(Clarendon Pi ess) should more than satisfy the general
Colonel Malleson traces the origin and foundation of the
reader.
Empire ; and, as an introduction to the history of Muhammac

Mughal

dan India, the book leaves nothing to be

desired.'

St.

James's Gazette.

This volume will, no doubt, be welcomed, even by experts in
Indian history, in the light of a new, clear, and terse rendering of an
It is a worthy and valuable addition
old, but not worn-out theme.
Athenaum.
to Sir W. Hunter's promising series.'
*

*

Colonel Malleson has broken ground

new

to the general reader.

The btory of Akbar is briefly but clearly told, with an account of what
he was and what he did, and how he found and how he left India. . .
The native chronicles of the reign are many, and from them it is still
as Colonel Malleson has shown, to construct a living portrait
possible,
Scots Observer.
of this gieat and mighty potentate.'
.

brilliant historian of the Indian Mutiny has been assigned in
volume of the series an important epoch and a strong personality
Alike in
for critical study, and he has adnmably fulfilled his task
dress and style, this volume is a fit companion for its piedecessor.'
Manchester Guardian.
1

The

this

)piniona of t&e
Olf

CAPTUI TEOTTER'S 'AEEEI IASTIMS.'
"

'
The publication, recently noticed in this place, of the Letters,
Despatches, and other State Papers pieserved in the Foreign Department of the Government of India, 1772-1785," has thrown entirely new
whole history of Warren
light from the most authentic sources on the
Captain L. J. Trotter's
Hastings and his government of India.
neither
WARBEN HASTINGS is accordingly
moppoitune nor devoid of an
Ti
known as a competent
otter
is
well
tffa
e.
rafoon
Captain
adequate
and attractive writer on Indian histoiy, and this is not the first timo
The Times.
en Hastings has supplied him with a theme.'
that
1
He has put his best work into this memoir. . His work is of
distinct literal y merit, and is worthy of a thenie than which Bnthh
It is a distinct gain to the British race
history piesents none nobler.
to be enabled, as it now may, to count the great Governor-General
among those heroes for whom it need not blush 'Scotsman.
e
Captain Trotter has done his wpik well, and his volume deserves
to stand with that on Dalhousie by Sir Wriliam Hunter.
Higher
New York SeialcL
praise it would be hard to give it
1
full
the
has
done
Trotter
to
justice
fascinating story of the
Captain
Manchester Guardian.
splendid achievements of a gi eat Englishman
'A brief but admirable biography of the first Governor-General of
Newcastle Chronicle.
India.'
"
*
book which all must peruse who desire to be " up to date on
the subject.' The Globe.

Wan

'

'

A

ME, EEESE'S 'MIDIAYA EAO SIIDELL'
'Mr. BLeene has the enormous advantage, not enjoyed by every
producer of a book, of knowing intimately the topic he has taken up.
He has compressed into these 203 pages an immense amount of information, drawn from the best souices, and presented with much neatness and
'

The Globe.
Mr. Keene tells the story with knowledge and impartiality, and also
with sufficient graphic power to make it thoroughly readable. The
recognition of Sindhia in the "Bulers" seiies is just and graceful,
and it cannot fail to give satisfaction to the educated classes of our
effect
*

Indian fellow-subjects.' North British Daily Mail.
'The volume bears incontestable pi oofs of the expenditure of conby the author, and sustains the leputation he had
already acqtmed by his "Sketch of the Hwtory of Hindustan."'
Freeman's Journal.
1
Among the eighteen rulers of India included in the scheme of Sir
William Hunter only five are natives of India, and of the&e the great
Madhoj'i Sindhia is, with the exception of Akbai, the most illustrious.
Mr.
G Keene, ft well-known and skilful writer on Indian questions,
is fortunate in his subject, for the career of the greatest bearer of the
historic name of Sindhia covered the exciting period from the capture of
Delhi, the Imperial capital, by the Persian Nadir Shah, to the occupation
of the same city by Loid Lake . . Mr. Keene gives a lucid de&cnption
of lus subsequent policy, especially towards the English when he was
The Daily Graphic.
brought face to face with Warren Hastings.
siderable research

H

.

Opinions of t&e
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MAJOR-GENERAL SIR OWEN BURNE'S
'CLYDE

AND STRATHNAIRN.'

'In " Clyde and Strathnalrn," a contnbution to Sir William Hunter's
excellent "Rulers of India" series (Oxford, at the Clarendon Press),
Sir Owen Burne gives a lucid sketch of the military history of the
its suppression by the two great soldiers who give
names to his book. The space is limited for so large a theme, but
Owen Burne skilfully adjusts his treatment to his limits, and rarely

Indian Mutiny and
their

Sir

violates the conditions of proportion imposed upon him,'
. .
Sir Owen
Burne does not confine himself exclusively to the military narrative.
'

,

He

gives a buef sketch of the nse and progress of the Mutiny, and
devotes a chapter to the Reconstruction which followed its suppression.'
'
well wntten, well pioportioned, and eminently worthy of the
. .
.

series to

'Sir

which

The Times.

it belongs.'

Owen Burne who, by

association, experience,

and

relations with

well qualified for the task, writes with knowledge, perspicuity, and fairness.' Saturday JRemew.

one of these generals,
'

As a

is

brief record of a

a remaikable piece
Colonies and India.

momentous epoch in India this little book is
and interesting writing/ The

of clear, concise,

'Sir Owen Burne has written this .book carefully, brightly, and
with excellent judgement, and we in India cannot read such a book
without feeling that he has powerfully aided the accomplished editor

of the series

ma

truly patriotic enterprise.'

Bombay

Gazette

'The volume on "Clyde and Strathnairn" has just appeared, and
Considering its
proves to be a really valuable addition to the series.
size and the extent ot ground it covers it is one of the best books about
the Indicin Mutiny of which we know.' Englishman.
Sir Owen Burne, who has wntten the latest volume for Sir William
Hunter's "Rulers of India" series, is better qualified than any living
pei son to narrate, from a mihtaiy standpoint, the story of the suppre&sion of the Indian Mutiny.'
Daily Telegraph.
'

'Sir Owen Burne' B book on "Clyde and Strathnaixn" is worthy to
rank with the best
the admirable series to which it belongs
Manchester JSxamuier.

m

'The book

is

admirably written; and there

'

is

probably no better

sketch, equally bnef, of the stirring events with which it deals.*

Scotsman.
'
Sir Owen Burne, from the part he played in the Indian Mutiny, and
from his long connexion with the Government of India, and from the
fact that he was military secretary of Loid Strathnairn both in India
and in Ireland, is well qualified for the task which he has undertaken.'

The Athenaeum.

Opinions of t&e

HEDIME'S

TISCOUIT

'LORD HAEDII&E.

1

*
An exception to the rule that biographies ought not to be entrusted
Lord Hardmge, a scholar and an artist, has given.
to near relatives.
us an accurate record of his father's long and distinguished services.
There is no filial exaggeration. The author has dealt with some controversial matters with skill, and has managed to combine truth with
The Saturday Eemew.
tact and regard for the feelings of others.'

'This interesting life reveals the first Lord Hardmge as a brave,
man, the veiy soul of honour, admired and trusted equally
by friends and political opponents. The biographer . . . has produced a
most engaging volume, which is enriched by many pnvate and official
documents that have not before seen the light.' The Anti-Jacobin.

just, able

*
Lord Hardinge has accomplished a grateful, no doubt, but, from
the abundance of material and delicacy of certain matters, a very
difficult task in a workmanlike manner, marked by restraint and

lucidity.'

The Pall Mall Gazette.

His son and biographer has done his work with a true appreciation
of proportion, and has added substantially to our knowledge of the
*

'

Sutlej

Campaign

Vanity J?aw.

is in some i
aspects exceptionally well
qualified to tell the tale of the eventful foui years of his father's

*The present Lord Hardinge

G-overnor-Generalship.'

The Times.

'It contains a full account of everything of impoitance in Lord
Haidinge's military and political careei ; it is arranged ... so as to
bring into special prominence his government of India ; and it

gives

a lifelike and striking picture of the man.'
*

The

Academy.

style is clear, the treatment dispassionate,

and the

total result

a manual which does ciedit to the interesting series in which it figures.*
The Globe.
*

The

concise

and vivid account which the son has given of
The Morning Pobt.
many readers

his

'

father's career will interest
1

Eminently readable for everybody. The history is given succinctly,
letters quoted are of real value.'
The Colonies

and the unpublished

and India.
1

Compiled from public documents, family papers, and letters, this
brief biography gives the reader a clear idea of what
Hardinge was,
both as a soldier and as an administrator
Manchester Examiner.

'The

'

An admirable

sketch.'

The

New

Jorlc Herald.

'The Memoir is well and concisely written, and is accompanied
by
an excellent likeness after the portrait by Sir Francis Grant.' The
Queen.

pinions of t&e
OS

HENRY CUNNINGHAM'S 'EARL

SIR

CANNING.'
lare literary skill and his knowledge
and affans are not now displayed for the first time,
and he has enjoyed exceptional advantages in dealing with his
present subject. Lord G-ianville, Canning's contempoiary at school
and colleague in public life and one of his oldest friends, furnished his
'Sir

Henry Cunningham's

of Indian

life

biographer with notes of his recollections of the early life of his friend.
Sir Henry Cunningham has also been allowed access to the Diary of
Canning's private secretary, to the Journal of his military secretary,
and to an interesting correspondence between the Goveinoi-General
'
and his gieat lieutenant, Lord Lawrence
The Times.
S Cunningham has succeeded in writing the histoiy of a
'Sir
critical period in so fair and dispassionate a manner as to make it
almost a matter of astonishment that the motives which he 1ms so
clearly grasped should ever have been misinterpreted, and the results
which he indicates so grossly misjudged Nor is the excellence of his
work less conspicuous from the literary than from the political and

K

historical point of view.'
Glasgow Herald
1
Sir H. S. Cunningham has treated his subject adequately.
In vivid
he
his
paints
language
word-pictures, and with calm judicial analysis
he also proves himself an able critic of the actualities, causes, and results

of the outbreak, also a tempeiate, just appreciator of the character
The Court Journal.
policy of Earl Canning.'

and

REV. W. H. BUTTON'S 'MARQUESS
WELLESLEY.'
'Mr. Hutton has brought to his task an open mind, a trained
and a diligent study of a great body of oiiginal
material
Hence he is enabled to present a true, authentic, and
historical judgement,

original portrait of one of the greatest of Anglo-Indian statesmen,
doing full justice to his military policy and achievement^, and also to
his statesmanlike efforts for the organization and consolidation of that
*

Times.
Empire which he did so much to sustain
'To the admirable candour and discrimination which characterize
Mr. Button's monogiaph as an hi&toiical study must be added the
literary qualities which distinguish it and make it one of the most
readable volumes of the series The style is vigorous and picturesque,
and the arrangement of details artistic in its just legard for proportion
and perspective. In thort, there is no point of view fi om which the work
deseives anything but praise.'

Glasgow Serald.

The Rev. W. H. Hutton has done

his work well, and achieves with
and lucidity the task he sets himself: to show how, under
Wellesley, the Indian company developed and ultimately became the
To our thinking his estimate of this great
supieine power in India.
statesman is most just.' Black and White
'Mr. Hutton, has told the story of Loid Wellesley's life in an admirable manner, and has provided a most readable book,' Manchester
Examiner.
*

force

'

Mr

Button's lange of infoimation

appropriate,

and

his diction scholaily

is

and

wide, his division of subjects
Saturday Review.
precise.'

pinions of t&e

SIR LEPEL GRIFFIN'S

'

BAN JIT SINGH.'

*
We can thoroughly praise Sir Lepel Griffin's work as an accuiate
and appreciative account of the beginnings and growth of the Sikh
founded upon it by a strong and
leligion and of the temporal power
The Vimes
remorseless chieftain
'

1
Sir Lepel Griffin treats his topic with thorough mastery, and his
account of the famous Ma,hirC]i and his times is, consequently, one of
the mo&t valuable as well as interesting volumes of the series of which
'
The Globe.
it forms a put

Prom

'

a classic

first

to last

it is

a model of what such a work should be, and

'The St. Stephen's Review.

'The monograph could not have been entrusted to more capable
hands than those of Sir Lepel G-iiffin, who spent his official life in the
The Scotsman.
Punjaub
'

At once

'

the shortest and best history of the rise and
th British Daily Mail.
The

Sikh monarchy

'

fall of

the

Nw

Not only a biography of the ISTapoleon of the East, but a luminous
picture of his countiy ; the chapter on Sikh Theocracy being a notable
example of compact thought.' The Liierpool Mercury.
1

MR. DEMETRIUS BOULGER'S 'LORD
WILLIAM BEWTINCK.'
The " "Rulers of India" series has received a valuable addition in
the biography of the late Lord William Bentmck. The subject of this
He waj
interesting memoir was a soldier as well as a statesman
1

mainly instiuinental in bunging about the adoption of the overland
route and in convincing the people of India that a main factor in English policy was a disinterested desire for their welfare.
Lord William's
despatches and minutes, several of which are textually reproduced in

Mr. Boulger's praibe worthy little book, display considerable literary
skill and are one and all State papers of signal worth.'
Daily Ttleyraph.

Mr Boulger is no novice in dealing with Oriental history and
Oriental aftairs, and in the caieer of Loid William Bentmck he has
found a theme very much to his taste, which he treats with adequate
1

knowledge and literary

'Mr

1

skill.

The Times.

Boulgei wiites clearly and well, and his volume finds an accepted place in the veiy useful and informing series which Sir William
Wilson Hunter is editing so ably.' Independent.

pinion? of t&e
oir

MR.

J. S.

COTTON'S MOUNTSTUART
ELPHINSTONE.'
'

'Sir William Hunter, the editor of the seiies to which this book
belongs, was happily inspired when he entrusted the Life of Elphinstone, one of the most scholarly of Indian rulers, to Mr. Cotton, who,
himself a scholar of ment and lepute, isbrought by the nature of his
daily avocations into close and constant relations with scholars. . . .

We

live

m an age in which none but specialists can afford to give more time

to the memoixs of even the most distinguished Anglo-Indians than will
be occupied by reading Mr. Cotton's two hundred pages
He has performed his task with great skill and good sense. This is ]ust the kind
of Life of himself which the wise, kindly, high-souled man, who is the
sub]ect of it, would read with pleasure in the Elysian Fields.' Sir M.
E. Grant Duff, in The Academy.
'
To so inspiring a theme few writers are better qualified to do ample
justice than the author of "The Decennial Statement of the Moial and
Material Progress and Condition of India." Sir T. Colebrooke's larger

biography of Elphinstone appeals mainly to Indian specialists, but
Mr Cotton's slighter sketch is admirably adapted to satisfy the growing
demand for a knowledge of Indian history and of the personalities of
Anglo-Indian statesmen which Sir William Hunter has done so much
The Times.
to cieate.'

DR.

BRADSHAW'S SIR THOMAS
MTTNRO.'

'A most

valuable, compact and interesting memoir for those looking
forw ard to or engaged
the work of Indian administration.' Seaman
'
It is a caretul nnd sympathetic survey of a life which should always

m

'

serve as an example to the Indian soldier and civilian
Yoilshire Po&t
'A true and vivid recoid of Munro's hfe-woik in almost autoGf-lasgow Herald
biogjaphical form.'
'Ot the work befoie us we have nothing but praise
The story of
Munro's career in India is in itself of exceptional interest and irn'

poitance

Freeman's Journal.

'The woik could not have been better done; it is a monument of
People.
painstaking care, exhaustive research, and nice discrimination
'This excellent and spirited little monograph catches the salient
and
most
of
some
valuable
Munro's
career,
snppbes
quotations
points
from his writings and papers 'Manchestei Guardian.
'It would be impossible to imagine a, more attractive and at the
same time instructive book about India.' Liverpool Courier.
It is one of the best volumes of this excellent seiies.' Imperial and
Aswtic Quartet ly Review.
The book throughout is arranged in an admirably clear manner and
there IP evident on every page a desire for truth, and nothing but the
'

1

'

truth.'
*

Commerce.

A clear and scholarly piece of work.'

Indian Journal of Education.

pinions of t&e
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ME, MORSE STEPIEIS'

'AIBTTQITEEQIJE.'

We may commend
Mr. Stephens' able and instructive monograph
Mr. Morse Stephens' volume, both as an adequate summary of an
between
Asia and
the history of the relations
important penod
'

.

. .

m

Europe, and as a suggestive treatment of the problem of why Portugal
and England succeeded in founding an Indian Empire. The
Times.
5

failed

H

'
Morse Stephens has made a very readable book out of the
Mr.
foundation of the Portuguese power in India.
According to the
practice of the seiies to which, it belongs it is called a life of Affonso de
Albuquerque, but the Governor is only the central and most important
figuie in a brief history of the Portuguese in the East down to the time
when the Dutch, and English intruded on their preserves ...
plea-

A

santly-written

and trustworthy book on an

interesting

man and

time.'

The Saturday Eeiiew.
'

Mr. Mor>e Stephens' Albuquerque is a solid piece of work, well put
and full of interest.' The Athenaeum.

together,

<
Mr. Morse Stephens' studies in Indian and Portuguese history have
thoroughly well qualified him for approaching the subject . . He has
presented the facts of Albuquerque's career, and sketched the events
marking the rule of his predecessor Almeida, and of his immediate
successors in the Governorship and Viceroyalty of India in a compact,
The Scotsman.
lucid, and deeply interesting form.'
.

SIE CEAEIES IITCHSOFS'LOED LAEE3TCE.'
'
N"o man knows the policy, principles, and character of John
Lawrence better than Sir Charles Aitchison. The salient features
and vital pimciples of his work as a ruler, first in the Punjab, and

afterwards as Viceroy, are set forth with remaikable clearness.

1

Scotsman.
'

A

most admirable sketch of the great work done by Sir John
who not only ruled India, but saved it.' Manchester
Examiner.
Lawrence,

'Sir Charles Aitchison's narrative is uniformly marked by directness,
clearness, and grasp ; it throws additional light into certain
nooks of Indian affairs and it leaves upon the mind a very vivid
order,

,

and complete impression, of Lord Lawrence's vigorous, resourceful,
Newcastle Daily Chiomole.
discerning, and valiant personality.'
'
Sir Charles knows the Punjab thoroughly, and has made this little
hook all the moie interesting by his account of the Punjab under John
Lawrence and his subordinates.' Yorkshire Post.

pinions of ftc
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LEWIN BENTHAM BOWRING'S
'HAIDAB, ALi

AND

TIPTJ SULTAN.'

just, and his narrative of the continuous
Times.
military operations of the period full and accurate
'The story has been often written, but never better or more concisely than here, where the father and son are depicted vividly and
"
" in the]r habit as
There is not a volume of
truthfully
they lived
the whole series which ia better done than this, or one which shows

'Mr. Bowring's portraits are

*

Daily Chronicle.
{
Mi. Bowring has been well chosen to write this memorable history,
because he has had the best means of collecting it, having himself
The account of the
formerly been Chief Commissioner of Mysore
Mysore war is well done, 'and Mr. Bowiing draws a stirring picture of
our detei mined adversai y
At my and Naiy Gazette.

greater insight,'

'An excellent example of compression and precision. Many volumes
might be wntten about the long war in Mysore, and we cannot but
admire the skill with which Mr Bowring has condensed the history of
the struggle
His book is as terse and concise as a book can be
'

North British Daily Mail
Mr. Bownng's book is one
'

valuable to

East

all

of the freshest

and best of a

interested in the concerns of the British

'

English

series

most

Empire in the

Mail

'The story of the final capture of Seringapatarn is told with skill
and graphic power by Mr Bowring, who throughout the whole work
shows himself a most accurate and interesting historian.' Pet thskire
Advertiser.

COLONEL MALLESON'S 'LORD

CLIVE.'

This book gives a spuited and accurate sketch of a veiy extraordinaiy personality.' Speaker.
'
Colonel Malleson wiites a most interesting account of Give's great
work in India so interesting that, having begun to read it, one is
unwilling to lay it aside until the last page has been reached. The
character of Chve as a leader of men, and especially as a cool, intrepid,
and resourceful general, is ably described ; and at the same time the
author never fails to indicate the far-reaching political schemes which
inspired the valour of Chve and laid the foundation of our Indian
'
North British Daily Mail.
Empire
'
This monograph is admirably wntten by one thoroughly acquainted

and in love with
1

No

his subject.'

Glasgow Serald

one is better suited than Colonel Malleson to write on dive,
and he has performed his ta&k with distinct success. The whole narrative is, like eveiytlnng Colonel Malleson writes, clear and full of
To)Jtshire Post
vigour.'
Colonel Malleson is reliable and fair, and the especial merit of his
book is that it always presents a clear view of the whole of the vast
theatiein which Clive gradually produces such an extraordinary change
1
of scene.
Newcastle Daily Chiomcle.
'

Opinions of t&e
ON

OAPT. TROTTEK'S 'EABL OP AUCKLAND.'
'A

vivid account of the causes, conduct,

costly, fruitless,

and unrighteous" Afghan

and consequences of "the

War of 1838.'^,

James's

Gazette.
'To write such a monogiaph was a thankless task, but it has been
He has
success by Captain L J. Trotter
accomplished with entiie
dealt calmly and clearly with Lord Auckland's policy, domestic and
its financial results, and with the general tendency of
military, with
T
Yorkshire Po^t.
Lord Auckland's rule
'To this distressing story (of the First Afghan War) Captain Trotter
He tells it well and foicibly ;
devotes the major portion of his pages
hut i drawn, perhaps unavoidably, into the discussion of many topics
of controversy winch, to some readers, may seem to be hardly as yet
decided. ... It is only fair to add that two chapters are devoted
finally

"Lord Auckland's Domestic Policy," and to his relations with
" The Native States of India"/ The Times.
*
Captain Trotter's Sari of Auckland is a most interesting book, and

to

its excellence

as a condensed, yet luminous, history of the hrst

War

warm

de&erves

recognition

Afghan

'Scotsman.

1

It points a moral which our Indian Rulers cannot afford to forget
so long as they still have Eussia and Afghanistan to count with.'
Glasgow Herald.

Supplementary Volume

price 3* 6d.

'JAMES THOMASON,' BY SIR EICHAED
TEMPLE.
'Sir R. Temple's book possesses a high value as a dutiful and
man of lofty ideals, whose exploits were

interesting memorial of a

none the

less

memorable because achieved exclusively in the

field

'

Times
of peaceful administration
*
It is the peculiar distinction of this

work that

interests a reader
than in the man himself 'Scotsman.
This is a most interesting book to those who know India, and
knew the man, it is of unparalleled inteiest, but no one who has
the Imperial instinct which has taught the English to rule subject
laces "for their own welfare" can fail to be struck
by the simple
Pall Mall Gazette.
greatness of this character
'
Mr. Thomason was a great Indian statesman. He systematized
the revenue system of the Noith-West Provinces, and improved
every
branch of the administration. He was remarkable, like many great
it

less in the official
(

'

Indians, for the earnestness of Ins religious faith, and Sir Richard
an admirable manner.' #/ ittsh Weekly.
Temple brings this out

m

'The book is "a portrait drawn by the hand of affection," of one
whose life was "a pattein of how a Christian man ought to live."
Special pi eminence is given to the religious aspects of Mr. Thomason's
character, and the result is a very readable biographical sketch.'
Christian.

.pinions of t&e
ON

MAJOR ROSS OP BLADEWSBURG'S
'MARQUESS OP HASTINGS.'
'Major Ross of Bladensbwg treats his subject skilfully and attractively, and his biography of Lord Hastings worthily sustains the high
which it appears 'The Times
reputation of the Series
'This monograph is entitled to rank with the best of the Series, the
compiler having dealt capably and even brilliantly with his materials

m

'

'

Instinct with interest/

'

As readable

Glasgow Evening News.

as it is instructive.'

Globe.

A truly admirable monograph.'

'

Glasgow Herald
woik admiiably, and bids

'

fair to be one of
Major Eos* has done his
the best writers the Army of our day has given to the country ...
most acceptable and enhancing little volume.' Daily Chronicle.
'It is a volume that ments the highest praise
Major Ross of
Bladensburg has represented Lord Hastings and his work in India
in the right light, faithfully described the country as it ^a, and in

_

A

a masterly manner makes one realize how important was the period
covered by this volume
Manchester Courier.
'
This excellent monograph ought not to be overlooked by any one
who would fully learn the history of British rule India ' Manchester
'

Examiner.

MR.

S.

m

LANE-POOLE'S 'AURANGZIB.'

no peiiod in Eastern history so full of sensation as the
tells this story admirably
. Mr. Lane-Poole
reign of Auran^zfb
National Olsener.
indeed, it were difficult to imagine it better told
*
writes
Mr. Lane-Poole
learnedly, lucidly, and vigorously . . . He
draws an extremely vivid picture of Aurangzib, his stiauge ascetic
cliaiacter, his intrepid courage, his remorseless overthrow of his
kinsmen, his brilliant court, and his disastrous policy ; and he describes
the gradual decline of the Mogul power from Akbar to Aurangzib
with genuine historical insight.' Times.
*
A well-knit and capable sketch of one of the most lemarkable,
Satwday Itti iew.
perhaps the most mtei estmg, of the MogulEmperors
'As a study of the man himself, Mr Lane-Pool e's work is marked
it
a
very exceptional
by a vigour and originality of thought which give
value among works on the subject.'
Glasgow Herald.
'The most popular and most picturesque account that has yet
appeared ... a pictuie of inuoh clearness and force.' 'Globe.
A notable sketch, at once scholarly and inteiesting English Nail.
'No one is better qualified than Mr. Stanley Lane-Poole to take up
the history and to depict the character of the last of the great Mogul
monarchs.
.
Aurangzfb'a career IB ever a fascinating study,'
'There

is

.

.

,

'

'

*

.

.

Some New.
The author gives a description of the famous city of Shall Jahrfn, its
and the ceremonies and pageants of which they were the scene.
. . . Mr.Lane-Poole's well- written monograph piesents all the most distinctive features of Aurangzlb's character and career.' Morning Pott.
'

palaces,

'
Uniform with the Rulers of India

'

Series, 33. 6d.

A BRIEF HISTORY OP THE INDIAN
PEOPLES.
STANDABD EDITION (TWENTIETH), REVISED TO
SEVENTY-EIGHTH THOUSAND.

1892.

This Edition incorporates the suggestions received by the author

from Duectois of Public Instruction and other educational authoiities
in India; its statistics are brought down to the Census of 1891 ; and
its narrative, to 1892
The work has received the emphatic approval
of the oiaran of the English School Boards, and has been translated
into

-five

languages.

It

is

Europe and America and

largely employed for educational purposes in
as a text-book prescnbed by the University

its Entrance Examination from 1886 to 1891
W. Hunter, preHistory of the Indian Peoples," by
sents a soit of bnd's-eye view both of India and of its people from the
.
work of authority and of
earliest dawn of historical records

of Calcutta for

W

"A Bnef

'

.

.A

The Daily News (London)
Dr -Hunter may be said to have presented a compact epitome

original value.*
1

of the

results of his researches into the early history of India , a subject upon
which his knowledge is at once exceptionally wide and exceedingly

thorough/ -The Scotsman.
Within the compass of some 250 pnges we know of no history of the
{

people of India so concise, so interesting, and &o useful for educational
The School Hoard Chwnwle (London).
purposes as this.'
1
For its size and subject there is not a better written or more trust-

The Journal of Education.
in existence.'
So thoroughly revised as to entitle it to separate notice.'

worthy history
1

The Times.
Hunter's history, if brief, is comprehensive. It is a storehouse
of facts marshalled in a masterly style; and presented, as history
should be, without the slightest suspicion of prejudice or suggestion of
Dr Hunter observes a style of severe simplicity, which
partisanship
is the seciet of an impiessive presentation of details'
The Daily

Dr

'

Review (Edinbuigh)
By far the best manual of Indian History that has hitherto been
published, and quite equal to any of the Historical Series for Schools
edited by Dr Freeman. We trust that it will soon be read in all the
The Time** of India.
schools in this Presidency.'
Extract from a ciitocism by Edward Giles, Esq , Inspector of Schools,
Northern Division, Bombay Presidency. 'What we require is a
book which shall be accurate as to facts, but not overloaded with
them ; wi itten in a style which shall interest, attract, and guide uncultivated leaders ; and shoit, because it must be sold at a leasonable
These conditions have never, in my opinion, been realized
price.
*
previous to the introduction of this book
of the Hon. W. W. Hunter's "
The
of
*

1

School History
'
" publication
is an event
Eeis & Rayyet (Calcutta).
literary histoiy
has succeeded in writing a histoiy of India, not only in such a
way that it will be read, but also in a way which we hope will lead
young Englishmen and ^oung natives of India to think more kindly
of each other
The Calcutta University has done wisely in prescribing
this bnef history as a text-book for the Entrance Examination.'
The
Hindoo Patt lot (Calcutta).

India
'

He

m

